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ABSTRACT 

Although personality psychology has largely been built on findings based on self-

report measures, descriptions of a target individual’s personality from an observer (other-

ratings) have bolstered and extended major findings from personality research.  The 

veracity of these other-ratings, however, has been a longstanding research question and 

point of contention.  Although work using other-ratings has spanned across multiple 

research streams, key issues are (1) how accurate other-ratings are (as indexed by a 

particular criterion) and (2) the conditions under which other-ratings are more or less 

accurate (as a result, for example, of a particular trait being easier to rate or of having 

higher quality information about the target).  Four meta-analyses were conducted to 

empirically examine hypotheses derived from Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model, 

with each meta-analyses examining a particular accuracy criterion.  Specifically, these 

meta-analyses examined how the ease of rating particular traits within the five factor 

model moderates accuracy (“good traits”).  In addition, these meta-analyses examine how 

the quality of information available to others moderates accuracy (“good information”), 

either through having a particular type of relationship with the target (being a family 

member, friend, cohabitator, work colleague, incidental acquaintance, or stranger) or 

through observing particular target-related stimuli (visual information only, audio 

information only, audio and visual, personal objects, or text/electronic communication). 

Study 1 meta-analyzed internal consistency and test-retest reliability coefficients 

for other raters.  Findings indicate that other-ratings are measured at least as reliably as 

self-ratings, regardless of the particular trait being measured or of the particular 

information source.  Study 2 meta-analyzed the consistency between two different other-
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raters’ descriptions of a common target (interrater reliability).  Interrater reliability was 

higher when rating more visible traits like Extraversion and Conscientiousness but lower 

for less visible traits like Emotional Stability and Openness.  Interrater reliabilities were 

also higher when either (a) ratings came from others well-acquainted with the target or 

(b) both other-raters viewed a limited but overlapping set of the target’s behaviors.  Study 

3 meta-analyzed correlations of other-ratings with self-ratings.  Self-other correlations 

were highest when (a) the trait was highly visible, (b) opportunity to observe the target 

was high and not limited to only observing thin slices of behavior, and (c) the rating came 

from an other who was particularly intimate with the target.  Finally, Study 4 meta-

analyzed validities of other-ratings for predicting behaviors and behavioral outcomes.  

When predicting how strangers will perceive the target, ratings from acquainted other-

raters predicted similarly to self-ratings.  When predicting academic and job 

performance, however, validities for other-ratings were markedly higher than general 

findings for self-ratings.  This was especially true for ratings of Conscientiousness and 

Emotional Stability when predicting academic achievement and for ratings of 

Conscientiousness and Agreeableness when predicting job performance. 

The pattern of findings described in Studies 1 through 4 points to several general 

conclusions.  Self-ratings and other-ratings both measure a common construct of 

personality dispositions.  For other-ratings to be accurate, however, other-raters must 

have adequate opportunity to observe the target.  This accuracy is enhanced when other-

raters have access to internal aspects of the target’s personality (thoughts, emotions, 

values, etc.) as a result of interpersonal intimacy.  To the extent that such opportunities 

are lacking to observe both external and internal aspects of the target, other-raters may 
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use implicit personality theories to fill in gaps in observation.  Finally, Study 4 is 

suggestive of a relative predictive advantage of other-ratings over self-ratings.  Whether 

resulting from greater accuracy of other-ratings or having a context and scope more 

closely aligned with the behavioral criterion, these behavioral predictions offer promising 

new directions for studying personality and applying personality measures.  Broadly, 

these findings suggest that other-ratings can serve not only as an accurate, alternative 

method for collecting personality ratings but also as a tool illuminating fundamental 

aspects of personality and personality measurement. 
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THE RELIABILITY, CONVERGENCE, AND 

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF PERSONALITY RATINGS: 

AN OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

Overview and Objectives 

People constantly make judgments inferring the stable characteristics of others.  

When we watch a late night talk show, we see some guests as sincere, open, and friendly 

and others as arrogant and aloof.  When we spend an evening with a friend who seems 

overly blue and self-deprecating, we worry that he or she may suffer from low self-

esteem.  When we schedule an important meeting, we may tell a coworker that it begins 

15 minutes prior to ensure that he or she arrives on time because we know he or she is 

undependable.  And when another driver talking on a cell phone cuts us off, we think 

(and possibly yell or appropriately gesture), “What a jerk!” 

Whether entailing considerable reflection on another’s behavior or simply 

emerging from a snap judgment, making these inferences about others’ personality is a 

natural and fundamental aspect of social behavior.  It is intuitively apparent, however, 

that these personality judgments may be more or less accurate.  The inferences about the 

coworker’s dependability and the friend’s self-esteem were forged over an extended 

period of observation—they likely correspond more closely to these targets’ personality 

than does our frustrated name-calling of our recklessly driving counterpart. 

The accuracy of our judgments about others’ personality has been the focus of 

considerable research and debate within personality and social psychology.  Research has 
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ranged from specifying the necessary conditions for accurate judgment to be possible (D. 

C. Funder, 1995; Kenny, 1991) to searching for the most accurate judges (Bernieri, 

Zuckerman, Koestner, & Rosenthal, 1994; Vernon, 1933) to even questioning whether 

accurate judgments about others’ personality is even possible (Shrauger & Schoeneman, 

1979).  Amongst personality psychologists, judgments of personality from observers have 

often served as a gold standard against which to validate self-report personality measures.  

Amongst some social-cognitive psychologists, however, observers’ inferences of targets’ 

personality emerge from a judgment process fraught with error. 

Cross-observer accuracy has been at the heart of the person-situation debate (D. 

T. Kenrick & Funder, 1988).  The impressions one observer forms by observing a target 

can only agree with others’ impressions if the target has behaved in a relatively consistent 

way across observations.  Strong accuracy in judging others, therefore, depends not only 

on the correctness of perceptions but also consistency in behavior.  Finding such accuracy 

foretells a more favorable outlook on trait psychology.   

Indeed, accuracy in judging others—and especially those targets with whom 

observers are well acquainted—is central not only to trait psychology but also to person 

perception.  McCrae (1982) summarized well its magnitude and importance:  

If we have only the illusion that we know the people around us, then it would be a 
psychological discovery of the first magnitude. It would not only undermine much 
of the basis of formal trait psychology but also challenge common sense and have 
a potentially profound impact on the way we see each other in daily life.  No 
longer could we trust our impressions of our friends, family, or co-workers; 
instead, we might need to count behaviors and substitute actuarial predictions for 
inferences based on presumed motives and dispositions (p. 293). 
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Indeed, such potential difficulties in accurately judging others’ traits limits our ability to 

predict their future behavior.  Such inaccuracies would cast a dark fate on our presumably 

undependable coworker.  If this coworker’s dependable behavior is in no way determined 

by a stable trait that others can accurately perceive, he or she might often face the 

frustration of waiting for 15 minutes for all other meeting attendees to arrive.   

Making accurate perceptions of targets’ stable characteristics is a challenge 

relevant not only for building broad theories of personality and person perception but for 

fields of applied psychology as well.  Psychotherapists must make accurate clinical 

diagnoses based on often short periods of observation.  Similarly, human resource 

departments often must evaluate applicants’ job-related traits and skills to make selection 

decisions often on the basis of only short interactions with an applicant.  The veracity of 

these judgments used for making life-altering decisions depends entirely on individuals—

even relatively unacquainted individuals—being able to make accurate judgments of 

target individuals. 

The purpose of the present dissertation is to bring cohesion and clarity to this 

broad and divergent set of research on the accuracy of others’ judgments of personality 

through robust quantitative research using meta-analytic techniques.  In the pages that 

follow, I first review basic findings from the field of personality about its relevance 

across domains and the structure of personality traits.  I then turn to discussing 

personality as measured by other-ratings, the streams of research where such methods 

have been prevalent, and how these separate research streams can be conceptually 

integrated.  Finally, I describe the methods and results of four studies, each meta-
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analytically studying a specific accuracy criterion.  Study 1 examines accuracy as reliable 

measurement of observer judgments of targets’ personality traits, Study 2 examines 

accuracy as consistency across observers’ judgments, Study 3 examines accuracy as the 

correspondence between observer-ratings and self-ratings, and Study 4 examines 

accuracy as the validity of observer ratings for predicting behavior.   

With these four meta-analyses, I answer four overarching questions.  First, how 

accurate are judgments of personality made by observers?  Second, are judgments from 

others’ about particular personality traits more accurate than others?  Third, how does the 

type of information that judgments are based on—either through having a particular 

relationship with the target or from observing particular target-related stimuli—affect 

accuracy?  Fourth and finally, how does accuracy in perceiving others compare to 

accuracy in perceiving ourselves?  Answering these four questions provides quantitative 

estimates of central effects hypothesized by Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model. 

These four questions are fundamental not only in studying personality ratings of others 

but also personality ratings of ourselves. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Personality psychology has made a wide berth across many domains of 

psychology.  In clinical psychology, personality research has found a renewed role, and 

some argue that many clinical disorders can be re-conceptualized as combinations of 

extremes on normal personality traits (Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, Silva, & McGee, 1996; 

Malouff, Thorsteinsson, & Schutte, 2005; Saulsman & Page, 2004; Widiger & Costa, 

1994).  Personality has long been a part of studying social behavior and social cognition 

(e.g., Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Snyder & Ickes, 1985).  Personality traits are also major 

predictors of health behaviors, like avoiding drug, alcohol, and tobacco use and driving 

safely (Bogg & Roberts, 2004; Clarke & Robertson, 2005; Malouff, Thorsteinsson, & 

Schutte, 2006).  In industrial/organizational psychology, much research has linked 

personality to job success and job performance (Barrick, Mount, & Judge, 2001; James J. 

Connolly & Viswesvaran, 2000; Judge, Heller, & Mount, 2002; Ones, Dilchert, 

Viswesvaran, & Judge, 2007).  In counseling psychology, personality is particularly 

relevant in studying how people identify with cultures, distinguish vocational interests, 

and develop as adults (Barrick, Mount, & Gupta, 2003; Geslo & Fassinger, 1992; Mount, 

Barrick, Scullen, & Rounds, 2005; Sullivan & Hansen, 2004).  Personality has found a 

home in political psychology as well, with researchers exploring how traits affect 

political attitudes and behaviors (Immelman, 2003) and how they predict political success 

(Rubenzer, Faschingbauer, & Ones, 2000; Winter, 1987, 2005).   

Of stable attributes of individuals, personality traits are among the most powerful 

determinants of life events.  Personality traits have considerable effects on mortality, 
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divorce, and occupational attainment, three of the most central life outcomes to any 

person (Roberts, Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi, & Goldberg, 2007). Given such a span of 

findings for the relevance of personality, it is no surprise that personality predicts life 

satisfaction and subjective well-being (DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Heller, Watson, & Hies, 

2004). 

In this literature review, I will briefly overview the predominant conceptualization 

of personality and its hierarchical structure of traits.  I then describe trait ratings provided 

by others (i.e., non-self sources) as a method and survey research domains in which 

other-ratings have been used.  I conclude by examining how these divergent research 

streams can be integrated under an umbrella framework for examining accuracy and the 

factors that enhance or limit accuracy. 

Personality Trait Structure 

Although some dissent has been voiced (e.g., Block, 1995a, 1995b; Eysenck, 

1993; Hough, 1992), most research in personality has come to be organized around five 

basic personality factors:  Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Openness to Experience, 

Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness (Costa & McCrae, 1992a; Digman, 1990; 

Goldberg, 1993).  Emotional Stability (or its opposite pole, Neuroticism) describes 

individuals’ relative imperviousness to emotional turmoil (e.g., anxiety, depression) and 

being emotionally erratic.  Extraversion describes tendencies to be outgoing, dominant, 

and active.  Openness to Experience describes individuals’ thoughtfulness and interest in 

seeking new experiences, and Agreeableness refers how friendly individuals are and how 

well they get along with others.  Finally, Conscientiousness describes tendencies to be 
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hard-working and responsible.  Although some authors may use particular names of these 

factors (e.g., Extraversion vs. Surgency) or of their encompassing model (the Five Factor 

Model vs. the Big Five Model), these conceptualizations are essentially parallel and used 

interchangeably. 

These five factors emerged from research studying the lexical structure of trait 

descriptors (Fiske, 1949; Norman, 1963b; Tupes, 1957) and capture general tendencies of 

traits’ covariance.  The five factor model has emerged across many personality 

inventories, genders, ages, languages, and cultures (Dilchert, Ones, Van Rooy, & 

Viswesvaran, 2006; McCrae & Costa, 1987; McCrae & Costa, 1997), suggesting the five 

factor model to be a quite generalizable framework for personality.  Thus, viewing 

personality within the five factor model forms a basic taxonomy for organizing and 

classifying particular measures studying personality. 

Most personality researchers today conceptualize personality hierarchically within 

the five factor model (Costa & McCrae, 1995).  That is, each of the five factors as 

comprise a number of narrower facet traits.  For example, the broad factor of 

Extraversion has typically been conceptualized as comprising the facet traits of 

Dominance, Sociability and Energy, and possibly also facets such as Warmth and 

Positive Emotions.  Many personality inventories developed within the general five factor 

framework reflect this conceptualization, having factor traits subsuming narrower facet 

traits (e.g., the NEO-PI-R, Costa & McCrae, 1992c; the Hogan Personality Inventory, R. 

Hogan & Hogan, 1992; the Personal Characteristics Inventory, Mount & Barrick, 2004).   
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The distinctiveness of these narrow facets and their alignment within the Five 

Factor Model, however, remains a developing area of research.  For example, the NEO-

PI-R has six facet measures within each broad factor trait.  However, the test creators 

readily acknowledge that the choice to include six distinct facets rather than another 

number was made on somewhat arbitrary and practical grounds rather than being driven 

by theoretical reasons (Costa & McCrae, 1995).  Thus, prior to very recent facet research, 

the number and type of facets within Five Factor personality inventories has generally 

been decided on an inventory by inventory basis. 

Hough and Ones (2001) presented the first comprehensive attempt to organize 

widely-used trait measures within a factor and facet framework.  This framework was 

based on conceptual distinctions between measures and, where available, empirical 

alignment of trait markers with the broader five factors.  The five factors varied 

considerably in the number of distinct facets specified for each factor:  whereas Hough 

and Ones described only one facet of Agreeableness (Nurturance), they described six 

facets of Openness.  Hough and Ones also described a number of “trait compounds”—

traits representing the overlap between two or more of the five factors.  For example, the 

trait “Trust” (the tendency to believe others are well-intentioned and trustworthy) has 

elements of both Agreeableness (a cooperative, non-aggressive nature) and of Emotional 

Stability (lack of fear and anxiety).  These compound traits, however, can be mapped 

onto multiple Big Five factors, and the five factor model accommodates even trait 

compounds well.  Thus, the perspective presented in Hough and Ones is that personality 
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measures may assess one of the broad five factors directly, a particular facet of one of the 

five factors, or a compound trait that spans across multiple factors. 

Some follow-up research to Hough and Ones (2001) has taken empirical 

approaches to delineating facets within specific factors.  This research has factor-

analyzed items on measures of one of the five factors to delineate facet structures of 

traits.  Generally, this research has aligned fairly closely with the facets described in 

Hough and Ones.  However, finding empirical research to complement the theoretical 

taxonomy has been the exception rather than the rule and has been conducted only for the 

facets of Conscientiousness (Parish, 2003; Roberts, Bogg, Walton, Chernyshenko, & 

Stark, 2004; Roberts, Chernyshenko, Stark, & Goldberg, 2005) and of Openness 

(Chernyshenko, Stark, Woo, & Conz, 2008).  Indeed, Hough and Oswald (in press) 

acknowledged this research area and called for further empirical study of the facet 

structure of the five factors. 

Recent and ongoing work by Connelly, Ones, Davies, and Birkland (Birkland, 

Ones, & Connelly, 2008; Connelly, Davies, Ones, & Birkland, 2008a, 2008b; Connelly & 

Ones, 2007; Davies, Connelly, Ones, & Birkland, 2008) has pursued precisely this 

objective.  The goals of this meta-analytic research stream have been to (a) theoretically 

and empirically align facet traits with their appropriate factors and (b) distinguish 

between traits that are true facets versus those that are trait-compounds.  In this series of 

studies, Connelly, Ones, Davies, and Birkland sorted measures into trait clusters 

developed in previous taxonomies.  In the case of Agreeableness and Openness, where 

little taxonomic research had been previously completed, measures of Agreeableness and 
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Openness related constructs were theoretically sorted into homogenous trait clusters to 

develop taxonomies for these factors.  For each of the five factors, meta-analytic 

correlations were estimated between these trait clusters measures and measures directly 

assessing the global factor constructs of Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Openness, 

Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness.  In this way, a revised theoretically and 

empirically supported taxonomy of Big Five facets and trait compounds was developed 

for each of the Big Five factors.  This taxonomy for true trait facets is presented in Table 

1. 

Surveying the facets of Emotional Stability reflects the core of the trait:  general 

freedom from frequent or chronic emotional duress.  Each facet represents a broad 

susceptibility to more specific types of emotional instability.  In Anxiety, the facet 

reflects susceptibility to apprehension, tension, and fears; in Depression, to feelings of 

melancholy, failure and inward psychological pain; in Even-Temperedness (reversed), to 

anger, impatience, and frustration; in Self-Esteem (reversed), to feelings of self-

worthlessness and inferiority (Birkland et al., 2008).  For individuals with psychological 

illness, a person’s standing on these facets is closely related to the particular disorder 

with which he or she is afflicted.  Of these facets, Self-Esteem was the facet with the 

strongest loading on the broader Emotional Stability factor.   

For Extraversion, the commonalities across facets reflect a general tendency 

toward stimulus-seeking behavior, particularly in interpersonal interactions.  In fact, 

Eysenck (Eysenck, 1967) described extraverts as being chronically under-aroused, 

enhancing desires to search for stimulation in interacting with others (sociability and 
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dominance) and in activities (energy).  Most lay persons are familiar with the Sociability 

component of Extraversion (how talkative and socially outgoing individuals are).  

However, the Energy and Dominance facets also reflect central elements of this stimulus-

seeking behavior.  Two other potential facets, Positive Emotions and Warmth, are 

included as “fringe facets” of Extraversion.  Some empirical findings suggest these traits 

to be facets of Extraversion (Birkland et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2008), though some have 

argued these traits to be Extraversion-related compounds (Positive Emotions being 

related to Emotional Stability and Warmth to Agreeableness). 

The central elements of Openness are a desire to think and a curiosity toward new 

experiences.  The facets of Openness reflect expressions of this general thoughtfulness 

and curiosity in particular domains.  For example, Aestheticism expresses curiosity and 

thoughtfulness through interests in art, culture, and natural beauty.  Intraception and 

Openness to Emotions reflect an interest in thinking about and understanding self and 

others:  the causes of behaviors (Intraception) and outcomes of emotions (Openness to 

Emotions).  Nontraditionalism describes individuals’ expression of curiosity through the 

endorsement of nonconformist versus conventional social and political values.  Finally, 

the Openness to Sensations and Imaginative facets describe physiological and cognitive 

tendencies of individuals high in Openness. 

Agreeableness is fundamentally a trait about interpersonal tendencies and the 

extent to which an individual gets along with others.  This has caused some to refer to 

this factor as “likeability”—how well a person is regarded by others (e.g., R. Hogan & 

Hogan, 1992). Indeed, low Agreeableness facet poles describes characteristics almost 
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wholly undesirable in colleagues and friends alike:  aggression, uncooperativeness, and 

arrogance.  Cooperation and Aggressiveness were the two facets most strongly related to 

Agreeableness, and these tendencies to not wish others harm and to be willing to work 

with others are paramount in getting along with others. 

Finally, Conscientiousness facets describe an individual’s approach to rules, 

work, and organization.  Achievement and Dependability describe whether an individual 

responds to duties and obligations with eagerness and steadfastness or with aplomb and a 

lack of commitment.  Cautiousness overlaps with traits like Impulse Control and Rule-

Abidance and describes how careful versus carefree a person may be in making 

decisions.  Finally, Orderliness describes not only neatness and organization but also 

attention to detail.  These Conscientiousness facets reflect a general propensity toward 

behavior that is planful, diligent, and goal-directed. 

Across the board, these facet traits represent more specific manifestations of 

general tendencies defining the Global factor traits.  Some research has found differential 

relations with external criteria amongst the facets of a particular factor.  For example, 

within Conscientiousness, Achievement and Dependability are the facets most closely 

associated with job performance (Dudley, Orvis, Lebiecki, & Cortina, 2006), whereas 

Cautiousness is the facet most predictive of health behaviors (Bogg & Roberts, 2004).  

These findings are consistent with their conceptual alignment with the criteria.  Such 

findings of differential predictive power across the facets suggests that these narrower 

facets are not so saturated with variance from their common factor that no specific facet 

variance remains.  Rather, these findings imply the potential theoretical and applied 
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necessity of aligning measures of personality facets not only with the appropriate Big 

Five Factor but, when measuring a facet rather than global trait, with the appropriate facet 

construct. 

Thus, the dominant perspectives of personality generally view personality 

structure in a hierarchical framework (Costa & McCrae, 1995).  The broad five factors 

subsume lower, narrower facet traits.  In addition, some personality research has focused 

on trait compounds that assess aspects of multiple factors.  In some cases, these 

compound traits have held prominent positions amongst the traits studied by personality 

psychologists.  However, focusing specifically on five factor global and facet traits 

provides a starting point, clean investigation, and clear comparison across traits in 

studying observers’ accuracy.  Thus, the remainder of this dissertation will focus 

predominantly on studying the global five factors and their facets.  I return to the issue of 

compound traits in the discussion section of this dissertation. 
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Measuring Personality Traits with Observer Ratings 

 Personality research has used a wide variety of methods for measuring personality 

traits; however, most current methods of measuring personality traits can be classified 

within Cattell’s (1946) three types of personality data.  Q-data describe data coming from 

questionnaires and self-rating forms, L-data from the “life record” (typically, 

observations of others), and T-data from objective indicators conceptually related to the 

specific trait (e.g., heart rate as a measure of trait Anxiety).  L-data—specifically, ratings 

made by others observing a target and rating his or her personality—are the focus of this 

dissertation.  Such ratings are referred to hereafter as “other-ratings.” 

These other-ratings have a long history of use in study personality and individual 

differences.  The earliest published research using others to measure personality traits 

compared ratings made by others to self-reports (Cogan, Conklin, & Hollingworth, 1915; 

Hollingworth, 1916; Shen, 1925a, 1925b).  This research found some agreement between 

self- and other-raters.  Consistent with self-serving biases, however, individuals typically 

rated themselves higher than did other-raters for desirable traits and lower than other-

raters for undesirable traits.  In addition, Shen (1925a) found that other-raters also tended 

to overrate closer friends to a greater extent than less intimate friends. 

Cleeton and Knight (1924) even used other-ratings to challenge the practice of 

phrenology.  Their opening is simply too irresistible to forego quoting: 

Industry, fully aware of the advantage of an accurate and dependable means of 
estimating men and women, gives ear to any method of judging character which is 
at all plausible and which is earnestly presented.  At the present time many so-
called character analysts, consultants, and experts are presenting both plausibly 
and earnestly methods of judging character based on physical criteria such as head 
measurements.  Respectable psychology almost without exception repudiates such 
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methods and its foundations on physiological and neurological grounds.  The 
futility of character judgments by any form of phrenology is refuted theoretically 
to the queen’s taste in a conclusive onslaught by Knight Dunlap in an article 
published in The Scientific Monthly, vol. XV, no. 2, August, 1922. 
 
But business uses phrenological methods of character judgment rather freely and 
with some satisfaction.  Science and psychology for their own purposes need only 
theoretical refutation.  Business evidently is not sufficiently impressed with 
theory.  Perhaps statistical refutation will help in this connection and round out 
even the academic treatment of phrenology.  This study furnishes such statistical 
refutation. 
 

Cleeton and Knight (1924) collected two sets of character ratings of college students:  

ratings from sorority/fraternity co-members who knew the targets well, and ratings from 

business men, school superintendents, and personnel management students who only 

viewed the targets sitting on a stage.  Both close associates and these casual observers 

were able to make reliable judgments about the targets, and close associates’ ratings 

correlated moderately strongly with those of casual observers.  However, neither set of 

ratings correlated substantially with physical measurements of the size and shape of 

physical features, suggesting phrenology to be devoid of any relevance for judging 

individuals’ character. 

 Such early research was founded on several basic hypotheses.  First, for ratings 

from others to be accurate, other-raters should agree with one another.  In addition, a lack 

of correspondence between self-ratings and other-ratings would suggest inaccuracy in at 

least one of the measures.  Finally, this research suggests that different types of raters and 

different traits may yield more accurate ratings.   

Indeed, these hypotheses still guide research today (Webster, Iannucci, & 

Romney, 2002).  Funder and West (1993) organized previous research on personality 
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judgment as evaluating accuracy according to three criteria.  First, accurate personality 

judgments from an other-rater should correspond to judgments from a different other 

rater.  Funder and West (1993) refer to this first accuracy criterion as “consensus;” 

elsewhere, this correspondence between other-raters is termed interrater reliability.  

Second, accurate personality ratings from an observer should also correspond to self-

ratings, referred to as self-other accuracy.  Finally, other-raters’ personality judgments 

should predict behaviors. 

Research studying Funder and West’s (1993) accuracy criteria can encompass two 

dominant frameworks for statistically describing other-rating accuracy:  rank-order 

consistency and level agreement.  Rank-order consistency indexes accuracy with 

correlations and describes whether an individual’s standing relative to others holds across 

rating sources.  In contrast, level agreement indexes accuracy as the difference in means 

across rating sources for a set of targets (e.g., under- and over-estimation).  The absence 

of rank-order consistency indicates that the two measures are not rating a common 

construct, whereas the absence of level agreement suggests the presence of some 

systematic factor causing scores to shift.  These accuracy indices are independent of one 

another:  a set of observer ratings may have perfect rank-order consistency with a 

particular accuracy criterion but have substantial mean differences, and vice versa.  

Researchers have typically focused on rank-order consistency when indexing observer 

rating accuracy because the focal interest is ensuring that observer-ratings assess 

constructs parallel to the accuracy criterion, and a lack of such rank order consistency 

would indicate a lack of parallelism of rating sources.  Although level agreement across 
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accuracy criteria also merits study, the presence or absence of systematic mean level 

differences has been of less interest than ensuring parallelism in constructs measured.  

Similarly, this dissertation will focus on accuracy as rank-order consistency in predicting 

particular accuracy criteria. 

Research Streams Studying Accuracy in Other-Ratings 

 More recent research using other-ratings of personality has typically been 

conducted for one of three purposes:  (1) validating self-report personality findings, (2) 

examining the consistency of behavior attributable to personality traits, and (3) studying 

accuracy in other-ratings of targets based on limited target information.  These three 

purposes have overlapped somewhat.  However, research within each of these streams 

has endorsed considerably different research paradigms and interpretations of what other-

ratings may measure.  Thus, I briefly review each research stream individually before 

presenting an integrated framework for interpreting other-rater accuracy research across 

these streams. 

Previous Research Stream 1:  Validating Self-Report Personality Inventories and 

Findings 

 Typically, personality test-creators report convergent validities for their 

inventory—that is, correlations between their self-report measure and other self-report 

measures developed to assess closely aligned constructs.  However, personality critics 

have argued that these correlations are inflated by common method bias—that is, these 

correlations between different inventories are spuriously created by an individual’s 
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response tendencies rather than true standing on the construct of interest assessed by the 

scale. 

Amidst such criticism, other-ratings have traits have been used as a parallel 

measure of the construct collected through an independent measurement method.  Thus, 

correlations between personality scales and trait ratings from others who know the target 

well have a long history of use as an alternative criterion for validating a self-report 

inventory.  To a large extent, Gough (1964) impelled the focus on other-ratings as a 

validity criterion for personality inventories, and many other test-authors have used 

similar strategies.  For example, Francesco (1960) used peer rankings of targets to 

validate the General Orientations Profile, and Jackson (1975) used correlations with 

roommates’ ratings of targets to evaluate the validity of personality inventories created by 

inexperienced item writers (undergraduate psychology students).  Parallel rating forms of 

the NEO personality inventory for collecting other-ratings have been developed and used 

to validate the self-report version (McCrae, 1982).   More recently, Donnellan, Conger, 

and Burzette (2005) created a short form of the Multidimensional Personality 

Questionnaire and used ratings from parents and romantic partners to validate the short 

form used to measure targets’ self-perceptions.  Finding considerable self-other (cross-

method) correlations here suggests that the self-perceptions of personality are not simply 

response styles of the test-taker.  Rather, self-other correlations suggest that such 

questionnaires assess traits that guide behaviors, thoughts, and emotions of the targets, 

and trait indicators are observed by others as a basis for forming an impression of the 

target. 
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 This use of other-ratings as a criterion for validating self-report inventories has 

even been extended as a method of developing self-report inventories in some cases.  

Initial work in this domain came from scale development on the Minnesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory, where other-ratings were typically clinician’s judgments about the 

presence of clinical disorders.  Parallel work followed in developing normal measures of 

personality.  For example, items on the Dominance scale of the California Psychological 

Inventory were chosen based on their correlations with peer nominations of individuals 

who were interpersonally strong and able to exert influence and control over others 

(Harrison G. Gough & Bradley, 1996).  Parallel procedures were used for the 

Independence, Empathy, and Responsibility scales on the California Psychological 

Inventory. 

 In research studies such as these, other-ratings clearly represent a standard against 

which self-reports are being compared.  High correlations of self-report measures with 

these other-raters have generally been interpreted as evidence that self-report personality 

scales are accurately assessing individuals’ traits, and these traits cause targets to behave 

in ways that have been accurately observed by the other-raters in the study. 

 This research stream expanded from simply validating self-report inventories to 

replicating major self-report findings using other-report measures.  This expanded 

research has studied primarily four major research questions with other-reports of 

personality:  the stability of personality over time, personality’s factor structure, the 

heritability of personality traits, and the prediction of external criteria. 
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 Stability Over Time. A lynchpin of personality research has been that traits are 

characteristics of individuals that remain relatively stable across time.  Although 

individuals may change and develop (Fraley & Roberts, 2005; Roberts & DelVecchio, 

2000), their standing on traits should remain relatively consistent.  To complement 

longitudinal studies using self-report measures of personality, research has shown other-

reports of personality to be stable over one to six year intervals (Costa & McCrae, 1988; 

C. L. Martin, Costa, Oryol, Rukavishnikov, & Senin, 2002; Watson & Humrichouse, 

2006).  Finding such stability in other-raters’ judgments suggests that self-rating stability 

is not simply the result of having stable self-perceptions.  Rather, behavior over this 

period is likely relatively stable, and neither self-ratings nor other-ratings change 

substantially as a result. 

Factor Structure.  One major and persistent research question has been whether 

the same five factor personality structure emerges when ratings come from other-reports 

rather than self-reports.  Some of the earliest research developing the five factor model 

was in fact born out of research on peer-ratings (Tupes & Christal, 1958; Tupes & 

Kaplan, 1961).  These factors were shown to be invariant across peer- and self-ratings in 

both early research (Norman, 1963b; Tupes & Kaplan, 1961) and later research (McCrae 

& Costa, 1987; McCrae et al., 2004).  In fact, McCrae (1994) describes the convergence 

in factor structures across self- and other-ratings as a counterpoint singing in five-factor 

harmony. 

Passini and Norman (1966) even found that Norman’s (1963a) bipolar adjectives 

reproduced five factors when other-raters were strangers observing targets for only a 
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short time.  Critics and proponents of personality research alike have cited this research 

in support of their perspectives (Costa & McCrae, 1992b).  Critics have argued that such 

findings indicate that the factor structure in personality ratings reflects nothing more than 

the structure of individuals’ implicit personality theories regarding what traits belong 

together (e.g., Bem & Allen, 1974).  However, personality researchers have responded by 

citing research showing noteworthy self-other and other-other correlations (e.g., Weiss, 

1979). 

 Heritability of Personality. A series of studies based on behavioral genetic 

research databases has examined the heritability of personality traits when ratings come 

from others.  These studies have used other-ratings from twins (Heath, Neale, Kessler, 

Eaves, & Kendler, 1992), close peers (Riemann, Angleitner, & Strelau, 1997), and 

strangers/research assistants viewing behaviors in lab interactions (Borkenau, Riemann, 

Angleitner, & Spinath, 2001).  Results from these studies have found estimates of genetic 

effects on personality traits comparable to those typically observed for self-reports 

(generally, .40-.60; cf. Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001; Loehlin, 1992).  Such results were 

found even when the other-ratings came from experimenters previously unacquainted 

with the targets (Arseneault et al., 2003; Borkenau et al., 2001).  Thus, regardless of the 

method of measurement (self vs. other-ratings), personality traits appear partly heritable. 

 Predicting External Criteria. Lastly, work in this research stream has examined 

whether the validity for predicting certain external criteria with personality self-ratings 

also extends to other-ratings.  Individual studies have focused on the validity of other-

ratings for predicting job performance (Mount, Barrick, & Strauss, 1994; Nilsen, 1995; 
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Small & Diefendorff, 2006), academic performance (Bratko, Chamorro-Premuzic, & 

Saks, 2006), behavior in lab interactions (Kolar, Funder, & Colvin, 1996), and emotional 

experiences (Abe, 2004; Jana S. Spain, Eaton, & Funder, 2000).  This research has 

generally found that other-raters predict external behaviors well (job performance, 

academic performance, and behavior in lab interactions) and sometimes better than self-

ratings.  One exception has been in predicting emotional experiences:  other-ratings of 

some traits predict targets’ reports of daily emotional experiences, but targets’ personality 

self-ratings consistently out-predict other-ratings. 

Previous Research Stream 2:  Studying the Cross-Situational Consistency of Behavior 

 Research measuring personality rated by other-raters was at the core of both sides 

of a now legendary debate about whether there was consistency in behavior across 

situations.  Mischel (1968) and many other prominent psychologists of the 1960-1970s 

argued against the existence and relevance of stable traits in predicting behavior.  Central 

to these arguments were claims that there was little correspondence of self-ratings of 

personality traits and other-ratings or behaviors in lab settings. 

Such claims readily took hold in a climate of research interested in errors in 

human social judgment (Nisbett & Ross, 1980).  Funder (1987) provides a historical 

overview of the dominance of this error perspective.  Amidst this extension of social 

cognition and interest in errors of social judgments, researchers emphasized that 

observers tend to overlook information inconsistent with their preconceptions, to 

overlook the effects that particular social roles have on behavior, and to rationalize away 

apparent incongruent pieces of information.  Indeed, even the appearance of stable 
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personality traits in others seemed likely only a byproduct of the fundamental attribution 

error—that is, the tendency to over-attribute others’ behavior to stable dispositions of the 

individual rather than the an “obvious” response to situational demands (Jones, 1979).   

 Schrauger and Schoeneman (1979) narratively reviewed the research literature of 

the time that correlated self-ratings of personality with other ratings.  This review 

concluded that “there is no consistent agreement between people’s self-perceptions and 

how they are actually viewed by others” (p. 549).  This often-quoted conclusion was 

directed more in comparison with the agreement between people’s self-perceptions and 

their belief about how others’ perceive them.  Nonetheless, Schrauger and Schoeneman’s 

interpretations reflect the dominant perceptions of the time that individuals’ self-

perceptions were likely wrought with error.  

 Bem and Allen (1974) were amongst the proponents of the instability of behavior 

across situations.  They argued that only some individuals’ behavior was consistent 

across situations, whereas others’ varied considerably from situation to situation.  To 

support their arguments, Bem and Allen examined correlations between personality 

measures from self-reports, parent-reports, and ‘objective” trait indicators (e.g., ratings of 

neatness in personal appearance as a measure of Conscientiousness).  Bem and Allen 

compared the intercorrelations of cross-context other-raters for those highly consistent on 

the trait (e.g., being always conscientious or always unconscientious) to those who were 

not consistent on the trait (e.g, sometimes being conscientious, but, at other times, being 

unconscientious).  They found somewhat higher intercorrelations among raters for the 

high consistency group than the low consistency group, with these differences being most 
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pronounced in comparisons of the “objective” trait indicators.  Based on these findings, 

Bem and Allen argued that traits only meaningfully existed for some individuals (those 

who were highly consistent on the trait) and that these traits only predicted behavior some 

of the time (not consistently across all situations).  On the basis of these results, they 

pushed for an abandonment of completely nomothetic approach to personality 

measurement in favor of idiographic research.  Personality theory, they argued, would be 

better served by identifying and studying only individuals who were highly consistent on 

particular traits. 

 A number of studies emerged following the Bem and Allen (1974) paradigm to 

study both nomothetic consistency and idiographic consistency in behavior (e.g., B. D. 

Edwards & Woehr, 2007; Douglas T. Kenrick & Stringfield, 1980; R. A. Lippa & Mash, 

1981; Walter Mischel & Peake, 1982).  However, Chaplin and Goldberg (1984) 

presented a critical view of research in these paradigms.  Chaplin and Goldberg note that 

the differences between high consistency and low consistency individuals observed in 

these studies were generally small and could like be explained entirely by differences 

between the two groups in variance.  Because the high consistency group includes mostly 

individuals at both the high and low end of the trait distribution, and relatively fewer 

individuals in the middle of the trait distribution, the variance in trait scores for the high 

consistency group is likely to be greater.  Just the opposite is likely true in the low 

consistency group:  scores are likely to be in the middle-range with fewer high or low 

extremes, and the variance in trait scores is consequently decreased.  This is especially 

important in comparing correlations across high and low consistency groups because the 
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variance of a measure strongly affects its correlation with other measures.  Such 

differences in the variability within the two groups enhances the observed correlation in 

the high consistency group and attenuates the correlation in the low consistency group.  

Thus, lower correlations within the low consistency group may simply be an artifact of 

their reduced variability in scores compared to that of the high consistency group. 

Furthermore, the basic ability to measure behavioral consistency has been suspect.  

Chaplin and Goldberg (Chaplin & Goldberg, 1984) found that three different methods for 

identifying high and low consistency individuals had very low convergent validity, and 

Amelang and Borkenau (1986) noted that the reliability of these consistency measures 

was quite low.  Thus, although more recent research has suggested that trait expression 

may show cyclic patterns in an individual over time (e.g., showing more dominant 

behaviors at work than in social interactions; D. S. Moskowitz & Brown, 1996), research 

has generally struggled to identify particular individuals whose behavior varies across 

situations. 

 Since the 1980s, studies examining the relationship between self- and other-

ratings have blossomed in response to the claims by Mischel (1968), Schrauger and 

Schoeneman (1979), and others.  Researchers argued that behavioral ratings made in lab 

interactions were likely poor criteria for validating self-ratings (Block, 1968; R. Hogan, 

DeSoto, & Solano, 1977).  Furthermore, researchers began to acknowledge that errors in 

judgment that could be created in the laboratory did not necessarily imply the presence of 

widespread errors in judgment in the real world (D. C. Funder, 1987).  With this shifting 

interest, increased attention turned toward validating personality self-ratings against 
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better criteria, such as  ratings from others who were especially close to targets (A. L. 

Edwards & Klockars, 1981; McCrae, 1982) and behavioral ratings aggregated over 

multiple situations (Epstein, 1979).  Indeed, much of the ensuing research validating self-

report measures and findings against other-raters (research stream 1) dovetailed closely in 

responding to these claims of the apparent inconsistency of personality traits.  Thus, 

other-ratings research has been firmly at the front, middle, and end of these debates. 

Previous Research Stream 3:  Accuracy of Personality Ratings from Others with Limited 

Acquaintance with the Target 

 Following these disputes about the accuracy of personality judgments by self- and 

other-raters, the field of personality found a new interest in studying accurate personality 

judgments.  Rather than focusing on the potential errors that appeared to plague 

judgments of personality from self- and other-reports, researchers began to focus on 

studying the conditions under which accurate other-ratings could be made.  Here, the 

predominant focus has been on the accuracy of ratings from relatively unacquainted 

others.  For example, Borkenau and Liebler (1992) solicited personality ratings after 

others only viewed targets walk to sit at a desk, read a weather report, and exit the room.  

Borkenau and Liebler found perhaps surprising consistency both between other-raters and 

with self-ratings, particularly for ratings of Extraversion and Conscientiousness.  In 

personality psychology, this research has generally been known as “zero-acquaintance” 

studies; in social psychology, as “thin slices of behavior.” 

 As in Borkenau and Liebler (1992), the primary interest of this research stream 

has been interrater reliability and self-other correlations as indices of other-rater 
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accuracy.  Such research has had strangers observe targets in a wide variety of contexts as 

a basis for rating targets’ personality traits.  Researchers have had viewed targets in 

conversations to get to know one another (e.g., Samuel D. Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 

2003; Bernadette Park & Judd, 1989), giving an impromptu speech on nuclear power (D. 

K. Marcus & Wilson, 1996), and pantomiming multiple uses for a brick (Borkenau, 

Mauer, Riemann, Spinath, & Angleitner, 2004).  Some studies (e.g., Albright, Malloy, 

Dong, Kenny, & Fang, 1997; Shevlin, Walker, Davies, Banyard, & Lewis, 2003), 

commonly referred to as “kernel of truth” studies, have had observers simply view 

photographs of targets to test whether physical appearance bears some relevance to 

personality.  Still others studies have collected other-ratings after interviews with the 

target (Barrick, Patton, & Haugland, 2000a; Botwin, Buss, & Shackelford, 1997a; 

Bradley, 1997).  Gosling and colleagues (Samuel D. Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & Morris, 

2002a; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2006; Vazire & Gosling, 2004) have even studied other-

ratings based not on actually observing the target directly; instead, others are exposed to 

personal objects of the targets, such as their offices, websites, and favorite music. 

 As the variability in study design partially attests, the past 25 years have shown an 

explosion of zero-acquaintance and thin slice research.  This research has been spurred on 

in part by the finding that observers’ impressions from viewing these thin slices of 

behaviors can often predict outcomes (such as predictions of teaching effectiveness or 

deceitful behavior; N. Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992).  In personality accuracy research, the 

generally agreed finding across these studies has been moderate (≈ .30) interrater and 

self-other correlations for Extraversion and, to a slightly lesser extent, Conscientiousness.  
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Typically, it has been believed that interrater and self-other correlations for the five 

factors have been near zero, though some particular designs intended to solicit trait-

related behavior have produced higher magnitudes in these correlations.  Quite 

interestingly, time-series studies of these previously unacquainted other-raters and targets 

(e.g., rating others' personality each time after completing a series of activities; DePaulo, 

Kenny, Hoover, Webb, & Oliver, 1987) have not shown interrater reliability to increase 

with increased observation of the target (Kenny, Albright, Malloy, & Kashy, 1994).  

Thus, although increased observation likely provides a greater number of trait-relevant 

cues, it does not necessarily increase the consensus among other-raters. 

 Some researchers using these zero-acquaintance designs have been particularly 

interested in observable behavioral cues that mediate the relationship between self-ratings 

and other-ratings.  This research has been based on the lens model of person perception, 

with specific behaviors or aspects of appearance offering a lens through which others’ 

perceive targets personality traits (Brunswik, 1956).  For example, it has long been 

recognized that extraverts have louder, crisper, and more dynamic voices (Borkenau & 

Liebler, 1992; Scherer, 1978).  In addition, self- and other-ratings of agreeableness have 

been linked to having softer, more baby-faced facial features, whereas conscientiousness 

has typically been associated with having a neat and reserved attire (Berry, 1991; 

Borkenau & Liebler, 1995). 

 More Complex Modeling of Interrater Reliability in Judging Personality.  

Although the majority of above research has been based simply on familiar interrater 

reliability coefficients and self-other correlations, several more complex analytical 
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models have developed for studying interrater reliabilities.  The Social Relations Model 

(SRM; Kenny & Albright, 1987; Kenny & La Voie, 1984) has been a mainstay of 

research on unacquainted individuals’ perceptions of one another’s personality traits.  

Imagine, for example, Paul, Theresa, Nathan, and Deniz are four unacquainted 

individuals who meet together for two hours and then rate one another on various traits.  

SRM (Kenny & Albright, 1987; Kenny & La Voie, 1984) was developed to separate 

several sources of variance in these ratings.  Consider, for example, Theresa’s rating of 

Paul on a trait.  To some extent, this rating may be based on the way that Theresa rates 

everyone (perceiver effects), particularly if Theresa is especially lenient or harsh in her 

ratings.  However, this rating is also influenced by the way Paul is generally viewed by 

others—in this case, Nathan and Deniz (target effects).  The relative variance in ratings 

due to target effects is directly analogous to interrater reliability estimates for the 

reliability of a single rater, and target effects have been the primary focus of this research.  

In addition, Theresa’s rating of Paul may be based on particular aspects of Paul’s 

personality that only Theresa has observed (relationship effects).  Relationship effects are 

typically estimated as the remainder of the variance left after all other effects are 

removed.  Finally, Theresa’s rating of Paul may also have some degree of error.  Error 

variance is only assessed in designs using multiple items or observations over multiple 

times points; otherwise, error variance is estimated in combination with relationship 

variance. 

 The logic in the Social Relations Model descends directly from generalizability 

theory (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972; Cronbach, Rajaratnam, & Gleser, 
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1963).  In generalizability theory, measurement is conceptualized as drawing an 

observation of a construct from a universe of potential observations.  When multiple 

methods are used to draw observations from this “universe,” variance can separated in an 

ANOVA-like fashion into variance that is common across these measurements within a 

target individual (true construct variance), variance common across individuals within a 

particular measurement method (method variance), and residual measurement error.  In 

the Social Relations Model, ratings from different judges represent precisely these 

different measurement methods.  In contrast, the target effects estimated in SRM 

correspond directly to true construct variance.  Thus, the Social Relations Model 

represents a particular application and extension of generalizability theory (Cronbach et 

al., 1972; Cronbach et al., 1963). 

 Research using the Social Relations Model has typically found relatively little 

variance accounted for by perceiver effects, with somewhat greater variance due to target 

effects (e.g., DePaulo et al., 1987; Levesque & Kenny, 1993; Paulhus & Reynolds, 1995).  

This is particularly true when ratings come from others more closely acquainted with the 

target (Kenny et al., 1994).  Indeed, research apportioning variance using the Social 

Relations Model has generally found target variance estimates comparable to other 

studies’ estimates of single-rater interrater reliabilities (e.g., Borkenau et al., 2004; 

Paulhus & Bruce, 1992; Zawadzki, Strelau, Oniszcenko, Riemann, & Angleitner, 2001). 

 SRM is a statistical method for apportioning sources of variance in ratings.  

However, SRM does not explicitly model the basis for making personality ratings (e.g., 

why did Theresa give Paul a particular rating).  To this end, Kenny developed the 
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Weighted Accuracy Model (WAM; Kenny, 1991) and its successor, the Person-Error-

Residual-Stereotype-Opinion-Norm model (PERSON; Kenny, 2004).  Both WAM and 

PERSON are mathematical models used to explain consistency between raters in 

describing targets.   

These models have been used in simulation studies to predict how interrater 

reliability might change as a result of varying parameters like the number of “acts” 

(settings for observing behavior) observed by the target, overlap in acts observed, 

consistency of the targets’ behavior across multiple acts, whether other-raters 

communicate amongst themselves, and raters’ use of or reliance on stereotypes in 

forming judgments.  WAM and PERSON specify that consistency between raters will be 

greatest when raters view a greater number of acts that overlap and have consistent target 

behavior and communicate about their target perceptions (Kenny, 1991).  In addition, as 

the number of acts observed increase, consistency based on a common set of stereotypes 

is expected to decrease, whereas consistency due to true personality of the target is 

expected to increase.  The few studies (Chaplin & Panter, 1993; Malloy, Agatstein, 

Yarlas, & Albright, 1997; B. Park, DeKay, & Kraus, 1994) directly testing the effects of 

these parameters on consistency amongst raters have generally been supportive, though 

the complexity of collecting and specifying data for these models has generally precluded 

widespread use amongst researchers.  Thus, WAM and PERSON models are perhaps best 

viewed as hypothesis-generating tools rather than specific analytic or theoretical models. 
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 An Integrative Framework for Accuracy in Personality Judgment 

 These separate research streams just described developed with considerably 

different agendas, and they hold somewhat differentiated underlying philosophies about 

which method of measuring personality uncovers “truth.” In self-rating validation 

research, the accuracy of other-ratings is typically presumed to be high as a comparison 

for studying self-ratings.  In research on the accuracy of limited acquaintances, the 

accuracy of other-ratings is the focus of interest, and self-ratings serve as a criterion with 

presumably higher accuracy.  Finally, in research studying the consistency of traits across 

situations, researchers have studied and debated about the extent to which accuracy in 

either self-ratings or other-ratings is even possible in the face of supposed inconsistency 

of behavior. 

 These perspectives have generally considered personality ratings to be based on a 

perspective that personality ratings are assembled by self- and other-raters through only 

recollections of targets’ behaviors, thoughts, and emotions described specifically in item 

content.  However, Hogan and colleagues (R. Hogan, 1996; R. Hogan & Shelton, 1998) 

present an alternate viewpoint.  They argue that personality can be thought of as 

comprising two separate definitions:  “inner” personality (an individual’s internal motives 

and identity) and “outer” personality (the reputation an individual maintains amongst 

others).  Rather than assessing “inner” personality, Hogan (1996) argues that self-reports 

of traits serve as a blank slate on which respondents present an impression of how they 

would like others to see them (outer-personality).  Presenting these impressions 

meaningfully models the way individuals behave in order to create a particular 
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reputation.  For example, if an individual describes herself as friendly on a personality 

measure, this description is meaningful because she is likely to behave in a way such that 

others will see her as friendly.  In this way, Hogan and colleagues argue that self-ratings 

and other-ratings measure the same “outer” personality, and their overlap meaningfully 

reflects the correspondence between the reputation presented by the self-rater and the 

reputation perceived by an other-rater.  A looser interpretation of Hogan’s perspective, 

however, might be that self-ratings represent a mix of inner- and outer- components of 

personality, whereas other-ratings are a purer measure of reputation created by outer-

personality.  Thus, divergence between self-ratings and other-ratings might reflect the 

effects of “inner” personality on self-ratings.  These points will be developed in later 

discussions describing who has better access to rating reputation. 

These research streams and perspectives clearly attach different meaning to what 

is measured by other-ratings of personality traits.  Rather than debating the relative 

truthiness of these perspectives, a basic starting point in integrating these research 

streams and perspectives is an understanding how accurate other-ratings of personality 

are and the conditions under which they are accurate.  Each of these research streams 

makes predictions related to Funder and West’s (1993) three accuracy criteria (interrater 

reliability, self-other correlations, and predictions of behavior).  Thus, studying how 

other-ratings measure up against these criteria forms empirical building blocks for 

evaluating these differences in perspectives. 

To Funder and West’s (1993) three accuracy criteria, basic reliability in 

measuring others’ trait ratings must be added.  Having internal consistency and stability 
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in measurement represents a fundamental first step toward the other accuracy criteria so 

obviously necessary as to explain its omission from Funder and West’s list.  Unreliability 

in measurement places an upper limit on other-raters’ correlations with any other 

variable.  This means that for other ratings to have any meaningful relationships with 

another other’s rating, with self-ratings, or with external behavior, other-ratings must first 

have internal consistency and temporal stability.  The upper limit imposed by 

unreliability extends outside of the domain of accuracy research:  unreliability is a 

relevant concern in any domain where other-ratings are used to study personality’s 

relationship with any other construct.  Thus, understanding how reliable other-ratings of 

traits typically are merits close scrutiny by accuracy researchers. 

These different research streams often report and interpret one or more of the 

accuracy criteria (i.e., test-retest/internal consistency reliability, interrater reliability, self-

other correlations and behavioral predictions).  Thus, despite different purposes for 

conducting any specific line of research, all streams in this body of research speak to the 

general accuracy of other-ratings.  When others’ personality judgments meet all four of 

these criteria, this pattern of findings strongly supports the accuracy of other-raters’ 

personality judgments.  When, however, other-ratings are deficient in one or more of 

these criteria, their accuracy is suspect. 

Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model 

 Borrowing somewhat from much earlier research on person perception 

(Brunswik, 1956), Funder (1995) outlined a process affecting how an observer makes an 

accurate judgment of a target’s personality.  This model is shown in Figure 1.  Accuracy 
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depends first on features of the environment:  to the extent that the environment allows 

for expression of the trait by the target (relevance) and allows the observer to perceive 

this trait expression (availability), accuracy will be greater.  This component of the 

Realistic Accuracy Model is quite similar to Trait Activation Theory from 

industrial/organizational psychology (e.g., Lievens, Chasteen, Day, & Christiansen, 2006; 

Tett & Burnett, 2003), an extension of theorized personality-situation interactions (e.g., 

W. Mischel, 1977).  That is, the expression of a particular trait depends on the 

appropriateness of trait-relevant behavior in the particular setting.  In the Realistic 

Accuracy Model, accuracy also depends on not only trait expression but also accurate 

trait perception.  In Figure 1, this results from noticing trait-relevant cues (detection) and 

appropriately assembling these cues to form an impression of the target (utilization). 

 Many moderators of other-raters’ accuracy have been proposed, studied, and 

found in this person-perception process.1  Funder (1995) argues that these moderators can 

be grouped into four overarching determinants of accuracy:  (1) “good” judge, (2) “good” 

target, (3), “good” trait, and (4) “good” information.  “Good judge” describes individual 

differences in judges’ ability to judge targets, whereas “good target” describes the 

relative ease with which others can rate a particular target.  “Good trait” refers to how 

                                                 
1 The purposes of Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model (RAM) should not be confused with Kenny’s 
Social Relations Model (Kenny & Albright, 1987; Kenny & La Voie, 1984), Weighted Accuracy Model 
(Kenny, 1991), or PERSON model (Kenny, 2004).  SRM is a data-analysis method rather than a theoretical 
framework:  its output speaks to one criterion of other-rater accuracy (interrater reliability) rather than 
hypothesizing conditions under which accuracy will be greater.  WAM and PERSON models do specify 
such conditions for interrater reliability accuracy; however, these models are developed primarily for 
predicting interrater reliability amongst raters relatively unacquainted with the target (where parameters 
such as the number of acts observed and the use of stereotypes are likely to be more relevant).  In addition, 
WAM and PERSON are more specific mathematical models, whereas RAM is a theoretical framework 
intended to integrate related but divergent research streams. 
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accurately one particular trait can be rated in comparison others.  Finally, “good 

information” refers to the accuracy of the available cues for a particular trait.   

Note that “good judge” characteristics describe individual differences in the 

ability to judge targets rather than the type of relationship the observer has with the target 

(e.g., others who are spouses versus others who are coworkers).  Thus, “good judge” 

describes a general ability to judge targets accurately.  Studies of “good judges” typically 

solicit personality ratings from strangers of the targets, where the ability to correctly 

make trait inferences from observing thin slices of behavior is the primary focus.  Instead, 

differences in accuracy due to differences in relationships with targets generally falls 

within the “good information” moderator category.  Having a particular relationship with 

a target allows access to particular trait-relevant information, such as sharing thoughts 

and feelings and the contexts for observing the target.  Thus, “information source” is used 

to indicate the particular relationship an other-rater has with the target. 

Generally, considerably more research has examined trait and information 

moderators (with more interpretable data-analytic strategies) than that examining judge 

and target moderators.  Each of these potential accuracy moderators is described in more 

detail, as well as characteristics that make for “good” judges, targets, traits, and 

information. 

What Makes for a Good Judge? 

 Early accuracy investigators devoted much of their research to searching for the 

best judges at accurately observing trait cues and forming impressions of targets.  For 

example, Vernon (1933) asked judges to assess strangers’ personality traits (among other 
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characteristics) based only on viewing these targets’ pictures.  For each judge, their rank-

ordering of the targets on each personality trait was compared to targets’ self-descriptions 

to create accuracy scores for each judge.  Vernon (1933) factor analyzed these accuracy 

scores for each trait in search of differentiating dimensions in judges’ accuracy but 

reported little coherence amongst the trait accuracy scores “after spending much time in 

useless attempts at factor analysis” (p. 53).  In addition, judges’ individual differences did 

not show any consistent pattern of correlations with judges’ accuracy. 

 Though many individual differences have been hypothesized to be related to 

being a good judge (e.g., general intelligence, social intelligence, extraversion), Vernon’s 

(1933) difficulty (and obvious frustration) in distinguishing accurate judges appears 

typical of this body of research.  Funder (1995) characterized such searches as being 

sparse, inconsistent, and plagued with methodological and analytical problems.  Research 

in this field has struggled to find methods of indexing accuracy, often relying on 

difference scores or profile similarity indices.  These difference score-based methods are 

notoriously unreliable, particularly when the difference score components are positively 

correlated.  Furthermore, Cronbach (1955) outlined many of the complications in using 

and interpreting such accuracy scores.  Given these difficulties, it is perhaps not 

surprising that searches for “good judges” have generally struggled to realize guiding 

principles about who can best judge personality traits.   

What Makes for a Good Target? 

 “Good targets” are individuals whom observers can easily rate accurately.  Bem 

and Allen’s (1974) study (described above) and others like it comparing interrater 
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reliabilities and self-other correlations for high consistency versus low consistency 

individuals represents research on target moderators of accuracy.  Consistent with 

hypotheses from this research stream, Funder (1995) suggested that accuracy will be 

higher for targets who are more consistent in their behavior, as well as for those whose 

behavior is more ingenuous. 

 Unfortunately, operationalizing consistency and ingenuousness has been a 

struggle for researchers.  Chaplin and Goldberg (1984) reported little convergence across 

various measures of behavioral consistency (both self-report and across item/source 

variability indices), and typical measures of ingenuousness (like impression 

management/social desirability scales) are infamously ineffective at detecting self-

presentation effects (Ellingson, Sackett, & Hough, 1999; Hough, 1998; Hough, Eaton, 

Dunnette, Kamp, & McCloy, 1990; Ones, Viswesvaran, & Reiss, 1996).  Such difficulty 

in measuring consistency and ingenuousness inevitably casts doubt on interpreting their 

moderator effects on accuracy, particularly when this moderation may be largely 

explained by differential variability between inconsistent and consistent individuals. 

What Makes for Good Traits? 

 Researchers have long believed some traits to be easier for other-raters to 

accurately report (John & Robins, 1993), and Funder’s (1995) inclusion of the “good 

trait” moderator of accuracy reflects this perspective.  Good traits should meet several 

basic criteria.  First, traits should not be transient, like moods or emotions; rather, they 

should be stable characteristics of individuals.  As previously highlighted, good traits 

should also have strong interrater reliability and self-other correlations.  Finally, good 
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traits should predict behaviors in relevant domains—that is, behaviors that are 

theoretically related to the trait.  Funder (1995) suggests two critical dimensions for 

determining accuracy across ratings of traits:  visibility of the trait and non-evaluativenes 

associated with the trait.   

Differences across traits in visibility reflect the fact that some traits focus more on 

tendencies external to an individual (e.g., behavior), whereas other traits focus primarily 

on tendencies within the individual (e.g., thoughts and feelings).  These internal thoughts 

and feelings, unlike external behaviors, are not directly accessible to others and must be 

either expressed by the target or inferred from the target’s behavior.  These additional 

direct expressions or inferences required in rating traits low in visibility introduce greater 

room for inaccuracies in others’ perceptions of the target.  Amongst the five factors, 

Extraversion has stood out as a high visibility trait:  the tendency to be socially outgoing, 

dominant, and energetic are directly linked to particular social behaviors.  Extraversion 

measures tend to have greater proportions of items describing tendencies in behaviors 

than in thoughts or feelings (Pytlik-Zillig, Hemenover, & Dienstbier, 2002).  Emotional 

Stability and Openness to Experience have the opposite orientation, predominantly 

describing tendencies in internal thoughts (Openness) and affective states (Emotional 

Stability).  The item content of Emotional Stability and Openness to Experience measures 

is consistent with measuring aspects of personality low in visibility (Pytlik-Zillig et al., 

2002). 

Funder’s (1995) second proposed indicator of good traits is labeled “non-

evaluativeness,” and others have worked to distinguish neutral desirability traits from 
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traits high and low in desirability (John & Robins, 1993).  This dimension distinguishes 

between traits where scores reflect especially desirable or undesirable characteristics 

versus traits with little distinction in desirability amongst scores.  Funder argues that 

individuals likely try to conceal undesirable behaviors, obscuring trait inferences from 

these behaviors.  For example, individuals who are particularly disloyal (a very 

undesirable trait) are more likely to conceal such trait related behaviors than those who 

are particularly sociable (a trait neutral in desirability). 

To some extent, all of the Big Five factors have some degree of evaluativeness to 

them.  That is, it is generally preferable to be more Emotionally Stable, Open, Agreeable, 

Conscientious, and (though perhaps to a lesser extent) Extraverted.  However, in terms of 

traits for which targets would be most likely to make efforts to conceal negatively-

evaluated trait-related behaviors, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness stand out.  This is 

particularly true amongst working adults, where being labeled as difficult to get along 

with or lazy and undependable carries considerable social and professional consequences.  

In accordance with norms about not expressing extreme negative emotions, individuals 

may be somewhat more motivated to conceal behaviors related to Emotional Stability.  

Note that Socialization, a compound trait describing how well individuals can generally 

function and interact in society, comprises these three traits (Digman, 1997; Ones, 1993) 

and likely has a highly evaluative component.  In contrast, behaviors related to Openness 

and Extraversion are to some extent more likely to be attributed to differences in interests 

rather than highly evaluative traits. 
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Research findings have generally supported these contentions for the five factor 

traits.  Extraversion, high in visibility and high in non-evaluativeness, has typically been 

the most accurately rated personality trait, especially when the other-raters had no prior 

knowledge of the target (Borkenau & Liebler, 1992; J. J. Connolly, Kavanagh, & 

Viswesvaran, 2007; Kenny et al., 1994).  In addition, this research has also shown that 

others’ ratings of Agreeableness (a trait high in evaluativeness in interpersonal contexts) 

have typically shown lower interrater reliability and lower self-other correlations. 

Little research, however, has considered how facets of the five factors might 

differ in visibility or evaluativeness.  Indeed, specific facets describe particular aspects of 

the broader factor, and these facets may be more or less visible and more or less 

evaluative.  For example, although Emotional Stability involves internal tendencies with 

low visibility, its Even-Tempered facet refers largely to expressions of these internal 

feelings.  Thus, Even-Temperedness is likely to be more accurately perceived and 

described by other-raters than other Emotional Stability facets. 

Table 2 shows categorical predictions of accuracy (high, medium, and low) for 

each factor and facet trait based on its hypothesized visibility and non-evaluativeness.  

Note that non-evaluativeness refers to a lack of evaluativeness to the trait; thus, high 

ratings of non-evaluativeness predict higher accuracy.  Predictions for most facets follow 

that of their broader factor (as would be expected), with a few exceptions.   

First, the Even-Temperedness facet of Emotional Stability has relatively higher 

visibility (as described above) but relatively lower non-evaluativeness (as outbursts out of 

frustration are more socially uncouth than appearing sad or worried).  For Extraversion, 
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the Positive Emotions facet focuses much more on affect than behavior, yielding lower 

visibility (though, some degree of behavioral expression tends to be implied in the 

conceptualization of the facet).  Although Openness to Experience’s facets are generally 

extremely internally based (e.g., Openness to Emotions), two facets likely involve greater 

expression.  Aesthetic individuals may view and collect artwork, and individuals who are 

especially Nontraditional or Traditional are likely to have outlets for expressing their 

values and viewpoints.  However, the “high culture” associated with Aestheticism makes 

it more evaluative, and, compared to other Openness facets, individuals may be judged 

more harshly for expressing a particular Nontraditional or Traditional view than those 

describing their imagination.  Finally, for Conscientiousness, the neatness and 

organization associated with Orderliness is highly visible, suggesting ratings of 

Orderliness would be considerably more accurate. 

Table 2 represents a necessary expansion of considering “good traits” beyond 

focusing only the broader five factors.  Moreover, studying the accuracy of ratings of 

facet traits within the broader factors allows research to tease apart the relative 

contributions of a trait’s visibility and evaluativeness to determining rating accuracy. 

What Makes for Good Information? 

 Lastly, Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model specified that accuracy in 

judging others’ personality depends on having good information about the traits being 

rated.  For example, having a conversation about a target about his or her thoughts and 

feelings is likely to yield better personality-related information than observing targets 

solving brainteasers.   
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 Variance in previous research on other ratings in the quality of information 

available has occurred in two different ways.  First, researchers have manipulated 

information with how they choose among others with a specific relationship with the 

target.  For example, the information that a parent draws on to describe their child’s 

personality represents a different behavioral set than that available to the targets’ 

coworkers.   

 Table 3 presents a categorizing information source taxonomy of other-raters based 

on relationships with the target.  Other raters can be grouped into one of six types of 

information sources:  family members, friends, cohabitators, work colleagues, incidental 

acquaintances, and strangers.  Within each of these categories, other-raters can be further 

categorized.  For example, within the information source category of family members, an 

other-rater may be a spouse, a parent or elder relative, or a sibling.  These information 

source categories conform to hegemonic distinctions between types of relationships, and 

they relate to different contexts for observing the target.   

 Several important dimensions underlie distinctions amongst these information 

source categories.  First, and perhaps most obviously, these information sources differ in 

the general opportunity to observe the target, as a result of both the length of the 

relationship and the frequency of interactions.  Best friends have certainly had more 

opportunities to observe the target than incidental acquaintances.  Second, particular 

information sources differ as to whether they know targets in public only or public and 

private contexts.  Of these categories, family members and cohabitators are the only 

individuals who regularly view the target in his or her home.  Finally, information 
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sources differ in their intimacy and closeness with the target.  Differences in family 

member and friend information source subcategories reflect these differences in intimacy.  

Convention would suggest that greater opportunity to observe, having access to a target’s 

private life, and greater intimacy would produce greater accuracy in ratings. 

The above information source taxonomy describes differences in the type of 

information available to other raters that were typically pre-existing prior to the 

beginning of the research.  When researchers have collected other-ratings from strangers, 

however, researchers have greater control over the type of information presented to other-

raters.  First, the researcher may control the actual media for viewing the target (e.g., 

muting a video of the target prior to asking the stranger to rate the target).  The study can 

also control the behavior of the target:  researchers may direct targets to sit still or hop on 

one foot and bark like a dog.  Finally, researchers control the length of exposure to the 

particular types of target information.  Although these designs afford researchers this 

greater control, such control is almost completely limited to studying stranger perceptions 

of targets (e.g., it would not be possible to instruct a target to become best friends with 

the other-rater).  However, the choices researchers have made in studying strangers’ 

perceptions represent a second form of manipulating information available to other-

raters. 

Table 4 presents a categorization of these differences in stimuli information 

presented to strangers.  Again, this categorization is broken into two levels.  The first 

level refers to differences in the media used to present target-related information (visual 

only, audio only, audio and video, text/electronic communication, and personal objects).  
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Within some media categories, research has differed in the instructions given to targets.  

The primary accuracy-related distinction for audio and audio + visual categories is 

whether targets’ behaviors are prescribed or naturally occurring; for visual only 

information, cues may have targets who are completely still (photographs) or targets 

whose nonverbal behavior may present accuracy-related information.  Again, it is 

presumed that greater information across the stimuli would be related to greater accuracy, 

but it is unclear which set of information is more critical. 

What Makes for Good Accuracy:  An Overview 

 The previous sections have reviewed major ways that past researchers have 

manipulated of judges, targets, traits, and information in studying accuracy and suggested 

some ways that these manipulations may enhance or decrease accuracy.  Existing 

research suggests that the type of trait and the type of information available are promising 

moderators of accuracy.  Specifically, ratings of highly visible, non-evaluative traits tend 

to be more accurate, and having greater opportunity to observe the target across settings 

likely also increases other-rating accuracy.   

Less consistent support, however, has been found for “good judge” and “good 

target” accuracy moderators.  Research in these domains have suffered primarily from 

methodological and statistical difficulties in simply indexing who is a good judge and 

who is a good target (e.g., Chaplin & Goldberg, 1984; Vernon, 1933).  Given these 

difficulties, building an empirically-informed theory of individual differences has been 

almost impossible.   
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Furthermore, research examining the relationship between other-ratings of a trait 

and an accuracy criterion rarely reports such correlations across target individuals 

separately for hypothesized good judges or good targets.  Instead, most research 

comparing targets and judges has typically used idiographic approaches to studying 

accuracy based on profile similarity indices.  As an example of typical research in this 

domain, a researcher might collect self- and peer-ratings on a set of personality traits and 

then correlate self- and peer-ratings across traits for each individual.  To evaluate 

perceptiveness as a “good judge” moderator, researchers would then compare means of 

individuals’ cross-trait self-other correlations for peers who are high on perceptiveness to 

means for peers who are low on perceptiveness.  “Accuracy” estimates derived from such 

approaches are not comparable to interrater reliability, self-other correlations, or 

behavioral predictions across a set of individuals.  Thus, in addition to the 

methodological difficulties faced by research on good judges and good targets, the 

accuracy criteria studied rarely conform to those described in Funder and West (1993). 

Future methodological and statistical improvements in operationalizing “good” 

judges and “good” targets may improve their status as accuracy moderators.  Given the 

current status of theory and research on qualities of judges and targets enhancing the 

accuracy of other-ratings, this dissertation will focus primarily on comparing accuracy 

across traits and information (information source and stranger-information type).  I now 

turn to specific research purposes questions aligned with considering accuracy within 

these aspects of the Realistic Accuracy Model (D. C. Funder, 1995). 
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Research Purpose and Questions 

The purpose of this dissertation is to bring cohesion and clarity through meta-

analysis to this broad and divergent stream of research studying the accuracy of other-

ratings.  Psychometric meta-analyses were used to test hypotheses derived from Realistic 

Accuracy Model (D. C. Funder, 1995) of accuracy in other-raters, with a particular focus 

on its “good trait” and “good information” moderators.  

The present research can be organized within four overarching research questions: 

• How accurate are other-ratings of personality traits… 

- as indexed by reliable measurement (internally consistent and stable) of an 

other’s trait rating? 

- as indexed by correspondence with another other-rater? 

- as indexed by correlations with self-ratings? 

- as indexed by predictions of behavior and behavioral outcomes? 

• Across accuracy criteria, which traits can be more accurately rated by others… 

- due to particular traits having greater visibility? 

- due to particular traits having greater non-evaluativeness? 

• Across accuracy criteria, how is accuracy affected by the type of information 

available to other-raters… 

- as a result of using other-ratings from a particular information source? 

- as a result of basing other-ratings on a particular information type? 

• How does the accuracy of other’s ratings of personality traits compare to self-

ratings… 
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- in internally consistency of measurement? 

- in stability of measurement? 

- in predicting academic achievement? 

- in predicting strangers’ perceptions of traits? 

- in predicting job performance? 

These questions are ones clearly central to studying personality traits and person 

perception.  However, the breadth of potential moderators of accuracy (and ways of 

defining and studying accuracy) in these research questions is clearly beyond the purview 

of a single study, necessitating a meta-analytic approach to addressing these broad 

questions.  Even the strongest individual studies are unlikely to study other-rating 

accuracy for others with more than two types of information sources or information 

types, or to study the full range of accuracy criteria.  The rare exceptions typically come 

from large-scale behavioral genetics databases or major personality research centers.  

Thus, a broad understanding of accuracy is clearly beyond what can be afforded by a 

single study, an observation Funder (1995) himself notes. 

Still, such complexity of hypotheses presents a challenge not only to single-study 

researchers but also to narrative reviews.  Such traditional reviews of this field of 

research may selectively sample and differentially emphasize findings from particular 

studies at the expense of other studies (Schmidt, 1992).  In addition, variability in 

correlations across studies may appear to reflect the effects of moderators but simply be 

the result of sampling error or other statistical artifacts. 
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Meta-analysis offers a quantitative methodology for studying a field of research 

that avoids many of the limitations of narrative reviews (e.g., Glass, 1976; Hunter & 

Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977).  In meta-analysis, all available effect sizes are 

averaged to describe trends across studies, reducing potential bias from the research 

synthesizer.  In some meta-analysis variants such as psychometric meta-analysis (Hunter 

& Schmidt, 2004), average estimates of and variability in effect sizes are also corrected 

for the effects of sampling and measurement artifacts.  These processes are intended to 

increase precision and objectivity in making population parameter estimates and in 

searching for effect size moderators across studies.  Given the existing breadth of 

research on the accuracy of others’ personality judgments of targets and the breadth of 

hypothesized moderators of accuracy, such a meta-analytic approach is especially 

appropriate for understanding the central effects from the literature on others’ ratings of 

personality. 

Thus, I took a meta-analytic approach to answering the focal research questions of 

this dissertation.  In the sections that follow, I will describe the assembly of a meta-

analytic database from which I drew four meta-analytic studies.  These four studies 

examine the four separate accuracy criteria described above for other-ratings:  reliable 

measurement, interrater reliability, self-other correlations, and behavioral predictions.  

After discussing findings for each of the specific accuracy criteria, I return to evaluate 

these four overarching research questions in light of the meta-analytic data presented. 
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Meta-Analytic Approach to Examining Four Research Questions 

Literature Search 

 To begin this series of meta-analyses, I sought to locate any and all studies that 

have collected personality ratings from a non-self source using six different search 

strategies.  First, using PsychInfo, I searched for articles containing the terms (personality 

or trait or temperament) and (peer or informant or spouse or friend or roommate or 

stranger or consensual validity or consensual validation or self-other agreement or zero-

acquaintance or thin slices of behavior).  My preliminary search returned 5,025 search 

results.  After reading through the abstracts of these 5,025, 473 appeared to have 

collected potentially usable data.  Second, I searched through a collection of over 200 

psychological test manuals for any data describing other-ratings of personality.  Of these 

test manuals, eight presented potentially usable data.  Third, I searched through 

bibliographies of research using personality inventories that have other-report forms (the 

NEO-PI-R, the Jackson Personality Inventory-Revised, and the Six Factor Personality 

Questionnaire).  From these bibliographies, I located 22 additional articles potentially 

providing usable data.  Fourth, I searched the reference sections of existing meta-analyses 

and summary articles on other-ratings of personality (J. J. Connolly et al., 2007; Kenny et 

al., 1994; McCrae et al., 2004) for studies containing data that my previous searching did 

not locate.  This searching produced an additional five articles.  Fifth, I searched through 

the reference sections of articles I coded to identify sources that could potentially provide 

additional data (snowballing).  This snowballing strategy identified 100 articles whose 

titles suggested the articles might potentially have usable data, 57 of which were further 
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scrutinized after reading the article’s abstract.  Of these 57 articles, 30 provided usable 

data and were included into the database.  Finally, manual searches were conducted of 

existing meta-analytic databases of predictors of academic achievement and of 

managerial potential for articles potentially measuring personality by using other-ratings.  

In this search, 26 articles were identified as being potentially relevant; of these 26, six 

provided usable data and were coded.  The above process produced 596 studies that were 

read for potential inclusion in the database. 

Inclusion Criteria 

 To be included in the database, a study had to meet several criteria.  First, the 

study must have collected ratings from a non-self source describing a stable, “normal” 

personality trait (i.e., non-psychopathological) of the individual.  Thus, studies examining 

the agreement between self- and informant ratings of measures related to Axis I and Axis 

II disorders were excluded from these meta-analyses.  Though many of these disorders 

are closely related to personality traits, their measures typically do not typically map 

cleanly onto a particular Big Five factor or facet.  In addition, because these measures 

were created for the purpose of clinical diagnosis, their developmental purpose differs 

from most of those in this database.  Thus, studies using only Axis I and II diagnostic 

scales were excluded from the database.2  Second, the study must present the study’s 

sample size and one of the following:  (a) internal consistency, test-retest, or interrater 

reliability of other-ratings of personality traits, (b) correlations between self-ratings and 

other-ratings of personality traits, (c) correlations of other-ratings of personality with 

                                                 
2 The only exception to this was that depression measures were included as a facet of Emotional Stability. 
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indicators of academic performance, work performance, or ratings of behaviors in the lab, 

or (d) data (standard deviations of self- or other-ratings of personality traits) that could be 

usable to calculate range restriction statistics.  Thus, studies using idiographic approaches 

to studying agreement (e.g., presenting average profile similarity indices) were excluded 

from the database.  For example, Taft (1966) had targets, acquainted peers of the targets, 

and unacquainted peers of the targets complete a Q-sort describing the targets’ 

personality.  For each target, Taft correlated the targets’ self-rankings of each Q-sort item 

with the fraternity brothers’/peers’ ranking of each Q-sort item, reporting the average 

profile correlation across all targets (separately by acquainted and unacquainted peers).  

Because such correlations reflect consistency in self-other perceptions of a target’s trait 

relative to other traits (rather than relative to other targets), such profile similarity 

correlations were omitted from the database. 

Two additional inclusion criteria were included to create a set of more 

homogenous articles for the purposes of these meta-analyses.  First, in a number of 

studies, the targets were young children (in some studies, infants) whose traits were rated 

by adults (typically parents).  Because rating the temperament of children may reflect a 

substantively different rating process than that of rating the personality traits of normal 

adults, only studies whose targets were adolescents (age 14) or older will be included in 

these meta-analyses.  Second, in a small set of studies, the sample of targets was afflicted 

with an extreme form of psychopathology (e.g., schizophrenia) or trauma.  For example, 

(Kurtz & Putnam, 2006) studied the agreement between self-ratings of personality and 

informant-ratings in a sample that had sustained major brain injury.  Again, self-other 
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convergence in this small pool of studies likely reflects a substantively different process 

of agreement than that observed in more typical studies of “normal” adults.  Third, any 

studies in which targets were instructed to portray particular impressions (e.g., acting 

depressed; Albright, Forest, & Reiseter, 2001) and were then rated by strangers were 

excluded.  Finally, some studies measured other-ratings of personality using peer 

nomination procedures in which a group of subjects (e.g., a sorority) nominated the group 

member(s) who was highest or lowest on a particular trait.  An individual’s other-rating 

score for the trait was the number of times they were nominated by the members of the 

group.  Because these peer nomination measurement procedures provide useful 

information only for individuals at the extreme ends of the distribution, studies using 

such procedures were excluded from the database.  In total, the database consisted of data 

from 263 independent samples from 188 articles. 

Coding of Potential Moderators 

 For each effect size or reliability estimate, a broad set of potential moderators 

were coded.  First, characteristics of the targets sampled were recorded (sample 

demographics, descriptions, and whether the sample was a student sample, a clinical 

sample, or neither).   

Second, characteristics of the others rating the targets were recorded, specifically 

basic demographics, information source categorization (as described in Table 3; full 

listing of information source descriptions is provided in Appendix A), the average length 

of others’ acquaintance with targets, and the number of targets that the other rated.  In 

studies in which others were unacquainted with targets prior to the beginning of the 
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study, basic information about the study design that formed the basis of the other-ratings 

was recorded.  These designs were coded according to the information type taxonomy 

presented previously in Table 4 (a full listing and coding of information types in all 

studies is presented in Appendix B).   

Lastly, information about the measures used to assess personality from self-

ratings and other-ratings was coded.  Personality measures were coded according to the 

Five Factor Model taxonomies described previously in Table 1 (Birkland et al., 2008; 

Connelly et al., 2008a, 2008b; Connelly & Ones, 2007; Davies et al., 2008).  These 

measures were coded as measuring a global Big Five factor, a particular facet, or a 

compound trait.  Given the focus of building clean starting points for studying accuracy, 

compound measures were not included in any analyses. 

Data Output from Meta-Analyses 

 The meta-analyses applied in Studies 1 through 4 produced a common set of 

meta-analysis statistics.  First, the number of independent samples (k) and the total 

sample size summed across independent samples (N) serve as indicators of the amount of 

data contributing to the meta-analysis.  The observed mean correlation ( r ) and standard 

deviation of correlations (SDobs) describe basic properties of the observed distribution of 

correlations drawn from independent samples.  Estimates of variance in correlations that 

would be expected due to sampling error, unreliability, and potentially range restriction 

are calculated; such estimates of variance due to statistical artifacts are subtracted from 

the observed variance to calculate the residual standard deviation in correlations (SDresid).  

In addition, observed correlations are corrected for attenuation due to statistical artifacts; 
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these corrections are used to estimate the mean true score correlation (ρ) and standard 

deviation of true score correlations (SDρ).  Finally, in Study 4, operational validity means 

(ρov) and standard deviations (
ov

SDρ ) were estimated between personality trait ratings and 

criteria.  These operational validities have been corrected for attenuation due to all 

artifacts but unreliability in personality (predictor) ratings.  These statistics are used and 

presented throughout Studies 1-4. 
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Study 1:  Other-Rater Accuracy as Reliable Assessment of Personality 

Reliable measurement is an absolutely necessary condition for studying any 

construct well.  In classical test theory, reliability is conceptualized as the ratio of true 

score variance to observed variance.  Thus, reliability coefficients reflect the relative 

contribution of true standing on the intended construct and the effects of measurement 

error to the variability in individuals’ scores.   

Multiple methods for assessing measures’ reliability exist, but at the core of all 

forms of reliability is the relationship between two different measurements.  For example, 

in internal consistency estimates of reliability, a researcher correlates two different but 

conceptually parallel forms of a measure.  These parallel forms are thought of as sets of 

items randomly sampled from a “universe” of potential items measuring the trait.  

Because the random sampling from the item universe implies that measurement errors are 

uncorrelated across the test forms, the covariance across these forms reflects the effects 

of true score variance on the measures.  Coefficient alpha, the most frequently used 

reliability index, is one such estimate of internal consistency reliability, as it treats each 

item in a measure as conceptually parallel forms.  In test-retest forms of reliability, 

reliability is operationalized as the correlation between individuals’ scores administered 

at two different time points.  Here, measures are administered from a random sample of a 

“universe” of potential time points for administration.  To the extent that scores change 

from time 1 to time 2, test-retest reliability will be low.   

Note that although both internal consistency and test retest reliability estimate the 

true variance/observed variance ratio, the two reliability indices differ in what is 
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considered measurement error.  In internal consistency reliability, measurement error is 

operationalized as the inequivalence between test forms, which may be the result of 

random error variance (e.g., misreading an item) or because the two forms are assessing 

constructs that are not completely parallel (i.e., item-specific error or domain sampling 

error).  In test-retest reliability, measurement error is operationalized as the change in 

scores over time (transient error) plus random error plus unstable domain sampling error.  

Thus, internal consistency and test-retest reliability assess the susceptibility of personality 

measures to important but distinct types of measurement error (Schmidt & Hunter, 1996, 

1999; Schmidt, Le, & Ilies, 2003). 

Furthermore, it is well known that a measure’s reliability places an upper limit on 

validity and the correlations that can be observed with other measures.  A measure with 

poorer reliability will show lower correlations with other measures than would be 

observed were the measure more reliable.  The true relationship between constructs, 

however, is independent of the reliability with which the constructs are measured.  

However, with appropriate reliability estimates, researchers can correct observed 

correlations to more accurately estimate relationships among constructs. 

Given this centrality of reliability to evaluating methods of measurement (such as 

other-ratings for personality), this dissertation begins with a meta-analysis of the 

reliability of ratings of personality from other raters.  In Study 1, I meta-analyze two of 

the most basic and fundamental indices of reliability coefficients:  internal consistency 

reliabilities and test-retest reliabilities.   
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Study 1 belongs to a class of research often referred to as reliability generalization 

studies.  These meta-analyses of reliability coefficients have been conducted across 

numerous domains, including measures of work and life satisfaction (Wallace & 

Wheeler, 2002; Zangaro & Soeken, 2005), job performance (Viswesvaran, Ones, & 

Schmidt, 1996), perceived organizational support (Hellman, Fuqua, & Worley, 2006), 

depression (Kieffer & Reese, 2002), psychopathy (J. S. Campbell, Pulos, Hogan, & 

Murry, 2005), and socially desirable responding (Beretvas, Meyers, & Leite, 2002; Li & 

Bagger, 2007).  Of particular interest in this set of previous reliability generalization 

meta-analyses is Viswesvaran and Ones’ (2000) reliability generalization study of 

internal consistency and test-retest reliabilities of self-report measures of personality. 

Study 1 (and other reliability generalization studies across the many domains in 

which they have been conducted) can be useful for a variety of purposes.  First, reliability 

generalization studies inform researchers about the typical reliability of measures in their 

field.  Of particular interest in the domain of other-ratings of personality is how the 

internal consistency and test-reliability of ratings from others compares to ratings from 

self.  Second, internal consistency reliability generalization studies that estimate the mean 

across studies of the average inter-item correlations of scales help test developers 

determine the optimum number of items to include in a scale.  Third, conducting such 

reliability generalization studies provides researchers with estimates to use in correcting 

observed correlations for the effects of measurement error.  Finally, variance in 

reliabilities from reliability generalization studies allows other meta-analysts in the 

domain to correct observed variability in correlations for variability due to variance in 
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reliability (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004).  Thus, understanding typical internal consistency 

and test-retest reliability coefficients for other-ratings of personality is useful in both 

interpreting previous research and in developing future research. 

A goal in addition to examining general trends in reliability estimates was to 

compare internal consistency and test-retest reliabilities across traits and information 

sources.  Highly visible, non-evaluative traits should be easier to rate accurately and 

thereby would be expected to have higher reliability coefficients.  In addition, ratings 

from information sources with greater opportunity to observe the target, access to the 

target’s sphere, and interpersonal intimacy with the target should consequently provide 

more reliable trait ratings. 

A final goal of Study 1 is comparing the internal consistency and test-retest 

reliability of other-ratings to that of self-ratings.  Finding comparable internal consistency 

for other-raters to that of self-raters is partial support that the item-selection procedures 

followed for creating other-report forms are appropriate.  Finding comparable test-retest 

reliabilities for other-ratings to self-ratings suggests that the relative stability of self-

report personality measures is reflective of trait consistency rather than only consistency 

in responding.  I now turn to describe particular aspects of the meta-analytic methods 

used to analyze other-rater reliability coefficients. 
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Study 1:  Method 

Internal Consistency Reliability Generalization Analyses 

 Internal consistency reliabilities for both other-ratings and self-ratings were 

retained for the studies in the meta-analytic database.  All internal consistency reliability 

coefficients collected were in the form of Cronbach’s alpha.  For all internal consistency 

coefficients, the reliability coefficient, number of target subjects, and the number of items 

were recorded.   

In 38 cases, a single sample reported multiple reliability coefficients for multiple 

scales classified as measuring the same personality trait in the Big Five taxonomy 

described above (e.g., internal consistencies were reported for two scales classified as 

measuring the facet Sociability of Extraversion). Including both reliability coefficients 

would violate basic meta-analytic assumptions of independence of estimates (Hunter & 

Schmidt, 2004).  To avoid violating such assumptions, one of three procedures was 

followed.  In nine cases where one measure was a composite of other subscales (e.g., a 

sample reports reliabilities for the NEO-PI-R Extraversion Factor scale and it’s six 

constituent facet scales), only the reliability for the composite was retained.  Where 

intercorrelations between the scales were reported (eight cases), the reliability of the 

composite was estimated using formulas in Mosier (1943).  In all other cases where 

intercorrelations among the components were unavailable (10 cases) or where reliability 

coefficients were reported separately for different peers (11 cases), the reliability 

coefficients were averaged within sample prior to averaging across samples. 
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In other cases, studies using multiple raters reported internal consistency 

reliabilities after averaging item scores across the raters.  Recall that internal consistency 

reliability estimates the effects of random error and item-specific error (idiosyncratic 

domain sampling) on test scores.  When alpha coefficients are calculated after item 

responses are averaged across other-raters, the random error component of alpha 

estimates is substantially reduced.  Although such across-rater item averaging procedures 

appropriately estimate the internal consistency of a measure used in a particular study, 

these procedures overestimate the internal consistency found for a single-rater.  Because 

the goal of Study 1 was to accurately estimate the internal consistency reliability of 

personality ratings from a single rater, studies calculating alphas based on such 

procedures were excluded from the analyses. 

 As in Viswesvaran and Ones (2000), I averaged internal consistency reliabilities 

in several ways.  First, reliability coefficients can be either frequency-weighted or 

sample-size weighted in averaging.  Whereas sample-size weighted averages are more 

accurate in making population parameter estimates (and therefore more useful in making 

comparisons across traits and types of other-raters), frequency-weighted means and 

standard deviations of reliability distributions are useful to meta-analysts modeling the 

variability in reliability coefficients in research in a particular domain.  Reliability 

generalization studies also often present the average square root of reliabilities.  The 

square root of the reliabilities estimates the correlation between the measure and the 

construct, and these mean square root reliabilities can be used in psychometric meta-

analyses to make corrections to observed correlations between two different measures. 
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In addition, there was considerable variability in the number of items used to 

measure a particular trait, and the number of items is a major determinant of the 

reliability of an instrument.  To facilitate comparisons across different traits, study 

designs, and measurement sources (self- vs. other-ratings), the Spearman-Brown formula 

was used to estimate the mean inter-item correlation for each scale examined.  This can 

be conceptualized as the hypothetical reliability for a single item.  These mean inter-item 

correlations were sample-size weighted in computing averages and standard deviations. 

Thus, for each set of reliability analyses, four methods of averaging reliabilities 

were used.  Frequency-weighted means of both reliability coefficients and square roots of 

the reliability coefficients were calculated.  In addition, sample-size weighted mean full 

scale reliability coefficients and sample size-weighted mean inter-item correlations were 

calculated. 

Finally, to facilitate comparisons across traits and types of raters, the sample-size 

weighted variance in full scale and single-item reliabilities were corrected for variance 

expected simply from sampling error.  To correct the full-scale reliabilities (reliabilities 

as reported in articles) for sampling error, I calculated the standard error of alpha for each 

alpha coefficient in the database using formulas presented in Duhachek, Coughlan, and 

Iacobucci (2005).3  Using these standard error estimates, I followed procedures in Hunter 

                                                 
3 Duhachek and Iacobucci  present a generalized formula for the standard error of alpha in Equation 2 and 3 
requiring a full item variance-covariance matrix.  As such data is almost never reported, the average item 
intercorrelation, and the number of targets.  The Duhachek et al.  formula assumes that (a) all item 
variances are equal and (b) all item intercorrelations are equal; however, Duhachek and Iacobucci  show 
that the generalized formula for alpha’s standard error is relatively stable in the presence of unequal item 
variances and unequal item intercorrelations.  Thus, although the 2005 formula would cause sampling error 
estimates to be slight underestimates in violations of these assumptions, the extent of underestimation is 
unlikely to be substantial. 
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and Schmidt (2004) to correct the observed sample-size weighted standard deviation for 

variance due to sampling error.  To correct estimated mean inter-item correlations for 

sampling error, I followed similar steps but used the formula for the standard error of a 

correlation to estimate sampling error variance.   

Coefficients of Stability Reliability Generalization Analyses 

 For studies examining the test-retest reliability of other-ratings of personality, all 

reliabilities were reported as time 1-time 2 correlations.  Additional information was 

collected relating to the number of months separating time 1 and time 2 administrations; 

reported time gaps ranged from .25 months to 72 months.  Similarly to the analyses 

conducted for internal consistency, multiple forms of methods of averaging reliability 

coefficients were calculated:  frequency weighted mean reliabilities, frequency weighted 

mean square roots of reliabilities, and sample-size weighted reliabilities.  It would have 

been preferable to estimate the mean test-retest reliability on a common time interval (as 

a parallel to using the Spearman-Brown formula to estimate the mean inter-item 

correlation).  However, the temporal shape of coefficients of stability for other-ratings of 

personality traits are unknown.  Thus, no mathematical function is available to 

approximate test-retest stability from a particular, common time interval. 

 In some cases, a single sample contributed multiple reliability coefficients to an 

analysis.  As with estimates of internal consistency, using multiple coefficients per 

sample violates assumptions of independence of observations.  In cases where multiple 

scales measuring the same trait were used and the correlations between the scales were 

reported, composite time 1 – time 2 correlations were calculated and used for that sample.  
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In all other cases, reliabilities were averaged within sample prior to calculating overall 

averages across samples. 

 Finally, I was interested in the extent to which coefficients of stability for other-

ratings were caused by true instability of the measure rather than random error.  In 

separate analyses, I meta-analyzed test-retest correlations, correcting for internal 

consistency unreliability at times 1 and 2.  However, to the extent that internal 

consistency reliability reflects item-specific error in addition to true random error and that 

item-specific errors are correlated across test administrations, these internal consistency 

corrected values will overestimate the measures’ stability.  Thus, these internal 

consistency-corrected test-retest correlations can be viewed as an upper-bound estimate 

of the measures’ stability. 
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Study 1:  Results 

Internal Consistency Reliability Generalization 

 All studies reported internal consistency reliabilities for other-ratings as 

Cronbach’s alphas.  Table 5 presents the results of the internal consistency reliability 

generalization study for other-ratings of each personality trait in four ways:  (1) 

frequency-weighted alphas, (2) frequency-weighted square root alphas, (3) sample-size 

weighted alphas, and (4) samples-size weighted reliabilities of a single item.  In general, 

the average alphas were moderately strong (.75 < rxx < .85) for most traits.  Thus, internal 

consistencies for personality ratings from non-self sources generally appeared to be in the 

same range as those from oneself (Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000). 

Note also that the frequency-weighted mean alphas were quite similar to the 

sample-size weighted mean alphas.  For a few traits where the differences between 

frequency and sample-sized weighted averages were more noticeable (ES-Even 

Tempered, Ex-Energy, and OE-Openness to Sensations), this was usually caused by two 

or three large sample studies (N > 1,000) having somewhat higher alphas.  However, the 

standard deviations around mean estimates were lower when the deviation scores were 

weighted by sample size, suggesting that this sample-size weighting appropriately 

improved the accuracy of the variability around the parameter estimates.  Indeed, these 

sample-size weighted 
xxrSD ’s suggest relatively little room for moderators. 

For other-ratings of Emotional Stability traits, measures of Global Emotional 

Stability tended to have the highest internal consistency reliabilities.  However, measures 

of the Anxiety facet of Emotional Stability had especially high mean inter-item 
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correlations (1: xxr  = .47).  This suggests that other-ratings of Anxiety are especially 

“tight” and fewer Anxiety items are needed to achieve high reliability levels.  Reliability 

coefficients for other-ratings of the Self-Esteem facet of Emotional Stability were 

particularly concerning (frequency-weighted xxr  = .63).  This appears to simply be the 

result of researchers using shorter Self-Esteem measures than that of measures of other 

Emotional Stability facets, a problem future researchers and practitioners using other-

ratings of Self-Esteem can and should easily correct. 

For Extraversion traits, measures of Global Extraversion had the highest internal 

consistency reliability.  Note, too, that the average number of items on these scales 

typically ranges between 8 and 11 items for these Extraversion facets other than 

Sociability.  Examining the frequency-weighted reliabilities for other-ratings of 

Extraversion facets suggests that measures of all facets but Sociability need to add more 

items to their scales.  Thus, although measures of these Extraversion facets typically use 

more items than are commonly found on facet measures of personality inventories like 

the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 1992c) and Six Factor Personality Questionnaire (D. N. 

Jackson, Paunonen, & Tremblay, 2000), these reliability coefficients indicate a likely 

need for adding items in creating other-ratings scales. 

For Openness traits, Global Openness measures again had the highest internal 

consistency.  However, the average internal consistency reliabilities suggest a clear need 

for more items in assessing all Openness facets.  In addition, the mean inter-item 

correlations for measures of the Nontraditional, Openness to Emotions, and Openness to 
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Sensations suggest that items comprised in measures of these facets are “loose.”  Thus, 

these facets especially may require more items to improve their reliability. 

For Agreeableness traits, measures of Global Agreeableness also had the highest 

internal consistency.  Though not as extreme as Openness facets, the Cooperation and 

Modesty facets of Agreeableness would similarly benefit from adding a few items to their 

scales.  In addition, Global Agreeableness and Cooperation had mean inter-item 

correlations that were quite strong (1: xxr  = .37 and 1: xxr  = .41, respectively).  Thus, items 

on these scales hang together tightly, and fewer items need to be combined on these 

scales to produce gains in internal consistency. 

For Conscientiousness traits, measures of Global Conscientiousness again had the 

highest number of items and the highest internal consistency.  Though measures of 

Conscientiousness facets generally had the highest internal consistency reliabilities of all 

the five factors, the frequency-weighted mean reliabilities indicated that more items are 

likely needed to improve these measures’ internal consistency.  This was particularly true 

for measures of Orderliness, and, to a lesser extent also Achievement and Cautiousness.  

The mean inter-item correlation for Orderliness measures was somewhat lower than that 

of other measures (1: xxr  = .24), suggesting Orderliness in particular may require more 

items to reach internal consistencies comparable to other Conscientiousness traits. 

As predicted in other reliability generalization studies (Viswesvaran & Ones, 

2000), global measures of the traits had higher internal consistency reliabilities than 

facets by a small magnitude.  However, scales measuring global traits used more items 

than scales measuring facets, so this reliability advantage for global traits might simply 
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be caused by differences in the length of their scales.  Indeed, comparing the estimated 

mean inter-item correlations for global vs. facet measures suggests no apparent advantage 

or disadvantage for global versus facet measures.  This indicates that facet measures 

likely can be rated with comparable internal consistency to that of global factor measures, 

but these measures simply do not generally use enough items to be equally reliable.  If 

researchers are particularly interested in comparing relationships of external variables 

with other-ratings of global factor versus narrower facet traits, the lower internal 

consistency of others’ ratings of facets is a particular concern.  Indeed, apparent 

advantages in the predictive power of other ratings of global factor traits may simply be 

due to their enhanced reliability from using more items.  Data in Table 5 can be used to 

estimate the number of items needed for global factor traits and narrow facet traits to 

create approximately equal reliability comparisons. 

Next, I was interested in how much of the variability around the sample-size 

weighted mean alphas was due to sampling error.  Therefore, I conducted meta-analyses 

on these estimates (correcting only for sampling error).  The results of this meta-analysis 

are presented in Table 6.  In general, Table 6 shows that the SDobs and SDresid are quite 

similar for each trait, suggesting relatively little reduction in variability once sampling 

error in the internal consistency estimate has been accounted for. 

 I also examined whether particular types of raters gave more or less internally 

consistent ratings, holding the trait measured constant.  Only global measures of each of 

the five factors had a large enough set of samples to compare across rater types, and I 
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separated alphas for the global five factors into categories of raters.  The results of the 

reliability generalization analyses are displayed in Table 7. 

 As would be expected by the small residual variability previously noted in 

reliabilities, spouses, relatives, close acquaintances, colleagues, cohabitators, and 

strangers all had similar mean alphas for rating each of the global traits.  In addition, 

splitting the samples by information source did not generally reduce the variability in 

alphas or mean of the average inter-item correlations.  Indeed, only cohabitators showed 

somewhat lower mean alphas and mean inter-item correlations than other rating sources 

for most traits.  However, given the small k for cohabitators (k = 1 or 2 for all traits), such 

differences should be interpreted cautiously.  Interestingly, and perhaps 

counterintuitively, mean inter-item correlations were highest across all global traits when 

the other-rater was a work colleague or a stranger.  These individuals likely have the least 

and comparatively worst information about the targets compared to most other 

information source categories.  Thus, even for those raters’ whose accuracy might be 

most suspect, mean inter-item correlations suggested adequate internal consistency in the 

rating process.  More detailed explanations of these somewhat counter-intuitive findings 

follow in the Study 1 discussion. 

 Finally, I was interested in making explicit comparisons of whether other-ratings 

were as internally consistent as self-ratings.  I compared the values in Table 5 to two 

meta-analytic sets of internal consistency reliabilities for self-ratings.  First, I drew self-

ratings’ internal consistency reliability estimates for the five factors from Viswesvaran 

and Ones (2000).  These reliability generalization studies are based on total sample sizes 
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from 95,194 to 563,947, based on between 97 and 273 samples.  Second, I also analyzed 

internal-consistency reliabilities of self-ratings of studies included in the current database.  

These studies represent a close match to those contributing other-ratings’ internal 

consistency reliabilities.  Table 8 compares the internal consistency of other-ratings to 

internal consistency estimates of self-ratings from these two sources.   

 Across the five factors, the sample-size weighted full-scale reliabilities for other-

ratings were quite close in magnitude to self-ratings from both my meta-analytic database 

and from Viswesvaran and Ones (2000).  However, the measures studied in Viswesvaran 

and Ones used (on average) ten more items per scale than did self- and other-report 

measures from my database.  Thus, mean inter-item correlation estimates from 

Viswesvaran and Ones were somewhat lower than both self-report and other-report 

measures from the present database.  However, across the board, average Spearman-

Brown estimated mean inter-item correlations from other-ratings were the highest. 

Coefficients of Stability Reliability Generalization 

 Only a small set of studies (k = 8) contributed test-retest reliability coefficients for 

other-ratings of personality to the database.  Appendix C describes characteristics of 

these eight studies.  Across these studies, there was a range of time intervals used 

between initial and follow-up administrations of the personality inventories:  three 

samples used an interval of only one week (Hollandsworth, Galassi, & Gay, 1977), and 

one sample used a time interval of six years (Costa & McCrae, 1988).  In general, studies 

with longer time intervals tended to collect spousal reports as the other-report of 
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personality, whereas studies with shorter time intervals tended to rely on friends, close 

acquaintances, and coworkers.   

 Table 9 describes the results of the test-retest reliability generalization meta-

analysis for other-ratings of personality traits.  As in the case of internal consistency 

reliabilities, Table 9 presents both frequency-weighted and sample size-weighted average 

test-retest reliabilities.  Again, the correspondence between frequency-weighted and 

sample-size weighted mean correlations was quite high for each trait, with less variability 

when deviations from the mean were weighted by sample size. 

 Generally, mean test-retest correlations were moderately strong, ranging from ttr  

= .68 to ttr = .82.  Additionally, there were relatively small standard deviations around 

these estimates.  Stability coefficients for global measures of the five factors tended to be 

somewhat higher than those of their facets, but these differences were quite minimal.  

Indeed, perhaps the more remarkable finding in Table 9 is the consistency across traits 

and the eight samples of the test-retest reliabilities.  Given the small number of 

independent samples providing test-retest reliabilities, no further moderator analyses 

were conducted across information sources. 

 I also examined the effect that correcting test-retest correlations for internal 

consistency unreliability at time 1 and time 2 had on stability estimates.  These analyses 

represent a meta-analysis of time 1- time 2 correlations and are reported in Table 10.  As 

noted previously, such corrected values likely represent the upper bound of a measures’ 

stability.  Corrected test-retest correlations ranged from ρtt = .90 to ρtt = 1.00 for most 

traits, and the variability around these corrected values was near zero.  Finding such little 
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remaining variability after correcting for variability due to internal consistency 

unreliability suggests that the observed variability in test-retest correlations may simply 

be attributable to differences in the internal consistency reliability of measures used. 

Next, I examined the effects that the time interval between test and retest 

administrations had on stability estimates by plotting the average test-retest coefficients 

by time intervals.  These plots are displayed in Figure 2.  Quite interestingly, most traits 

showed only a slight decline in stability coefficients as the time interval between testing 

administrations increased.  Six year test-retest correlations (the longest interval amongst 

the studies) showed reliability coefficients ranging from ttr  = .75 to ttr = .83.  Thus, 

though there is likely an effect of time interval on test-retest correlations, the test-retest 

correlations over multiple years for other-ratings are still quite high. 

 Finally, I compared the coefficients of stability for other-ratings from these eight 

samples to those for self-ratings.  Again, I drew self-report test-retest correlations from 

both the present database and from Viswesvaran and Ones’ (2000) results.  Whereas the 

self-report results from Viswesvaran and Ones represent highly generalizable test-retest 

correlations, the self-report results from my own database were intended as a potentially 

closer match in study design features to studies presenting other-report stability estimates.   

These comparisons of other-report and self-report test-retest correlations are 

presented in Table 11.  Note first that the average time intervals for other-reports and 

Viswesvaran and Ones’ (2000) self-reports are generally quite closely matched, whereas 

the average time interval for self-reports from my meta-analytic database are 
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considerably shorter.  Thus, Viswesvaran and Ones’ estimates in fact likely present better 

self-report comparisons to the other-reports estimated in this study. 

Although only by a small margin, other-reports of the five factor traits 

consistently have higher coefficients of stability than do self-reports.  This holds true 

even when compared to the shorter time interval studies from my meta-analytic database.  

Thus, at least for others who are relatively close to the target (e.g., spouses and close 

friends), other-perceptions of traits are at least as stable as target’s self-perceptions.  

Moreover, other-raters’ impressions of targets may be more difficult to change.  Whereas 

a target may have perceived certain areas of change or development in his or her 

personality, these may go unnoticed by others.  Thus, a person’s reputation may be 

slightly more consistent over time than their self-perceptions. 

Finally, test-retest correlations and internal consistency reliabilities were used to 

approximate the percentage of variance attributable to true trait variance and 

measurement error components due to transient error, domain-sampling error, and 

random error for each of the Big Five dimensions and facets.  Transient error variance 

was estimated as the difference between 1 and the alpha-corrected test-retest reliabilities 

presented in Table 10.  Domain sampling error + random error was estimated as the 

difference between 1 and the sample-size weighted internal consistency estimates 

presented in Table 6.  Finally, trait variance was estimated as the remaining variance after 

transient error, domain sampling error, and random error were accounted for (i.e., 1- 

transient error – [domain sampling error + random error).  These approximations are 

presented in Table 11.5. 
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Note that these values are only approximations because error components are 

likely correlated across measurements.  Specifically, when test-retest reliability is 

evaluated using the same test form at Times 1 and 2, domain sampling error may be 

correlated across time points (to the extent that domain-sampling errors are stable).  

Similarly, when items are completed by other-raters at the same time point, transient 

errors may be correlated across items.  These correlated errors artificially inflate test-

retest reliability and internal consistency reliability, respectively.4  Thus, the 

approximations in Table 11.5 can be viewed as upper bounds for trait variance and lower 

bounds for transient error, domain sampling error, and random error. 

Across all traits, trait variance accounted for the largest proportion of variance, 

and these upper-bound trait variance approximations generally ranged between 70% and 

80%.  The percentage of trait variance for global factor measures was generally 

comparable across the five factors, with only measures of Global Agreeableness showing 

somewhat lower trait variance than measures of the other global five factor traits.  

However, estimates of trait variance were generally larger for global five factor measures 

than for measures of facet traits.  This is likely due to stronger effects of domain 

sampling error and random error on facets than on global measures (resulting from facet 

measures typically using fewer items). 

                                                 
4 Schmidt et al. (2003) illustrate how coefficient of equivalence and stability reliability estimates (the 
correlation between parallel measures administered at two different time points) can be used in conjunction 
with test-retest and internal consistency reliability coefficients to parse apart variance due to the true trait, 
transient error, domain sampling error, and random error when errors are correlated across measurements.  
Unfortunately, available research on other-ratings of personality traits almost never reports coefficients of 
equivalence and stability, preventing such calculations from being possible.  Future research, however, 
should re-examine these approximations once coefficients of equivalence and stability become more widely 
studied. 
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In addition, transient error variance consistently accounted for smaller proportions 

of variance than did domain sampling error + random error.  This was especially true for 

several traits highlighted as having especially low internal consistency, such as the Self-

Esteem facet of Emotional Stability, the Nontraditional and Openness to Emotions facets 

of Openness, and the Orderliness facet of Conscientiousness.  These findings underscore 

the need for using lengthier, better developed measures of these constructs.  The 

comparatively large domain sampling error + random error component of other-ratings 

suggests that improving the reliability of measuring other-ratings is well within the grasp 

of the researcher or practitioner. 
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Study 1:  Discussion 

 The purpose of Study 1 was to evaluate a fundamental basis for study the 

accuracy of others’ ratings of personality:  reliable measurement of an individual other-

rater’s perception of the personality of a target.  Although some scales would clearly 

benefit from including supplemental items, the findings described above were indicative 

of generally strong internal consistency and test-retest stability of measures of others’ 

perceptions.  Thus, it is clearly not the case that descriptions of target’s traits from an 

other-rater completely lack reliability; rather, the reliability of other-ratings is quite 

comparable to that of self-ratings. 

Only a handful of studies had examined the test-retest reliability of ratings of 

personality from others, but these studies provided encouraging results.  Even over long 

time intervals (up to six years), time 1-time 2 correlations were quite strong for all traits.  

Increases in the time interval between administrations of the measures produced only 

slight reductions in stability estimates.  These data suggest that personality measured by 

other-ratings are at least as stable as self-ratings. 

Good Traits for Reliable Measurement of Other-Ratings 

 Many internal consistency estimates were in the xxr  = .82 to xxr  = .87 range for 

measures of the global five factors, with measures of facet traits being somewhat lower.  

Across traits, there was no clear pattern of internal consistency reliabilities corresponding 

to differences in visibility or non-evaluativeness.  This lack of a pattern corresponding to 

traits’ visibility or non-evaluativeness held true even when the number of items was held 

equal across internal consistency estimates (1: xxr ).  Of the traits having particularly high 
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mean inter-item correlations, traits were as likely to be high in visibility (e.g., 

Cooperation) as they were to be low in visibility (e.g., Anxiety).  Similarly, the traits with 

particularly low mean inter-item correlations were as likely to be low in visibility (e.g., 

Openness to Emotions and Openness to Sensations) as they were to be high in visibility 

(e.g., Orderliness).  Thus, to the extent that trait visibility and non-evaluativeness affects 

other-rating accuracy, these effects do not appear to extend to the internal consistency 

reliability of these traits. 

 In addition, the test-retest reliabilities presented in Table 9 were generally so 

homogenous across traits as to indicate an absence of any trait-related moderators.  The 

only apparent trend was for measure of the global Big Five traits to have greater stability 

than facet measures.  However, this is likely a result of global measures having less 

random error than facets, perhaps because global measures use more items than do facet 

measures.  However, recall that studies contributing test-retest reliabilities generally came 

from samples of other-raters who were typically well acquainted with the target.  It may 

be that test-retest reliabilities show more variability corresponding to visibility and non-

evaluativeness when other-raters are strangers or other less well-acquainted raters. 

Good Information Sources for Reliable Measurement of Other-Ratings 

Some differences across information sources in internal consistency were 

apparent in these results.  Interestingly, strangers and work colleagues had the highest 

mean inter-item correlations, though they would be among the other-raters predicted to 

have the least accurate information about targets.  If there are differences in how 
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accurately particular others can rate particular traits, these differences do not manifest 

themselves in predictable differences in internal consistency. 

An unfortunate consequence of the limited number of samples presenting data on 

other-raters’ test-retest reliability is a limited sampling across types of other-raters.  Most 

raters were either family members or friends, and no test-retest data was available for a 

stranger’s rating from the same behavior at two different time points.  In addition, it is 

unclear whether changes in the stability of other’s ratings with increasing time intervals 

would differ across information source categories.  For example, spouses have 

considerably less to learn about a target than does a new friend, and differences in the 

acquaintanceship processes may produce different levels of stability across information 

sources.  Thus, the stability of other-ratings of personality is certainly amongst the 

accuracy criteria requiring further research scrutiny, given the support thus far observed.  

Additionally, this research may improve understanding of good trait and good 

information moderators of test-retest reliability. 

Reliability Comparisons Between Other- and Self-Ratings 

Compared to estimates of the reliability of self-ratings, these results suggest other-

rater’s response to be at least as internally consistent as self-ratings, if not more so.  For 

all traits, mean inter-item correlations of other-raters were somewhat higher than self-

raters reported in Viswesvaran and Ones (2000) and than those observed in studies using 

other-raters.  This was especially true when other-raters were work colleagues or 

strangers.  Several explanations for these findings are plausible.  On one hand, it may 

simply be the case that researchers may be more selective in choosing the best personality 
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measures for an other-rater to complete about the target, whereas researchers may be 

tempted to ask self-raters to complete a wider variety of measures.  However, it may be 

that self-raters differentiate among the specific content of items, whereas other-raters may 

be more guided by a general impression of the target.  For example, in responding to the 

item “likes to socialize at parties,” a self-rater may cull memories of the most recent 

parties he or she attended and how enjoyable socializing was.  In contrast, an other-rater 

may evaluate whether the target is “the type of person who would enjoy socializing at 

parties.”  This may be especially true when other-ratings are provided for items 

describing internal feelings, thoughts, or preferences, for which other-raters (and 

especially strangers) are unlikely to have any basis for actually rating.  Other-raters’ 

reliance on general impressions more than specific memories of the target would decrease 

item-specific variance in measures, thereby improving internal consistency estimates.  

Such effects are parallel to “halo error” often described in job performance ratings (e.g., 

Landy & Farr, 1980; but see also Viswesvaran, Schmidt, & Ones, 2005).  These findings 

suggest that talk-out-loud designs comparing individuals completing personality self-

ratings versus other-ratings may give additional insight into both the self-rating and 

other-rating process. 
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Study 2:  Other-Rater Accuracy as Consensus Among Raters (Interrater Reliability) 

 Study 1 meta-analytically studied two intra-rater indices of other-raters’ 

reliability, internal consistency and test-retest reliability.  However, unlike self-reports of 

personality measures, many different “other” raters could potentially provide ratings of a 

single target.  Thus, the relationship between ratings from different raters indexes another 

form of reliability, interrater reliability.   

 As with other forms of reliability, measurement error in interrater reliability 

reflects error components in addition to purely random errors.  First, just as internal 

consistency reliabilities are affected by inequivalence of items sampled from a 

hypothetical item universe, so too is interrater reliability affected by inequivalence 

between other-raters sampled from a universe of potential other-raters.5  However, as 

shown in Study 1, transient error (such as being moody versus cheerful on the day the 

ratings were made) also affects the ratings made by others to some extent.  Because these 

transient errors are generally assumed to be uncorrelated across raters, transient error will 

also decrease interrater reliability.  Framed another way, if two ratings from the same 

other-rater at two different time points do not agree precisely, it is unlikely for ratings 

from two different other-raters to agree precisely.  Because interrater reliabilities are 

affected by both inequivalence between raters and transient error affecting each of the 

raters, interrater reliabilities have been referred to as coefficients of equivalence and 

stability (Schmidt et al., 2003). 

                                                 
5 Of course, in some categories of other-raters, the “universe” of potential other-raters may be a small and 
fixed number.  For example, people typically have only two parents, and, in monogamous societies, only 
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 Kenny et al. (1994) meta-analyzed interrater reliabilities of other-ratings of 

personality measures from a small domain of studies that had estimated the target 

variance in Kenny’s Social Relations Model (Kenny & La Voie, 1984; Malloy & Kenny, 

1986).  Single-rater interrater reliabilities for strangers were generally quite low (usually 

less than .10) for all traits except Extraversion (approximately .30).  These reliabilities 

were higher for long-term acquaintances, with all traits showing single-rater interrater 

reliabilities in the .25 - .30 range.  As a sidebar to their meta-analysis of self-other 

convergence of personality traits, Connolly et al. (2007) reported an overall artifact 

distribution table of interrater reliabilities for each of the big five.  However, these 

reliability coefficients reflect the reliability of a composite of others’ ratings and ranged 

from .69 to .81.  Given that no information is available about the number of raters used in 

forming the composite, these values are not comparable to those presented in Kenny et al. 

(Kenny et al., 1994). 

 Beyond studies included in the Kenny et al. (1994) and Connolly et al. (2007) 

meta-analyses, a considerably larger set of studies examining interrater reliability is 

available.  This larger set of studies permits finer distinctions among information sources.  

For example, amongst the long-term acquaintances category in Kenny et al., family 

members (who may have had a lifespan to observe and form impressions about the target) 

would likely have stronger interrater reliabilities than would work colleagues.  In 

addition, this larger set of studies permits distinctions amongst limited acquaintance 

studies based on the type of stimulus (information type) presented about targets.  

                                                                                                                                                 
one spouse at a time.  In such categories, the ability to sample multiple other-raters to estimate interrater 
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Presently, no research has examined the effect that differences in the type of information 

presented has on interrater reliability.  Study 2 will more broadly examine information 

source and information type as potential moderators of interrater reliability. 

 Both Kenny et al. (1994) and Connolly et al. (2007) found higher reliabilities 

when others were rating Extraversion.  However, the hierarchical factor and facet 

taxonomy in Table 1 allows for additional distinctions among traits, particularly 

pertaining to differences among traits’ visibility and non-evaluativeness.  Thus, Study 2 

separately analyzed interrater reliabilities for the five factors according to measuring a 

global factor directly or a particular narrower facet. 

Study 2 has two broad goals in more comprehensively studying the interrater 

reliability of other-ratings of personality traits.  The first goal was to explain variability in 

interrater reliability estimates across traits, types of raters, and information presented to 

judges.  Comparisons of this sort may give insight to basic aspects of the process of 

forming impressions based on perceiving others’ behavior.  Such comparisons are 

facilitated by studying reliability with the number of other-raters held constant.  Thus, 

one set of analyses used interrater reliabilities estimated for a single other-rater.  Methods 

and results pursuing this second goal are indicated throughout with the title “Meta-

Analyses of Interrater Reliabilities.”   

The second goal was to create interrater reliability artifact distribution that could 

be used to correct correlations between other’s ratings of personality traits and other 

variables.  These artifact distributions indicate the typical level and variability of 

                                                                                                                                                 
reliability may be either extremely limited or impossible. 
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interrater reliability amongst studied using other-raters.  The methods and results 

pursuing this goal are indicated with the title “Reliability Generalization Analyses.”   

Across these interrater meta-analyses and reliability generalization analyses, I will 

also examine “good trait” and “good information” moderators of interrater reliability.  

Traits with higher visibility are likely to have stronger interrater reliabilities, as are traits 

with a less evaluative component.  In considering the effects of rating information on 

accuracy, information sources who have greater opportunity to observe the target, who 

observe the target in both public and private spheres, and who have a more intimate 

interpersonal relationship are likely to have stronger interrater reliabilities.  Information 

types that provide target information through multiple modalities and have longer 

durations of exposure are likely to produce the strongest interrater reliabilities.  Finally, I 

will also explore potential trait by information interaction effects on interrater reliability. 
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Study 2:  Methods 

Forms of Interrater Reliabilities 

 In the meta-analytic database, interrater reliabilities were reported using a variety 

of statistical indices.  The choice among these reliability statistics was largely dependent 

on the research design.  Kenny and Albright (1987) presented a three category taxonomy 

of experimental designs for evaluating interrater reliabilities; these three categories are 

depicted in Figure 2.  In classic block designs, a set of raters rates every target 

participant.  For example, a group of six trained undergraduates might view videotapes of 

each target and rate all targets’ personality traits after viewing each videotape.  In round-

robin designs, a group of individuals participate as both raters and targets:  each 

participant rates all other group members and is rated by all other group members.  

Usually, studies using round-robin designs collect data on multiple round robin groups, 

compute reliability estimates within each group, and average reliabilities across the 

groups when reporting results.  Finally, in nested designs, each rater rates only one target; 

thus, multiple raters are nested within targets. 

 Within each study design, several reliability statistics were used to report 

reliabilities.  Reported reliabilities were coded into the database in two forms by using the 

Spearman-Brown formula:  first as the reliability for a single rater, and then as the 

reliability for k-raters (where k is the number of raters used in the study).  Reliabilities 

statistics that were included in the database are described in Table 13, along with 

formulas for their calculation and, where available, formulas for their standard error.  

Block designs typically reported reliabilities either in the form of coefficient alpha (where 
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each rater was treated as an item in a measure) or as an intraclass correlation (Case 2; 

Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).  In addition, one study used block design calculations for SRM 

estimates to represent reliability.  In round-robin designs, all studies used SRM estimates 

as indices of reliability.  Finally, nested designs either reported intraclass correlations 

(Case 1; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) or coefficient alphas in which raters had been arbitrarily 

assigned to rater positions 1 through k.  Note that for alpha coefficients in nested designs 

might have found slightly varied reliability coefficients depending on how raters were 

assigned to positions; however, random assignment to rater positions should produce no 

systematic effects on interrater reliabilities. 

 Given the breadth of types of other-raters used in this research domain, such 

heterogeneity of reliability statistics was inevitable and is common to nearly all fields in 

which interrater reliabilities have been calculated.  For example, it would be impossible 

for a study examining the inter-rater of parents’ ratings of personality to use a block 

design and have a sample size of any magnitude.  However, although these reliability 

statistics vary in their calculation procedures, single rater reliabilities derived from each 

of these statistics closely reflect the correlation that would be observed between two 

raters randomly chosen for each target.  Given this common core, these forms of 

interrater reliability coefficients were included to allow for coverage of the full breadth of 

other-rater categories. 

Meta-Analysis of Single-Rater Reliabilities 

 Meta-analyses were conducted to examine and explain variability across studies 

in interrater reliabilities.  However, a major determinant of the reliability of a composite 
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of other-raters is the number of raters used, and studies varied widely in the number of 

raters describing each target.  To facilitate comparisons in examining variability in 

interrater reliabilities, the number of raters must be held constant.  Therefore, I meta-

analyzed single-rater reliabilities in the database (reliabilities either reported directly by 

authors or estimated from the interrater reliability of k-raters using the Spearman-Brown 

formula).  These single-rater reliability estimates reflect the correlation that would be 

expected between two randomly selected raters’ description of targets.  Thus, these 

single-rater reliability estimates were treated as correlations in estimating sampling error 

variance and in making corrections for measurement artifacts. 

 Artifact distributions.  As described earlier, interrater reliability coefficients have 

been referred to as coefficients of equivalence and stability because they reflect 

measurement error due to both inequivalence between raters and transient errors affecting 

the rating process (Schmidt et al., 2003).  However, in comparing inter-rater reliabilities 

across moderators, the interest is primarily in comparing measurement error due to 

inequivalence between raters.  Thus, in meta-analyzing interrater reliabilities, interrater 

reliability estimates were corrected for test-retest reliability coefficients presented in 

Study 1 for both other raters (i.e., unreliability in both variables).  Coefficients of stability 

based on relatively short time intervals are similar in magnitude to internal consistency 

reliability estimates (Ones, Viswesvaran, & Schmidt, 1993; Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000).  

Test-retest reliability generally somewhat overestimates reliability estimates because item 

specific variance is replicated across administrations.  However, interrater reliability 
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similarly replicates item specific variance across the two raters.  Thus, test-retest 

reliability estimates are appropriate for estimating the equivalency across raters. 

One potential caveat is warranted in using these test-retest correlations.  

Generally, test-retest studies used other-raters who had known the target individuals for 

longer periods of time.  If test-retest reliability is different in the studies than what would 

have been observed in studies provided interrater reliabilities, the test-retest values used 

to make corrections are more likely to be conservative (underestimating the effects of 

transient error).  Thus, for some rater categories, these corrections may slightly 

underestimate the true equivalence between raters and underestimate the variability due 

to unreliability.  Nonetheless, test-retest reliability estimates are the most appropriate 

corrections to apply to compare rater equivalency across moderators, and, though limited, 

Study 1 presents the best and only available data for making such corrections. 

 In addition, I also considered correcting interrater reliabilities for differences 

across studies in how heterogeneous or homogenous samples were on a trait as a result of 

studies using particular sampling strategies.  To the extent that samples are more 

homogenous (less variance in trait scores), correlations will be reduced.  For each of the 

five factors, observed standard deviations from the meta-analytic database were used with 

normative data for the measures to estimate u-ratios (observed standard deviations 

divided by population standard deviations).  These data are presented in Appendix D for 

each trait.  These u-ratios were generally quite close to 1.0, with relatively small standard 

deviations.  In addition, none of the studies included in the database described sample 

selection procedures that implied direct range restriction on personality traits in the 
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sample.  Given the absence of empirical or descriptive evidence suggesting direct range 

restriction (as well as the complexity of correcting correlations for reduced/enhanced 

variability in both other-ratings), no corrections were made for differences across samples 

in trait homo-/heterogeneity.  Though the estimated variability of interrater reliabilities 

after correcting for statistical artifacts may be a slight overestimate as a result, the values 

in Appendix D suggest that this overestimation is minimal. 

Interrater Reliability Generalization Analyses 

 As with the reliability generalization analyses for internal consistency and test-

retest reliabilities, interrater reliabilities were aggregated in four ways for the reliability 

generalization analyses.  First, frequency weighted means and standard deviations of 

interrater reliabilities of k-raters were calculated.  Second and similarly, frequency 

weighted means and standard deviations of square-roots of interrater reliabilities of k-

raters were also calculated.  Third, sample-size weighted means and standard deviations 

of k-rater interrater reliabilities were estimated.  Fourth, sample-size weighted means and 

standard deviations were estimated for single rater reliabilities. 

 In addition, I also estimated the variability in sample-size weighted k-rater 

interrater reliabilities after sampling error in the reliabilities was accounted for.  

However, the heterogeneity in statistical indices of reliability coefficients dictated 

heterogeneity in sampling error formulas used to calculate standard errors of reliability 

estimates.  Thus, standard error estimates were calculated individually for each interrater 

reliability coefficient in the database, and the formulas for the standard error of each 

reliability statistic are reported in Table 13.  Unfortunately, the only available formulas 
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for calculating the standard errors of intraclass correlations (Cases 1 and 2) require 

information (F-statistics or mean square values) that is rarely presented by researchers 

reporting intraclass correlations (P.E. Shrout, personal communication, June 16, 2008).  

Thus, standard errors of reliabilities were not calculable for all reliability estimates.  In 

calculating estimates of the variance in reliabilities due to sampling error, estimates were 

based on sample-size weighted means of all available standard errors of reliabilities. 

 In total, these analyses are based on 1,510 interrater reliability coefficients from 

114 independent samples.  The total sample size across all independent samples 

providing interrater reliabilities was 15,799.  The average sample size in each sample was 

151.91 (SD = 312.67); the median sample size was 81.  The median number of raters in 

each sample was 5.00 (SD = 11.84). 
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Study 2:  Results 

Meta-Analysis of Interrater Reliabilities 

 First, single-rater interrater reliability meta-analyses of each personality trait were 

conducted including all categories of raters.  The results of this meta-analysis are 

presented in Table 14.  In combining measures at the factor level, the average single-rater 

reliabilities were modest, typically ranging from .32 to .36 for combined emotional 

stability, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness measures.  Extraversion was the 

only personality factor for which interrater reliabilities were somewhat higher (across 

measures of all Extraversion traits, rrr  = .43).  This finding is consistent with Kenny et 

al.’s (1994) finding that Extraversion was the trait that showed the highest proportion of 

target variance amongst ratings.  Nonetheless, the magnitude of these single-rater 

interrater reliabilities is considerably smaller than those shown in other domains.  For 

example, ratings of job performance (Viswesvaran et al., 1996), of interviewer 

performance (Conway, Jako, & Goodman, 1995), and of assessment center performance 

and skills (Connelly & Ones, 2008) tend to be between .52 and .85 for a single-rater.  

Even when corrected for test-retest unreliability (measurement instability), personality 

trait interrater reliabilities still fell short of that observed in other domains (.39 < ρrr 

<.51). 

 In addition, there was moderate variability around interrater reliabilities.  

Generally, SDobs values for analyses combining traits within each of the five factors were 

about SDρ = .13.  This variability showed minimal decrease in magnitude after being 

corrected for variability due to sampling error and measurement error.  Thus, the 
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magnitude of SDρ suggests some potential room for moderators to affect interrater 

reliabilities.   

 Trait Moderator Investigation.  Type of trait measured within each of the five 

factors was examined as a potential moderator.  Mean interrater reliabilities for traits 

within a given factor (e.g., within Emotional Stability, Anxiety, Depression, and Global 

Emotional Stability) were fairly comparable.   Interrater reliabilities were generally 

slightly higher for measures of global factors of the big five than of their facet measures, 

but these differences were minimal.  Furthermore, separating global factor measures and 

facet measures from one another within a factor generally showed minimal to no 

reduction in the variability around mean estimates.  In addition, the changes within facets 

in average interrater reliabilities were not consistently related to higher visibility or non-

evaluativeness.  Thus, when analyzed across observers, the comparable means across 

facet and global factor measures for a given factor and the absence of any decrease in 

SDρ values suggest that the type of trait measured within a factor does not moderate 

interrater reliabilities. 

 Trait by Information Source Moderator Analysis.  Next, information source was 

examined as a potential moderator of interrater reliabilities for each personality trait.  

These results are presented in Tables 15 through 19 for Emotional Stability, Extraversion, 

Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. Figure 4 provides a summary table of 

trait by rater type interrater reliabilities corrected for test-retest reliability from Tables 15 

through 19 (ρrr values).  In discussing the results from these tables, I generally focus on 
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those cases in which the variability around mean interrater reliabilities decreased and on 

analyses based on relatively larger numbers of independent samples. 

 For Emotional Stability traits, family and friends generally had the strongest 

interrater reliabilities, with interrater reliabilities typically ranging from ρxx = .30 to ρxx = 

.45.  In contrast, interrater reliabilities for cohabitators (who, for interrater reliabilities, 

were typically dorm or housemates rather than roommates), work colleagues, and 

incidental acquaintances were considerably lower and approximated the interrater 

reliabilities of strangers (with ρrr values typically between .20 and .30).  There was, 

however, one interesting exception:  work colleagues had somewhat higher interrater 

reliabilities for rating the Anxiety facet of Emotional Stability (ρrr = .42).  Given that 

work situations often provoke feelings of anxiety, such a finding would be expected in 

Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model and trait activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 

2003).  Thus, it is likely that work colleagues have had more opportunities to observe 

behavioral indicators of Anxiety than other, more internal facets of Emotional Stability 

like Self-Esteem. 

 For all information source categories, interrater reliabilities were highest for 

Extraversion traits.  As with Emotional Stability, other-raters who were family members 

and friends had the strongest interrater reliabilities (across all Extraversion traits, ρrr = .53 

and ρrr = .55, respectively).  However, interrater reliabilities for strangers’ ratings of 

Extraversion were not much lower (ρrr = .48 across all Extraversion traits) than those for 

family members and friends.  Interestingly, strangers had slightly higher interrater 

reliabilities for Extraversion traits than did cohabitators, work colleagues, and incidental 
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strangers.  This is likely because studies using strangers’ ratings of personality observe 

targets in a limited and common set of situations, whereas cohabitators, work colleagues, 

and incidental strangers observe the target behaving daily in a variety of situations that 

may not be common across observers.  Thus, for rating Extraversion, this common set of 

situations for strangers appears to trump the broader observation periods of cohabitators, 

work colleagues, and incidental strangers in terms of interrater reliability. 

 Openness to Experience traits had the fewest number of studies examining its 

interrater reliability.  As observed with other traits, others who were family members or 

friends tended to have the highest interrater reliabilities.  Here, friends had somewhat 

higher interrater reliabilities (ρrr = .53) than did family members (ρrr = .47, with non-

overlapping credibility intervals).  In studying interrater reliabilities, family members 

were most likely to be parents or elder relatives, who might be somewhat less likely to 

jointly seek out and think about new experiences with the targets than would targets’ 

friends.  Again, cohabitators, work colleagues, incidental acquaintances, and strangers all 

showed lower interrater reliabilities than family and friends.  After rater types were 

controlled for and the variability around meta-analytic estimates was reduced, some 

evidence for moderator effects for Openness traits emerged.  Openness facets that are 

more likely to be expressed outwardly (Aesthetics and Nontraditionalism) tended to have 

higher interrater reliabilities than facets describing more internal aspects of Openness 

(Imagination and Openness to Emotions).  These two traits are likely the two more 

visible facets of Openness.  However, given the small number of independent samples 

contributing data to these analyses, such conclusions must be made somewhat tentatively. 
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 For Agreeableness, interrater reliabilities were relatively uniformly modest across 

types of other-raters (most ρrr values were less than .45).  That is, the higher interrater 

reliabilities typically found when targets’ traits were described by family members and 

friends did not generally hold for Agreeableness traits.  Only strangers and incidental 

acquaintances had interrater reliabilities that were somewhat lower (ρrr ≈ .30).  Such 

lower interrater reliabilities for strangers’ and incidental acquaintances ratings are 

consistent with conceptualizing Agreeableness as a fundamentally interpersonal trait.  

Thus, when interpersonal interactions are severely constrained (as in the case of 

strangers’ and incidental acquaintances), less trait relevant information is available and 

interrater unreliability is resultantly lower. 

 Finally, Conscientiousness showed some differentiation in interrater reliabilities 

across observer categories.  In addition to relatively strong interrater reliability 

correlations for family and friends’ ratings, work colleagues generally had higher average 

interrater reliability coefficients for Conscientiousness traits.  Given the relevance of 

Conscientiousness for predicting behavior in the workplace (e.g., Barrick et al., 2001; J. 

Hogan & Ones, 1997), work colleagues likely have greater access to Conscientiousness-

related behaviors. 

 Several important trends in interrater reliabilities can be noted across these 

moderator analyses for information source categories.  First, interrater reliabilities were 

consistently highest when the others providing ratings were family members or friends.  

When trait ratings came from cohabitators, work colleagues, or incidental acquaintances, 

interrater reliabilities tended to be lower—in many cases, lower than those for ratings 
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from strangers.  Separating analyses by information source generally reduced the 

variability around mean interrater reliability estimates, suggesting information source to 

be a true moderator.  However, considerable variability around average interrater 

reliabilities for strangers remained.  Given that this remaining variability and that 

strangers’ ratings came from a large number of independent samples, follow up 

moderator analyses were conducted on the interrater reliability of stranger’s ratings based 

on the stimulus information type. 

Moderating Effects of Information Type on Stranger’s Interrater Reliability.  

Previous analyses showed a general absence of differences in interrater reliabilities 

between traits within the same factor.  Therefore, comparisons of interrater reliabilities 

with different information types were conducted combining all traits within each big five 

factor (e.g., “All Agreeableness”) to maximize the number of independent samples for 

each analysis.  The results of these analyses are presented in Table 20. 

 Across traits, audio + visual activities tended to have the strongest interrater 

reliabilities.  This was particularly true when behaviors occurred relatively naturally 

rather than being prescribed.  Similarly, across all traits, text and electronic 

communication produced the lowest interrater reliabilities.  Perhaps particularly 

concerning given the rise of electronic communication amongst relative strangers, these 

findings suggest that these media are likely the worst for creating impressions of targets’ 

personality.  Visual cues, audio cues, and personal object information types tended to 

have interrater reliabilities in between audio + visual activities and text/electronic 

communication, with particular information types having relative advantages for 
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particular traits.  These findings are discussed in turn for ratings of each of the five 

factors. 

For Emotional Stability, audio and activity cues had the strongest interrater 

reliabilities (ρrr = .38 and .36, respectively).  In contrast, visual cues, personal object 

cues, and text/electronic communication cues had lower average interrater reliabilities 

(ρrr = .18, .18, and .11, respectively).  These findings suggest that individuals are able to 

agree most strongly about Emotional Stability ratings when they hear targets’ voices.  

Some evidence suggests that Emotional Stability reliabilities may be higher for activities 

with natural versus prescribed behaviors and for visual cues with still versus silent 

nonverbal behaviors.  However, given the overlapping credibility intervals for these sub-

analyses, this may simply be an artifact of second-order sampling error. 

 For Extraversion, although interrater reliabilities were generally higher, the 

findings for information type category follower a similar pattern to those of Emotional 

Stability.  Specifically, interrater reliabilities were highest when the information type was 

audio cues or activity cues (ρrr = .53 and .57, respectively).  These findings are consistent 

with research on “the loud voice of extraversion” (Scherer, 1978) showing that aspects of 

voice quality provide information about targets’ Extraversion.  Text/electronic 

communication cues, where there are no audio cues and acting sociably or dominant 

constitutes considerably different actions than in-person interactions, had the lowest 

interrater reliabilities for Extraversion (ρrr = .28).  Finally, given the overlapping 

credibility intervals, there was no clear submoderator effect for still versus silent 

nonverbal visual cues, nor for prescribed behaviors vs. natural behaviors in activities. 
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 For Openness traits, interrater reliabilities were highest for personal objects cues 

(ρrr = .52).  Personal objects cues illustrate how an individual decorates an office or a 

bedroom and chooses their favorite songs that likely yield information about the targets’ 

aesthetic sensibilities, traditionalism, and thoughtfulness.  Thus, visibility in Openness 

may not occur as much in direct behavior but rather in how an individual creates the 

environment around them.  Again, text and electronic communication yielded the lowest 

interrater reliabilities (ρrr = .14), and other information type categories had little 

differentiation in interrater reliability. 

 For Agreeableness traits, interrater reliabilities were again highest for audio (ρrr = 

.43) and activity (ρrr = .39) information types.  This suggests that strangers may base 

ratings of Agreeableness in part on vocal cues.  Visual cues and text/electronic 

communication information types had the lowest average interrater reliabilities for 

Agreeableness (ρrr = .22 and .23, respectively).  These information types likely have the 

least information about individuals typically behave interpersonally. 

 For Conscientiousness traits, activities and personal objects had the highest 

interrater reliabilities (ρrr = .43 and .41, respectively).  Personal objects studies typically 

asked strangers to describe targets’ personality after viewing their offices, personal living 

spaces, or websites.  In these cases, raters are most likely perceiving and focusing on the 

extent to which targets have organized these rooms and web-pages in providing 

Conscientiousness ratings.  Thus, although the strangers were rating Global 

Conscientiousness, these raters may have been focused primarily on rating the 
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Orderliness facet.  Interrater reliabilities were generally lower for other sets of 

information types. 

 Thus, across these moderator analyses for types of information provided to 

strangers, activity information types were consistently among the highest interrater 

reliabilities for all traits.  Activities with prescribed behaviors showed slightly lower 

interrater reliabilities than did activities with natural behaviors.  Despite this interesting 

and intuitive finding suggesting advantages for natural behaviors over prescribed 

behaviors, the standard deviations around these estimates suggest that these differences 

may potentially be an artifact of second order sampling error.  Thus, further research 

scrutiny is merited comparing interrater reliabilities across prescribed versus natural 

activities.  When Emotional Stability, Extraversion, or Agreeableness were being rated, 

vocal cues in the audio only information type produced higher interrater reliabilities.  

When Openness or Conscientiousness traits were being rated, personal objects stimuli 

produced higher interrater reliabilities. 

 Finally, these categories typically varied in the amount of time strangers were 

exposed to each information type.  Interrater reliabilities were plotted against the time of 

exposure for each information type category.  These figures are useful for two purposes.  

First, the effect that longer exposure time may have on interrater reliabilities for each 

information type.  Second, apparent differences between information type categories for 

interrater reliabilities may simply be a result of some information type categories using 

longer average information type exposure times.  These plots appear in Figures 5 through 
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9 for Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and 

Conscientiousness. 

 In general, activities tended to have the longest information type exposure times.  

In addition, interrater reliabilities generally increased as activity exposure times 

increased.  When information types were examined at comparable exposure times (in the 

zoomed-in figure), the relative advantages for activities compared to other information 

types dissipated.  For other information types, the available data do not suggest increases 

in interrater reliability as information type exposure time increased.   However, it is 

possible that the absence of increases in interrater reliability over exposure times is a 

consequence of exposure time intervals being too short for other information types.  For 

some information types (e.g., personal objects), interrater reliabilities might be unlikely 

to increase over longer exposure times because there would not necessarily be a 

corresponding increase in information about the target provided (e.g., little increments in 

accuracy would be likely from viewing a target’s office for an hour versus for 5 minutes).  

However, for audio and visual cues in particular, increases in exposure time to these 

stimuli might nullify their presumed disadvantage compared to audio + visual activities.  

Thus, this remains a domain for further research. 

Interrater Reliability Generalization Analyses 

 The previous results have focused specifically on examining moderators of the 

accuracy of a single other-rater’s personality judgments as indexed by the relationship 

with another other-rater (i.e., single-rater interrater reliability).  In addition to analyzing 

moderators that affect this form of accuracy, summarizing interrater reliability 
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coefficients is useful for understanding typical levels of reliability observed in a field.  

Thus, I now turn to reliability generalization analyses that generally focus on the 

reliability of a composite across multiple other-raters. 

Table 21 shows the overall results of the interrater reliability generalization 

analyses, combined across all observer types.  On average, studies used a relatively large 

number of other-raters to describe targets’ personality traits, with the average number of 

raters typically falling between 5 and 10.  Given this average number of raters, the 

observed interrater reliabilities would be expected to be considerably larger than those of 

a single rater. 

In general, the interrater reliabilities of other-ratings’ composites used in studies 

were modest for most traits, with mean interrater reliabilities generally ranging between 

.55 and .65.  Extraversion traits were considerably higher, with interrater reliabilities 

mostly between .60 and .75.  Recall that the mean square roots of interrater reliabilities 

describe the extent to which external variables’ correlations with these other ratings have 

been attenuated due to the effects of measurement error.  Examining these mean square 

roots of the interrater reliabilities suggests that studies examining the relationship 

between others’ perspectives of personality traits and external variables have 

underestimated true relationships by up to 33%. 

 Note also that there was considerable variability around both the frequency-

weighted mean estimates.  This variability was not reduced after being sample-size 

weighted, nor did the variability reduce considerably after being adjusted for variability 

expected by sampling error in the interrater reliability statistics (SDresid).  The mean 
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variability around estimated single-rater reliabilities were somewhat smaller, as would be 

expected given the smaller magnitude of single rater reliabilities.  Given the previous 

findings of moderator effects across information sources, reliability generalization 

moderator analyses were conducted across information source categories.  These results 

are shown in Tables 22-26 for Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Openness, 

Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness, respectively.  Since particular comparisons across 

traits and observers were best described in the above meta-analytic results for interrater 

reliabilities, I focus here on general trends in the composite reliabilities. 

 First, across all tables, note that the number of other-raters used varies 

dramatically across information source categories.  Studies using strangers and 

cohabitators as raters typically solicited the highest number of other-raters, and studies 

soliciting other-ratings from family members and friends of the targets typically used the 

fewest other-raters.  As a result of the widely varying number of other-raters across 

information source types, many of the patterns observed for differences between 

information sources for single-rater interrater reliabilities were not reproduced in 

reliability generalization studies.  Thus, it is clear that researchers who have typically 

used other-raters less well acquainted with the target have typically have compensated by 

soliciting greater numbers of other-raters. 

 In addition, note that the observed variability in interrater reliabilities again 

decreases from frequency-weighted mean reliabilities to sample-size weighted 

reliabilities.  As would be expected by statistical theory, sample-size weighting reduced 

observed variability due to sampling error.  Examining the average square root of the 
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reliabilities across types of other-raters provides another important indicator about 

existing research using other-ratings of personality traits.  Specifically, these values allow 

comparison regarding the extent to which previous studies have underestimated the 

relationship between information available to others’ and external criteria (such as self-

perceptions).  This underestimate is quite extreme for studies using incidental 

acquaintances and cohabitators as other-raters (true score correlations would have been 

20-45% larger had perfect interrater reliability been realized). 

Finally, I used the Spearman-Brown formula and the observed single-rater 

reliability values in Tables 22-26 to estimate the number of other-raters need to achieve a 

given level of reliability.  These data are presented graphically in Figure 10 for each 

information source category.  For rating most traits, interrater reliabilities above rrr = 

.70— historically the lowest value cited as indicating “acceptable” reliability—requires 

soliciting ratings from three to four family members or friends.  However, it would take 

six or seven work colleagues or strangers to reach the same level of reliability, and eight 

to ten incidental acquaintances or cohabitators.  The one exception to this pattern of 

findings was for ratings of Extraversion measures.  For rating Extraversion traits, three to 

four raters of almost any type produced reliabilities above the .70 mark.  Note, however, 

the sheer number of raters required to reach an interrater reliability of rrr = .70.  Even at 

this level, considerable interrater unreliability still remains and correlations of a 

composite across raters with another variable will still underestimate true correlations by 

as much as 20%.  Thus, future research using other-raters should attend closely to using 
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enough raters to provide an adequately reliable measure of others’ perception of the 

target. 
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Study 2:  Discussion 

 Study 2 focused specifically on the first of Funder and West’s (1993) three 

accuracy criteria:  interrater reliability, or as commonly referred, rater consensus.  

Interrater reliability is central to studying other-ratings of personality, because it serves as 

an indicator of the equivalence among raters.  When this equivalence is high, raters’ 

perceptions are determined largely by a common perception of the target’s personality 

trait; when this equivalence is low, raters’ perceptions are idiosyncratic.  The values 

reported in Study 2 yield two general but clear messages.  The magnitude of single-rater 

reliabilities (between rrr  = .30 and rrr  = .45) suggests that there is clear consistency 

across raters.  At the same time, however, the magnitude of reliabilities clearly indicates 

the need for researchers to continue soliciting other-ratings from multiple other-raters.  

Ratings from a single other-rater contain substantial idiosyncratic views of the target.  

These idiosyncratic perspectives of the target’s personality traits will substantially 

attenuate the correlations between other-ratings and external variables (such as self-

ratings or behavioral criteria).  Indeed, the results of the reliability generalization analyses 

suggest that many researchers do rely on more than one rater to enhance the reliability of 

their measures. 

Good Traits for Interrater Reliability 

 Study 2 continued the search for “good” traits. Consistent with Kenny et al. 

(1994), Extraversion stood out among the Big Five with the strongest average interrater 

reliability.  Compared to other traits, Extraversion has the greatest visibility and appears 

most commonly manifested in behavioral cues (e.g., Borkenau & Liebler, 1993; 
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Borkenau & Liebler, 1995; Scherer, 1978).  Of the facet traits within the five factors, 

there were generally no consistent advantages for more visible or less evaluative facets 

within the broader factor (with a possible exception for the more visible Aesthetics and 

Nontraditional facets of Openness).  One possible explanation might be that factors like 

visibility and non-evaluativeness are only relevant when other-raters have less 

information about the target at their disposal (e.g., strangers, incidental acquaintances, or 

work colleagues).  However, there remained an absence of a clear visibility or non-

evaluativeness pattern within these rater groups as well.  Thus, the existing research 

points to the highly visible trait of Extraversion as a “good trait” for, but few distinctions 

among other hypothesized “good” traits. 

Good Information for Interrater Reliability 

 The most pronounced differences in interrater reliabilities were across different 

information sources.  Family and friends consistently had the strongest interrater 

reliabilities, followed typically by strangers and work colleagues, and then by incidental 

acquaintances and cohabitators.  Although strangers obviously have the least information 

about the target, the information that separate strangers perceive overlaps to a greater 

extent than that of other information source categories.  To some extent, strangers’ 

ratings likely also reflect a convergence on commonly held stereotypes rather than true 

personality.  Indeed, although it would seem more likely for strangers’ ratings to be the 

least accurate, the Weighted Accuracy Model (Kenny, 1991) and PERSON models 

(Kenny, 2004) would predict that both this overlap in behaviors observed and the use of 

stereotypes would enhance the interrater reliability.  Still, these overlap and stereotype 
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effects may limit accuracy as measured by other criteria (such as correlations with self-

ratings and predictions of behavior). 

 Amongst strangers’ ratings, additional differences were found across the 

categories of target information type cues provided to raters.  The interrater reliabilities of 

visual cues only provided some support for the kernel of truth hypothesis that physical 

appearance carries some trait-relevant information, though this information appears more 

difficult for raters to agree on than other cues.  Across all traits, audio + visual activity 

cues were amongst the strongest interrater reliabilities.  These analyses suggest that audio 

cues enhances consistency amongst strangers in rating Emotional Stability, Extraversion, 

and Agreeableness, whereas personal objects produced this effect for rating Openness 

and Conscientiousness.  Thus, research on the lens model of person perception 

(Brunswik, 1956) will likely benefit from studying audio and personal objects as lens 

cues. 

 A major and somewhat surprising finding from research on stranger perceptions 

of targets has been the absence of an increase in interrater reliability with increasing time 

and settings of viewing the target (Biesanz, West, & Millevoi, 2007; Kenny, 1991; Kenny 

et al., 1994).  Comparisons of interrater reliabilities across different lengths of 

observation were generally consistent, with only audio + visual activities showing some 

increase in interrater reliabilities over time.  However, audio + visual activities tended to 

be the only information type with considerably longer exposure periods.  Thus, it remains 

somewhat unclear if interrater reliability would increase similarly for other information 

types if exposure time were also increased. 
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 In addition, these results bore out relatively few trait by information source 

interactions.  Both theoretical reasons and empirical results suggest that work colleagues 

may have a relative advantage in consensus on Conscientiousness traits and the Anxiety 

facet of Emotional Stability, as these traits are often “activated” in employment settings.  

However, the small number of independent samples generally contributing data on work 

colleagues’ ratings points to the need for additional replications.   
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Study 3:  Other-Rater Accuracy as Strong Self-Other Correlations 

 Study 2 focused on the overlap between two different other-ratings in describing 

the personality of a particular target person.  In contrast, Study 3 focuses on the overlap 

between an other’s rating and the target’s self-rating.  Thus, the goal of Study 3 is to 

meta-analytically study how closely self-perceptions and perceptions of others are 

aligned.   

 Such research is central to understanding the uniqueness and redundancy of self- 

and other-reports of personality.  If the relationships between self-ratings and other 

ratings are near zero, it is implausible for the two measurement methods to be assessing 

the same underlying personality construct.  Because personality traits are conceptualized 

as being stable characteristics of individuals across situations, such a null finding would 

indicate that at least one (and maybe both) of the rating sources for measuring the trait is 

not valid. 

If, on the other hand, self-other correlations are near unity, then the information 

contained in each rating is mostly redundant, and neither rating source is likely to afford 

any unique perspective on the target’s relative standing on the trait.  Should self- and 

other-ratings of personality traits show such redundancy, little incremental validity could 

be expected from combining self- and other-ratings to predict behavior.  Indeed, the 

choice between measuring personality traits would simply be a matter of the relative 

convenience of administration. 

A considerable amount of research has studied this question of the overlap 

between self- and other-ratings of personality traits, and some of this research has been 
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summarized in a previous meta-analysis by Connolly, Kavanagh, and Viswesvaran 

(2007).  Connolly et al. found generally strong correlations between self- and observer 

ratings of traits when corrected for internal consistency in the self-ratings and interrater 

unreliability in the other ratings:  for Emotional Stability, ρ = .51; for Extraversion, ρ = 

.62; for Openness, ρ = .59; for Agreeableness, ρ = .46; for Conscientiousness, ρ = .56.  

Close relatives generally had stronger correlations with self-ratings than did ratings from 

peers.  The advantage for close relatives for predicting self-ratings was even more 

pronounced when compared to strangers-ratings:  strangers showed low correspondence 

with self-ratings for Emotional Stability (ρ = .08), Openness (ρ = .22), and Agreeableness 

(ρ = -.01), with strangers ratings showing only modest self-other correlations for 

Extraversion (ρ  = .39) and Conscientiousness (ρ = .34). 

Study 3 represents an update and extension to the Connolly et al. (2007) meta-

analysis on several grounds.  First, although published recently, Connolly et al.’s 36 

articles contributing data to their database included no articles published after 1995.  

Study 3 adds 88 new sources providing self-other correlations since 1995.  In addition, 47 

additional articles published prior to 1995 were located that provided self-other 

correlations (83 articles prior to 1995 total).  Thus, the number of independent samples 

meta-analyzed in Study 3 generally represents an increase from Connolly et al. by a 

factor of two to four. 

This increase in the number of independent samples from Connolly et al. also 

allows for a finer analysis of potential moderators and testing of hypotheses related to 

“good traits” and “good information.”  Specifically, personality measures are coded not 
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only according to the broad five factor taxonomy, but also as either as measuring a 

particular facet or the global personality factor.  Such increased precision of coding 

measures according to traits measured both provides a more homogenous set of measures 

within a particular analysis and allows for comparisons of “good traits” within each of the 

five factors. 

In a similar vein, the larger number of samples also affords tighter comparisons 

across types of other-raters.  Specifically, rather than coding the information source only 

as a close relative, peer, or stranger, Study 3 distinguishes between six information 

sources (family, friends, cohabitators, work colleagues, incidental acquaintances, and 

strangers), with subcategories within each category.  These different information sources 

likely afford access to different sets of information about the target.  Thus, additional 

differentiation among information sources may reduce some of the variability observed in 

Connolly et al.’s meta-analytic mean self-other correlations. 

The smaller scope of Connolly et al. also limited the availability of interrater 

reliabilities used in an artifact distribution to correct self-other correlations for 

measurement error in other-ratings.  As a result, Connolly et al. did not appear to 

distinguish between information sources in making interrater reliability corrections.  That 

is, in estimating the self-close relative, self-peer, and self-stranger correlations, a 

common interrater reliability artifact distribution appears to have been used.  In light of 

the differential interrater reliabilities found in Study 2 across information sources, this 

represents an important refinement.  Thus, Study 3 used more closely aligned interrater 
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reliabilities used to correct meta-analytic self-other correlations than that available to 

Connolly et al.   

One final major methodological change was made in Study 3 from that of 

Connolly et al.  As with studies in Study 2 reporting interrater reliabilities, there was 

considerable variability in the number of other-raters used among the samples 

contributing self-other correlations.  For example, studies using strangers as raters often 

used a composite of many other-raters’ (typically five or more) descriptions of targets, 

whereas studies using spouses as other-raters were limited to a single other-rater.  Such 

discrepancies in the number of raters across studies introduces variability in the reliability 

of other-ratings, which may result in bias in average self-other correlations.  In the case 

of comparing stranger and spouse self-other correlations, apparent advantages of spouses’ 

self-other correlations might be masked by the higher interrater reliability of the 

strangers’ rating.  Thus, in Study 3, all self-other correlations were estimated for a single 

other-rater (technical details follow in the Study 3 methods section).  In addition, 

reducing self-other correlations to the level a single rater facilitates comparisons with 

other-other correlations (other interrater reliabilities) presented in Study 2. 

As in the previous studies, good trait and good information moderators of self-

other correlations will be examined.  Self-other accuracy correlations should be highest 

for traits—both across Big Five factors and among facets within the same Big Five 

factor—that are highly visible and non-evaluative.  Similarly, information sources who 

have the greatest opportunity to observe the target, access to observe the target in his or 

her private sphere, and an interpersonally intimate relationship with the target are likely 
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to produce ratings corresponding most closely with self-ratings.  In addition, information 

types presented to strangers are likely to produce greater self-other correlations when 

they present more target-relevant information and are of longer duration. 
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Study 3: Methods 

 Study 3 was a meta-analysis of correlations between self-ratings of a personality 

trait and other-ratings on the same trait.  As noted, studies frequently based these self-

other correlations on the relationship between a self-rating and a composite of multiple 

others ratings.  To enhance comparability across moderators, it was desirable to compare 

all self-other correlations with a fixed number of raters.  Thus, all self-other correlations 

were estimated at the level of a single other-rater. 

 To estimate these self-other correlations for a single other, self-other correlations 

based on a multi-other composite were first disattenuated for interrater unreliability for k-

raters.  Next, these disattenuated self-other correlations were reattenuated for the 

interrater unreliability of 1-rater.  This process is shown formulaically as  

  
Kyy

yyxKy

yx r

rr
r

1

1 =  (1) 

where rxKy is the reported correlation between first self-ratings and a K-other rater 

composite, rKyy is the inter-reliability of the K-rater composite, and rKyy is the inter-

reliability of a single other-rater.  For studies reporting other-rater interrater reliability, I 

used the reliabilities reported in the study to estimate rx1y.  For studies that did not report 

other interrater reliabilities, I selected inter rater reliability values from Study 2 that most 

closely matched the study on the trait measured, the type of other-rater used, and the type 

of cuing stimuli and used these values in the formula above. 

In many cases, a single study would contribute multiple self-other correlations for 

the same trait that were pulled into the same analysis.  To avoid violating assumptions 
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about the independence of correlations from samples, these correlations were combined 

in one of two ways within samples before being meta-analyzed.  When several 

correlations were reported because studies used multiple measures assessing the same 

trait, self-other correlations were composited if intercorrelations among the scales could 

be estimated (otherwise, these correlations were averaged).  When several correlations 

were reported within sample because studies used multiple types of other-raters (e.g., 

self-sibling correlations and self-stranger correlations), these correlations were averaged 

in overall analyses before being separated in moderator analyses.   

In some cases, self-ratings and other-ratings of personality traits were not made 

on the same scale.  The most common scenario in such cases was that others rated the 

target on one or more items developed specifically to parallel the measure completed by 

targets.  As a potential moderator, I compared self-other correlations of samples using the 

same measures for self- and other-raters to those using different measures.  In all 

analyses, comparable self-other correlations were observed across same vs. different 

instrument studies.  Contrary to what might have been expected, the small differences in 

correlations were more likely to favor studies using different scales than those using 

identical scales.  Finding such small differences in the opposite direction of what would 

be expected suggests that these differences are likely only the result of second-order 

sampling error.  Thus, results were reported combining same-measure and different-

measure self-other correlations. 
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Artifact Distributions 

 To reduce bias due to statistical artifacts, mean and variance estimates of self-

other correlations were corrected for sampling error and unreliability in both the self-

rating and the other-rating.  As in Study 2, the available data comparing observed 

variance in samples to normative data suggested minimal trait homo/heterogeneity for 

both self- and other-ratings, with relatively little variability in ratios of sample standard 

deviations to population standard deviations (see Appendix D).  Thus, as in Study 2, no 

range restriction corrections were made.   

Because many studies used identical instruments to collect self- and other-ratings, 

specific item error variances may be correlated across self- and other-ratings.  This would 

imply that internal consistency reliability is less appropriate.  Instead, test-retest 

reliabilities were used when the interest was in examining the relationship between self-

ratings and ratings from a single other.  As in Study 2, test-retest reliabilities slightly 

underestimate reliability because item-specific variance is replicated across inventory 

administrations.  However, for self-other correlations from studies using the same scales 

for self- and other-reports, item-specific variance is similarly replicated.  I used Study 1 

artifact distributions to correct for unreliability in other-ratings and artifact distributions 

of test-retest reliabilities from Viswesvaran and Ones (2000) to correct for unreliability in 

the self-ratings.  Thus, these corrected values represent the equivalence between self- and 

other-raters, with inequivalence due purely to instability removed.   

 Two methods were used independently to correct the self-other correlations for 

measurement in the other-ratings.  First, the correlations between self- and other-ratings 
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were corrected for test-retest unreliability.  These test-retest reliability corrected values 

indicate the equivalence between a self-rating and an other-rating.  If the self is indeed 

simply equivalent to another other-rater, these values should be directly comparable to 

the corrected meta-analytic single-other interrater reliabilities from Study 2.   

The second reliability correction method for other-ratings was to use single-rater 

interrater reliabilities to correct for unreliability in other-ratings.  Applying these 

interrater reliability corrections afford comparisons about the extent to which targets’ 

self-perceptions overlaps with the information available to others in a particular 

information source category.  Single-rater interrater unreliability distributions from Study 

2 were matched to self-other correlation meta-analyses on traits measured and 

information source.  In conducting analyses spanning across relationship types (e.g., 

Global Emotional Stability self-other correlations for all types of others), some 

information source categories were represented in the Study 2 artifact distributions 

disproportionately to their representation in the self-other correlations.  For example, 

many more interrater reliabilities were presented for strangers’ ratings than were for 

friends’ ratings; however, more self-other correlations were obtained for friends than for 

strangers.  This was particularly concerning given the finding in Study 2 that information 

source moderates interrater reliability.  Thus, interrater unreliability distributions for 

overall analyses combining across information source categories were synthetically 

created by weighting the frequencies of interrater reliabilities from each information 

source category by their proportional representation in the self-other correlations.  

Characteristics of these artifact distributions are provided in Appendix H. 
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Study 3:  Results 

To begin, self-other correlations were meta-analyzed across information source 

types for each personality trait.  Recall that meta-analytic self-other correlations were 

corrected for unreliability in the other-ratings in two different ways:  once to estimate the 

equivalence between ratings from self and a single other rater (test-retest reliability 

corrected), and once to estimate the equivalence between ratings from self and an infinite 

number of other-raters (interrater unreliability corrected).  Meta-analytic results 

representing these two analyses are described throughout using the notation “ρ1k” for test-

retest corrected self-other correlations and “ρ∞k” for interrater reliability corrected self-

other correlations.  These results are reported in Table 27, with separate sets of columns 

for each form of correction. 

These overall analyses generally paralleled those observed for interrater reliability 

coefficients reported in Study 2.  That is, self-other correlations were highest for 

Extraversion traits (ρ1k = .51), with Emotional Stability traits, Openness traits, and 

Agreeableness traits showing somewhat lower self-other correlations (ρ1k = .43, .45, and 

.39).  These values closely matched Study 2’s test-retest corrected interrater reliabilities 

for these traits presented in Table 14.  The only exception to this pattern of findings is 

that some Conscientiousness traits had somewhat higher self-other correlations (ρ1k = 

.50). 

Examining the interrater unreliability corrected self-other correlations suggests 

that there is considerable overlap between self-perceptions and the information available 

to others for most traits.  Indeed, these corrected correlations ranged from ρ∞k = .71 for 
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Agreeableness traits to ρ∞k = .82 for Conscientiousness traits and were quite close in 

magnitude across the five factors.  Nonetheless, these findings suggest that there is not 

complete overlap between self-perceptions and others’ perceptions when analyzed across 

all observer types. 

Within each of the five factors, there was again relatively little variability in self-

other correlations when measures were separated out as measuring global factors and 

facets.  Furthermore, the SDρ values suggest that these differences amongst global traits 

and facet traits may be the result of second-order sampling error rather than indicating a 

true moderator effect.  Some facets of Openness represent the only potential exception to 

this finding:  self-other correlations were considerably lower for the Imagination facet 

(ρ1k = .31; ρ∞k = .54) and the Openness to Emotions facet (ρ1k = .31; ρ∞k = .55) than for 

Global Openness (ρ1k = .49; ρ∞k = .86).  These facets likely reflect extremely internal 

psychological processes to which most other-raters would not likely have access. 

Finally, considerable variability remained around unreliability-corrected mean 

estimates even after correcting for variability due to sampling error and measurement 

artifacts.  Thus, analyses were conducted to examine potential moderating effects of 

information source. 

Information Source Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations 

 Self-other correlations for each trait were analyzed separately for other raters who 

were family members, friends, cohabitators, work colleagues, incidental acquaintances, 

and strangers.  The results of these meta-analyses are reported in Tables 28-32 for 

Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness, 
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respectively.  In addition, Figure 11 summarizes the test-retest corrected self-other 

correlations (ρ1k values) from Tables 28-32 for each trait by each information source 

category for other-raters. 

For Emotional Stability traits, family members had the highest self-other 

correlations (ranging from ρ1k = .51 for ratings of the Anxiety facet to ρ1k = .58 for 

ratings of the Depression facet).  Friends and cohabitators had the next highest self-other 

correlations for Emotional Stability traits (generally between ρ1k = .30 to .45).  Work 

colleagues, incidental acquaintances, and strangers had the lowest self-other correlations 

generally had low self-other correlations.  However, consistent with the finding in Study 

2 for interrater reliabilities, work colleague’s mean self-other correlation was slightly 

higher for ratings of Anxiety, potentially because more Anxiety-related information is 

available in workplace situations.  However, it appears that information about targets’ 

Emotional Stability is likely “privileged” information only shared with family, close 

friends, and cohabitators. 

For Extraversion traits, self-other correlations were again strongest when others 

were family members; in fact, the correlation for ratings of Global Extraversion 

approached 1.0 when corrected for interrater unreliability (ρ∞k = .90).  Friends and 

cohabitators had somewhat lower correlations with self-ratings for Extraversion traits, 

with incidental acquaintances, work colleagues, and strangers having still slightly lower 

self-other correlations.  However, the discrepancies across information source categories 

in the magnitude of self-other correlations were not as pronounced as for Emotional 

Stability. 
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For Openness traits, self-other correlations were not available for many facets 

when the other rater was a cohabitator, work colleague, incidental acquaintance, or 

stranger.  For Global Openness, however, self-other correlations were lowest for 

strangers (ρ1k = .16) and incidental acquaintances (ρ1k = .13) and somewhat higher for 

work colleagues (ρ1k = .35).  As typically observed, family members, friends, and 

cohabitators yielded the highest self-other correlations for Openness traits.  Generally, 

self-other correlations were higher for family than for friends and cohabitators; 

Nontraditionalism was the only facet for which this was not the case (ρ1k = .47 for family, 

ρ1k = .57 for friends, and ρ1k = .84 for cohabitators).  Given the “traditionalism” that 

being with family typically implies, it may be the case that friends and cohabitators have 

more opportunities to observe targets’ Nontraditional attitudes and behaviors.   

For Agreeableness traits, the magnitude of self-other correlations was generally 

somewhat lower.  However, the results show the same pattern across observers:  family 

members had the highest self-other correlations, followed by friends, cohabitators, then 

work colleagues, then incidental acquaintances and strangers.  Interestingly, self-other 

correlations showed the least decrease from family/friends/cohabitators to work 

colleagues (ρ1k = .28) and strangers (ρ1k = .33) for the Aggression facet of Agreeableness.  

Indeed, although based only on a small set of studies, the Aggression facet had the 

highest self-stranger correlation across all traits.  The ability to quickly identify 

aggression in others is likely an adaptive process that has promoted survival for 

individuals. 
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Finally, for Conscientiousness traits, self-other correlations were generally quite 

strong.  Here, ratings from family, friends, and cohabitators all had similarly strong 

correlations with self-ratings.  Self-other correlations were considerably weaker for 

strangers, incidental acquaintances, and work colleagues.  Specifically, the self-other 

findings for work colleagues did not parallel Study 2’s results finding higher interrater 

reliabilities for work colleague’s ratings of Conscientiousness.  Ratings from family and 

cohabitators for the Orderliness facet of Conscientiousness yielded self-other correlations 

that were among the highest observed across all analyses (ρ1k = .66 for both family and 

cohabitators).  Such access to targets’ private spheres affords family members and 

cohabitators unique access to observe highly salient marker behaviors such as whether 

targets file credit card receipts, put the cap on the toothpaste, and make sure their socks 

make it to the laundry basket.   

Summary.  Several consistent trends emerged across these analyses.  First, family 

members were consistently the other-raters with the strongest self-other correlations.  

Friends’ and cohabitators’ ratings had the next strongest correlations with self-ratings for 

most traits, and the correlations were generally quite comparable for friends and 

cohabitators.  This finding suggests that whatever additional insight may be afforded to 

cohabitators from sharing the same private space does not improve self-other 

convergence:  roommates/hallmates’ ratings seem to “work” the same way as friends’ 

ratings.  Work colleagues and incidental acquaintances showed only small advantages 

over strangers in terms of self-other correlations.  On the whole, this set of findings 

suggests that others’ ratings can converge with self-ratings for some traits after only short 
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exposure to targets, considerable increments in self-other correlations occur only with 

increased interpersonal intimacy that comes with friendship and being part of the family.  

Thus, other-rater’s information source appears to be an important moderator of self-other 

correlations. 

Within each of the five factors, there was generally little evidence for the presence 

of trait (facet) by information source moderator interactions.  There were, however, two 

potential exceptions to these findings.  First, although self-work colleague correlations 

for Emotional Stability traits were generally low and close to those of self-stranger 

correlations, work-colleagues’ ratings of Anxiety correlated relatively more highly with 

self-ratings.  Second, strangers’ correlations with self-ratings were considerably higher 

for the Aggression fact of Agreeableness than for Global Agreeableness.  Though there 

are reasonable theoretical reasons to expect self-other correlations to be higher for these 

facets, the small number of independent samples contributing data suggests that more 

research should explore these intriguing findings. 

Although not highlighted previously, the information source moderator results 

presented in Tables 28-32 generally showed both reductions in variability around meta-

analytic estimates and variability remaining still.  That is, SDρ’s reduced compared to 

overall analyses combining across raters.  However, the SDρ’s in Tables 28-32 still 

showed remaining variability in self-other correlations that potentially signal the presence 

of additional moderators.  This was not the case for strangers’ ratings, however:  SDρ’s 

for self-stranger correlations were almost always near zero.  This suggests that, regardless 
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of the information type presented to strangers, self-other correlations were generally of 

the same magnitude.   

Generally finding a lack of variability in self-stranger correlations is perhaps quite 

surprising.  Despite the wide variety of study designs to expose strangers to information 

about targets, stranger-ratings converged with self-ratings quite consistently once 

variability due to sampling error and unreliability were controlled.  This was the case 

even when unreliability corrections in the strangers’ ratings were based on coefficients of 

stability (ρ1k) rather than interrater reliabilities (ρ∞k).  These findings even held for self-

stranger correlations for Extraversion, where stranger ratings were somewhat higher.  

Thus, the results in Study 2 showing considerable variability in strangers’ interrater 

reliabilities depending on the information type presented to targets was not paralleled in 

strangers’ ratings’ correlations with self-ratings.   

Information Source Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Hierarchical 

Analyses 

Further moderator analyses were conducted within information source types for 

all others except strangers.  For example, self-family member correlations were separated 

into self-parent, self-spouse, and self-sibling correlations.  Given the potentially small 

number of independent samples for each other category and the general absence of 

differential self-other correlations for facet traits, these analyses were conducted at the 

level of the five factors (e.g., “All Conscientiousness traits”).  These moderator analyses 

are described in turn within each information source. 
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Self-Family Information Sources.  Table 33 presents self-other correlations 

separated by type of family member.  Across all traits for family members, correlations 

were higher when the other-rater was a spouse than when a parent.  The advantage for 

self-spouse correlations was even more pronounced for some traits.  Extraversion (the 

trait typically most easily observed accurately) showed the greatest differences between 

self-parent and self-spouse/sibling correlations.  These findings are perhaps to be 

expected:  parents typically have little opportunity to observe children in social circles 

with their peers and have a built-in dominance structure in their relationship with the 

target.  Relatively few self-sibling correlations were available, and only for Emotional 

Stability, Extraversion, and Conscientiousness. However, these self-sibling correlations 

were generally of comparable magnitude to self-spouse correlations. 

Finding relatively lower self-parent correlations is quite intriguing.  Clearly, a 

person’s parents are the individuals who have known the target the longest.  However, 

self-parent correlations were of approximately comparable magnitude to self-friend 

correlations.  The additional, small-k findings showing self-sibling correlations to be of 

comparable magnitude to spouses raises questions about why self-parent correlations are 

not higher.  There are two possible explanations for these findings.  First, parents may 

wear rose-colored glasses when describing their children, such that parents are less able 

to acknowledge where their children’s personality traits may be somewhat undesirable 

(though the children acknowledge this themselves).  Second, spouses and siblings may 

simply be more interpersonally intimate with targets than are parents.  Given that parent-

raters were most commonly-used when targets were undergraduates, the personality of 
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many targets may be at a critical developmental stage as they explore (and exploit) 

newfound freedoms of living independently from their parents. 

Self-Friend Information Sources.  Moderator analyses comparing correlations 

between self-ratings and ratings from different types of friends are presented in Table 34.  

These analyses show several trends.  First, dating partners had the highest self-other 

correlations across all sets of friends.  These correlations were generally comparable to 

self-spouse correlations.  The small number of studies specifically focusing on dating 

partners (and the large standard deviations around the meta-analytic means) point to a 

need for additional research on self-other correlations amongst dating couples.  Studies 

specifying that friends be a best/especially close friend or a peer at school generally 

produced self-other correlations similar to more generic instructions to nominate a friend 

or close acquaintance to provide ratings.  These findings do not necessarily mean that 

increased intimacy amongst friends has no effect on self-other correlations.  Rather, it is 

more likely that participants automatically look first to nominate their closest friends 

when studies ask them to nominate any friend or a peer at school. 

Self-Cohabitator Information Sources.  Next, self-other correlations were 

compared when cohabitators were roommates versus when they were dorm or 

housemates.  These data are presented in Table 35.  Type of cohabitator made a 

substantial difference in self-other correlations.  Across all of the five factors, roommates 

ratings converged with self-ratings much more strongly than did dorm- or house-mates’ 

ratings.  This advantage for roommates’ ratings was most pronounced for Openness traits 

(ρ1k = .60 for roommates vs. ρ1k = .15 for dorm/housemates) and Conscientiousness traits 
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(ρ1k = .59 for roommates vs. ρ1k = .32 for dorm/housemates).  Generally, self-roommate 

correlations were similar to self-friend correlations, whereas self-dorm/housemates 

correlations were closer to self-colleague correlations.  These higher correlations for 

roommates than dorm/housemates may be the result of greater observation of the target 

individual in his or her private environment, or it may be as a result of the closer intimacy 

associated with being roommates.  Many roommates are friends prior to cohabitating.  

Thus, the absence of considerably larger self-roommate correlations than self-friend 

correlations might suggest that even living with the target is unlikely to give additional 

alignment between self- and other-perceptions of personality than simply being a close 

friend. 

Work Colleague Information Sources.  Self-other correlations for work colleagues 

were separated into three types of work colleagues:  coworkers, supervisors, and 

references.  The results from these moderator analyses are presented in Table 36.  These 

moderator analyses show no consistent pattern across the five factors in average self-

other correlations when separated by type of work colleague.  No particular type of work 

colleague consistently has the strongest self-other correlations.  In addition, the 

variability around meta-analytic means generally increases rather than decreases when 

work colleagues are separated into subtypes.  Particularly given the small number of 

independent samples, these results do not suggest a clear advantage for any type of work 

colleague in self-other correlations. 

Incidental Acquaintance Information Sources.  Finally, type of incidental 

acquaintance was examined as a sub-moderator of self-other correlations.  Table 37 
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presents these moderator results comparing assigned classmates to group co-members.  

Self-other correlations were generally quite comparable across assigned classmates and 

group co-members.  Assigned classmates showed somewhat higher self-other correlations 

than group co-members for ratings of Extraversion (ρ1k = .45 vs. ρ1k = .32) and 

Conscientiousness (ρ1k = .34 vs. ρ1k = .26).  However, the increase in SDρ values 

accompanying these values for assigned classmates suggests that this differentiation in 

incidental acquaintances may not truly be a moderator. 

Stranger Information Sources/Types.  As noted previously, Tables 28-32 showed 

little variability remaining in self-stranger correlations once variability from sampling 

error and unreliability were controlled.  Thus, no further sub-moderator analyses were 

conducted on self-stranger correlations for either information sources or information 

types. 
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Study 3:  Discussion 

Good Traits for Self-Other Correlations 

Similar “good traits” emerged in Study 3 as were observed in Study 2.  

Specifically, self-other accuracy was generally highest for Extraversion and lowest for 

Emotional Stability and Openness to Experience.   

Perhaps more interesting are differences across traits in the differences amongst 

information source types shown in Figure 11 (the horizontal spread for a given trait).  

These represent trait by information interactions in moderating accuracy.  Of the global 

measures, these differences among raters were most pronounced for Global Openness and 

Global Emotional Stability and least pronounced for Global Agreeableness and Global 

Extraversion.  The effects on self-other correlations of increased intimacy and familiarity 

with the target were considerably more pronounced for traits low in visibility (Openness 

and Emotional Stability) than for traits high in visibility.  Such findings point to potential 

trait by information interactions in predicting self-other correlations. 

Good Information for Self-Other Correlations 

As in Study 2, considerable differences in the accuracy of raters emerged based 

on their relationship with the target.  For the self-other correlations in Study 3, however, 

stranger ratings clearly and consistently had the weakest overlap with targets’ self-

ratings.  The results from Study 2 showed that strangers can agree on personality ratings 

based on cues from observing the target in a given situation (interrater reliability)—in 

fact, strangers are more consistent than work colleagues or incidental acquaintances.  

However, such limited exposure as afforded to stranger ratings shows clear deficits when 
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the accuracy criterion is self-other correlations, suggesting stranger ratings are 

considerably less valid than ratings from other information source categories.  Strangers 

could produce only modest self-other correlations for Extraversion traits and, quite 

interestingly for Aggression.  Although it is perhaps fascinating that strangers show any 

evidence for validity, researchers should be wary of interpreting the present enthusiasm 

for zero-acquaintance and thin slice studies as evidence that the depth of personality traits 

are readily apparent to even casual observers. 

These findings also point clearly to the importance of interpersonal intimacy with 

the target for high self-other accuracy.  Spouses and dating partners—whose intimacy 

with the target is obviously greatest—showed the highest self-other correlations for all 

traits.  Friends, cohabitators, and parents formed the next tier of self-other correlations, 

followed by work colleagues and incidental acquaintances.  Indeed, self-other 

correlations for work colleagues and incidental acquaintances were only slightly greater 

than they were for strangers.  This is particularly surprising:  the perceptions of a 

colleague who may work beside the target day in and day out align with target self-

perceptions only slightly more than someone who has just met the target.  Thus, these 

findings suggest that the quality of interactions with a target plays a much stronger role in 

self-other accuracy than does pure quantity of interactions. 

Comparing self-other accuracy amongst friends versus cohabitators gives 

additional insight into the role of setting for observing a target.  Roommates differed 

from friends in that they have access to observing targets in a “private sphere” of targets’ 

living spaces, whereas friends’ observation of targets in such settings is irregular and less 
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frequent.  Roommate self-other accuracy correlations were generally quite comparable to 

those for friends.  Two explanations may explain these findings.  One possibility is that 

roommates have less intimacy with targets or less motivation to attend to targets trait-

related cues, but their observation of targets in private settings compensates for this lack 

of intimacy and motivation.  Alternatively, observation of private spheres may yield no 

increase in accuracy, and the similarity between self-cohabitator and self-friend 

correlations is simply explained because targets choose to live with friends.  Kurtz and 

Sherker (2003) specifically studied roommates with no prior acquaintance after living 

together for 2 weeks and then 15 weeks.  Self-roommate correlations were initially 

modest (near that of work colleagues and incidental acquaintances) for all traits but 

Conscientiousness, but the self-other correlations increased by week 15 (of comparable 

magnitude to those for self-friend or self-family member correlations).  They found no 

moderating effect for relationship quality on self-other correlations, suggesting private 

sphere observation may indeed compensate roommates’ self-other correlations.  Still, 

further research separating friend and non-friend cohabitators is needed to inform this 

question. 
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Study 4:  Other-Rating Accuracy as Predictions of Behavior 

In Study 3, I examined the relationship between self-ratings and other-ratings of 

traits.  The findings from Study 3 suggest that there is clearly overlap in self- and other-

perceptions of personality traits amongst those who are close with the target.  Finding this 

overlap is encouraging for studying the validity of other-ratings for predicting behaviors.  

This overlap implies that the validity of self-ratings of personality traits for predicting 

behavior is likely to generalize to traits measured by other-ratings. 

Despite the overlap found in Study 3, self- and other-ratings are not completely 

redundant, even after correcting for interrater reliability in the other-rater (ρ∞k).  Such 

findings indicate that some distinctiveness among self- and other-perceptions of targets’ 

personality traits likely remains.  This remaining distinctiveness among self- and other-

perceptions of traits raises the question, “Which perspective is more accurate?” 

 Simple correlations between self- and other-raters are inadequate for testing the 

relative accuracy of self and other perceptions.  Instead, evaluating the relative validity of 

self- and other-ratings of personality traits necessitates comparing how each predicts 

theoretically-related external criteria.  Although only a handful of studies have studied 

the validity of other-ratings for predicting such external criteria, Study 4 meta-analyzes 

these studies in three criterion domains:  academic achievement, stranger perceptions of 

traits, and job performance. 

 A longstanding tradition of concerns about self-presentation effects in self-report 

measures would certainly argue that other-ratings would predict target behavior better 

than self-reports.  Self-presentation effects include impression management and concerns 
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about self-deceptive enhancement (Paulhus, 1984; Paulhus & Reid, 1991).  Impression 

management refers to intentional attempts to present oneself in a favorable manner when 

responding to self-report questionnaires and is conceptually parallel to deliberate 

“faking” behavior.  Self-deceptive enhancement, on the other hand, refers to unconscious 

inaccuracies in self-perception that make some individuals overestimate their positive 

attributes.  Traditional scales developed to assess these biases typically correlate most 

strongly with Emotional Stability and Conscientiousness, suggesting that other-ratings 

might have the greatest advantage over self-reports for these traits (Ones et al., 1996).  A 

history of research examining traditional scales developed to directly assess these forms 

of response distortion has failed to accurately detect these biases outside of instructed 

faking studies.  Furthermore, personality score adjustments based on distortion detection 

scales do little to improve personality measures’ validity (Ellingson et al., 1999; Hough et 

al., 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1983b; Ones et al., 1996).  Nonetheless, to the extent that 

these biases may influence self-report measures, they are likely to introduce reliable but 

criterion-irrelevant variance.  Other-reports, being presumably free of such self-

presentation effects, could potentially assess traits more directly and may be hypothesized 

to produce higher validities for other-ratings in predicting behavior. 

In contrast, it is entirely possible that other-ratings might have lower validities 

than self-report measures for predicting external criteria like behaviors.  Simply put, no 

other-raters have the same degree of opportunity to observe a targets’ behavior as does 

the self, nor the direct access to targets’ thoughts, feelings, and values.  This may 

particularly be the case when other-raters are not close acquaintances of the target.  Such 
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limited information available to others may increase trait halo effects in other-ratings of 

particular items, and these halo effects may be uncorrelated with behaviors and outcomes.  

To the extent that these differences in the opportunity to observe create differences 

between self- and other-ratings’ accuracy, self-ratings may have an advantage in 

predicting behavior. 

Furthermore, there may be response distortion effects on other-ratings as well.  

Through friendship biases, some others may be unwilling to disclose negative 

information about the target.  Similarly, others may be unable to accurately perceive 

negative attributes of those close to them (similar to the Lake Wobegone effect).  Thus, 

distortion effects similar to those thought to affect self-reports could similarly affect 

other-ratings.  In addition, judgment biases (such as overlooking the press of social roles 

and situations on the behavior of others) might potentially weaken others’ judgments of 

personality (Jones, 1979; Nisbett & Ross, 1980).  Furthermore, rating biases parallel to 

those often recognized in the job performance domain may affect other-ratings of 

personality traits (Landy & Farr, 1980).  For example, some raters may show systematic 

biases in rating all targets more positively (leniency bias) or more negatively (harshness 

bias).  Alternately, raters may tend to base ratings on broader general impressions rather 

than specific item content (rating halo).  Biases such as these could potentially 

contaminate other-ratings, yielding stronger predictive power for self-ratings. 

Finally, an alternate perspective is to view the self as simply another other-rater.  

In a particularly interesting study, McCrae, Stone, Fagan, and Costa (1998) administered 

self-report and spouse-report measures to a group of couples.  The researchers then 
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followed up to interview couples about items where self-report and spouse-report items 

differed to understand reasons for disagreements between the raters.  The most common 

reasons for disagreements between self-ratings and spouse-ratings was simply that the 

spouses simply formed different interpretations of the items or considered different 

specific instances when reading the item.  These reasons are consistent with traditional 

conceptualizations of measurement error reduced by administering multiple items.  

Disagreements from considering the target in different contexts, roles, or time periods 

were considerable less frequent, and intentional self-report faking, perceived contrast, 

and assumed similarity were almost never listed as reasons for disagreements.   

These findings from McCrae et al. (1998) suggest that what inequivalence there is 

among self- and spouse-ratings is best conceptualized as random inequivalence between 

two different raters rather distinct differences between self- and other-perceptions.  If this 

is indeed the case, self- and other-ratings should have comparable validities, and any 

increment that one sources yields over the other would simply be due to increased 

interrater reliability. 

Thus, in addition to establishing the accuracy of other-ratings for predicting 

behavior, Study 4 explicitly compares the validities of other-ratings to self-ratings.  These 

studies contributing relevant other-rating data predicting behaviors represent a small pool 

of studies in only a few domains:  academic achievement (typically indicated by grades), 

strangers’ perceptions (how an other-rating of a particular trait corresponds to ratings of 

the same trait made by strangers), and job performance (individuals’ contribution to 
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organizational effectiveness).  Therefore, Study 4 is a progress report of research on the 

topic, intended to direct future research.   
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Study 4:  Methods 

To be included in Study 4 meta-analyses, studies had to present a correlation 

between an other-rating of a personality trait and a measure of academic achievement, 

strangers’ perceptions of personality, or job performance from an independent source.  

For example, some of the correlations Mount, Barrick, and Strauss (1994) reported were 

between supervisor ratings of personality traits and the same supervisor’s ratings of job 

performance.  Given the common method in these correlations of measuring personality 

and the criteria, including such correlations would bias estimates toward showing greater 

validity for other-ratings of personality traits.  Thus, such non-independent correlations 

were excluded. 

Eighteen sources presented data on 20 independent samples where other-ratings 

of personality were correlated with measures of academic achievement, strangers’ 

perceptions of personality traits, or job performance.  Eight independent samples had an 

academic performance criterion, seven independent samples had strangers’ perceptions of 

traits as a criterion, and five independent samples had job performance as a criterion.  

Characteristics of studies using predicting each of these criteria are described in 

Appendices E, F, and G, respectively.  For predicting academic achievement, studies 

tended to use either high school or college students in concurrent designs.  For predicting 

job performance, studies typically used personality ratings collected from job incumbents 

in concurrent designs. 

Similar meta-analytic procedures to those described in Studies 2 and 3 were 

followed.  As before, samples varied in the number of other-raters used to measure 
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personality.  To facilitate comparisons with self-ratings, all correlations between multi-

other composite ratings of traits and criteria were adjusted to the level of a single other 

rater using identical procedures as in Study 3.  That is, validities were individually 

disattenuated for interrater unreliability of k-raters and then reattenuated for interrater 

unreliability of a single rater.  Similarly, when samples contributed several correlations to 

a single analysis as a result of using multiple measures of the predictor or criterion, these 

correlations were composited where possible and otherwise averaged. 

Artifact Distributions 

 Across all criteria, unreliability in other-ratings was corrected using interrater-

reliability coefficients from Study 2 most closely matching the samples contributing 

predictive validities.  In predicting academic performance, interrater reliabilities across 

all information sources were used, in predicting strangers’ perceptions of traits, friends’ 

interrater reliabilities were used, and in predicting job performance, work colleagues’ 

interrater reliabilities were used.  These interrater unreliability corrected values reflect the 

true score validity of personality ratings as if an infinite number of other-ratings.  

Comparing these true score validities for other-raters to true score validities for self-raters 

(typically corrected using internal consistency reliability) roughly compares the validity 

of all possible trait information gathered from others versus all possible trait information 

gathered from self.  In addition, I also present operational validities that are corrected for 

other artifacts but not unreliability in other- or self-ratings.  These operational validities 

can be used to compare the validity of a single other-rater with a self-rater. 
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 For predicting academic achievement, the criterion was typically grade point 

averages.  Thus, academic achievement criteria were corrected for unreliability using the 

internal consistency reliability distribution for grades described in Kuncel, Hezlett, and 

Ones (2001).  Consistent with self-rating validity comparisons, no corrections were made 

for range restriction in either the predictor or criterion. 

For predicting strangers’ perceptions of personality traits, criterion unreliability 

was corrected using interrater unreliability distributions for strangers from Study 2.  

Given the closeness of u-ratios in Appendix D to 1.0 and the absence of descriptions of 

any direct range restriction in the included samples, no corrections were made for range 

restriction in either the predictor or criterion. 

For predicting job performance, interrater unreliability distributions from 

Viswesvaran et al. (1996) were used to create an unreliability artifact distribution.  The 

values presented in Viswesvaran et al. were estimated as the interrater reliability for a 

single rater.  Thus, the distribution is Viswesvaran et al. was used to synthetically create a 

criterion reliability artifact distribution matching the number of job performance raters in 

the study.  Although meta-analyses of personality self-ratings predicting job performance 

have typically been corrected for range restriction (e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991; Barrick 

et al., 2001), it was not possible to apply such corrections here.  The few sources 

providing validities for other-ratings did not provide adequate information for computing 

range restriction ratios.  I considered using range restriction estimates collected from the 

present database’ however, the sample/population variance ratios presented in Appendix 

D typically come from student and community samples rather than job incumbents.  
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Thus, using such ratios would not accurately model range restriction in those studies 

providing other-rating validities.  Finally, though I also considered applying range 

restriction artifact distributions described in existing self-rating meta-analyses (e.g., 

Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hurtz & Donovan, 2000) it is not clear that comparable range 

restriction would be present for other-ratings (furthermore, these meta-analyses have not 

had adequate range restriction data to create separate distributions for each trait, such that 

a common range restriction distribution is typically applied across all five factors).  Thus, 

to some extent, comparing other-report validities to self-report validities may somewhat 

favor self-report values because other-reports have not been corrected for range 

restriction. 
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Study 4: Results 

 For predictions of each criterion, other-ratings’ validities were meta-analyzed 

according to the procedures described above.  However, it was desirable to also examine 

the validities for self-ratings of personality traits in predicting each of these criteria as a 

basis for comparison.  For predicting stranger-ratings of personality traits, these values 

were estimated from the same studies contributing other-reported data.  However, self-

report data was not available for many studies contributing other-rater predictions of 

academic achievement or job performance.  Thus, data from existing published meta-

analyses was used as a basis for comparison.  For predicting academic achievement, self-

report validities were drawn from Hough (1992); for predicting job performance, self-

report validities were drawn from Barrick et al. (2001). 

Predicting Academic Achievement 

Zero-Order Correlations.  Table 38 presents validities for other-reports of 

personality traits for predicting academic performance derived from this meta-analysis, as 

well as self-report validities from Hough (1992).  Although Hough (1992) did not correct 

meta-analytic mean validities for unreliability in either the self-reports or the academic 

performance criterion, these corrections were applied using artifact distributions 

described in Viswesvaran and Ones (2000) for self-ratings and in Kuncel et al. (2001) for 

academic performance.  Consistent with the self-report findings, Conscientiousness and 

Emotional Stability traits had strong validities for predicting academic achievement.  

However, the operational validities for other reports of these traits were considerably 
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larger than that of self-reports (ρov = .46 versus ρov = .25 for Conscientiousness; ρov = .33 

versus ρov = .22 for Emotional Stability). 

Interestingly, other-ratings of Extraversion had particularly strong correlations for 

predicting academic achievement (ρov = .47), whereas the validity for self-reports of 

Extraversion was considerably lower (ρov = .08).  However, there was considerable 

variability around this average estimate (
ov

SDρ  = .28).  The small number of independent 

samples contributing data precluded any formal moderator analyses.  However, 

examining the data shows that the strongest validities came from studies where the other 

rater was a high school principal, reference, or an interviewer.  In contrast, ratings from 

friends and classmates had considerably lower (and even negative) correlations with 

academic achievement.  It may be that what principals, references, and interviewers 

perceive as Extraversion is really driven by Ambition, a Conscientiousness-Extraversion 

compound.  That is, individuals who are sociable, dominant, and energetic with others 

like principals and interviewers do so with goals of excelling and achieving rather than 

purely for socializing.  Thus, these raters’ perceptions of students’ Extraversion may be 

contaminated with other academic achievement-related traits, like Conscientiousness.  

Further research on the predictive validity of other-ratings of Extraversion is clearly 

merited.   

Incremental validity.  Next, I examined the predicted validity expected from 

combining a trait self-rating and other-rating for predicting academic achievement.  To 

calculate these estimates, I used the zero-order operational validities (ρov) for self- and 
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other-reports presented in Table 38 and the observed self-single other correlations ( r ) 

from Study 3 to create a 3 variable meta-analytic intercorrelation matrix (self-ratings of a 

trait, other-ratings of a trait, and academic achievement).  Following formulas in 

Nunnally (1978), I estimated the multiple R from combining self-ratings and other-ratings 

of each trait for predicting academic achievement, as well as standardized beta-weights 

for self- and other-rating variables.  These analyses are presented in Table 39. 

When other-ratings are added to self-ratings, the multiple-regression results show 

considerable increases in validity.  These gains are most pronounced for 

Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Extraversion.  In addition, the beta-weights 

associated with other-ratings were of considerably larger magnitude than those of self-

ratings, suggesting that other-ratings dominated the relevant predictive power.  The only 

exception to these findings were for Openness, were self-ratings were somewhat more 

predictive than other-ratings.  Nonetheless, these data suggest that not only are other-

ratings accurate and valid for predicting academic achievement, they are also more 

accurate than self-ratings.  

Predicting Stranger Perceptions of Personality. 

 Zero-order correlations.  The above analyses were repeated using strangers’ 

perceptions of personality as the criterion, with self-report comparison values coming 

from the same studies providing other-rating validities.  These analyses are presented in 

Table 40.  Note first that the observed correlations between both self-ratings and other-

ratings increase considerably when these correlations are corrected for interrater 

unreliability in the strangers’ perceptions (ρov).  This is because the interrater reliability 
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values in Study 2 for strangers that were used to synthetically create the criterion 

reliability distribution were typically modest.  However, both self-ratings and other-

ratings provided comparable and strong validity for predicting strangers’ perceptions of 

their traits, particularly once criterion unreliability was corrected for.  Conscientiousness 

showed the lowest true score validities (ρ) for both self- and other-ratings in predicting 

stranger ratings of Conscientiousness; however, the observed correlations are of 

comparable magnitude to the validities for other traits.  Thus, the apparent lower 

validities for Conscientiousness traits is likely a result of the stronger interrater reliability 

of stranger’s ratings of Conscientiousness.  On the whole, these findings show quite 

comparable self- and other-rater validities when the criterion is behaviors that can be 

observed by strangers and rated for personality. 

Incremental validity.  As in examining academic achievement, the incremental 

validity from combining self-ratings and other-ratings in predicting strangers’ perceptions 

of personality traits was estimated.  Because other-raters in these studies were almost 

unanimously friends, self-friend ( r ) observed correlations from Study 3 were used to 

estimate self-other correlations for each trait.  These results are presented in Table 41. 

Note that, across all traits, combining self-ratings and other-ratings produces 

increments in validity beyond self- or other-ratings alone.  The beta-weights do not show 

any pattern of either self- or other-reports dominating the prediction.  Thus, when self-

report and other-report ratings are combined to predict strangers’ perceptions of targets 

personality, both self- and other-ratings explain comparable unique variance in strangers’ 

perceptions.  These results are consistent with considering self- and other-raters as 
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essentially equivalent rating sources, with increments in validity stemming essentially 

from the increased predictor reliability of adding a second, equivalent rater. 

Predicting Job Performance 

Zero-order correlations.  Lastly, the accuracy of other-ratings was examined by 

studying their correlations with job performance.  As a self-rating comparator, validities 

for personality traits in predicting job performance were obtained from Barrick, Mount, 

and Judge (2001; values from independent sources only).  These values for self- and 

other-reports are presented in Table 42. 

Table 42 confirms for other-reports the typical finding from self-report studies 

showing that Conscientiousness predicts job performance.  However, the predictive 

power of other-ratings of Conscientiousness is considerably greater than that of self-

ratings (ρov = .38 vs. ρov = .20).  In addition, other-ratings of Agreeableness also showed 

considerable validity for predicting job performance, a finding not observed for self-

reports.  These results suggest that other-reports may indeed provide stronger validities 

for predicting job performance than do self-report measures.  Note also that the true score 

validities expected from combining large numbers’ of other-raters in rating 

Conscientiousness and Agreeableness are extremely high—indeed, even larger than that 

of general mental ability. 

Incremental Validity. Again, the incremental validity of combining self-reports 

and other-reports was examined through multiple regression.  Because others in studies 

providing other-report predictions of job performance were consistently work colleagues, 

observed self-work colleagues correlations ( r ) from Study 3 were used to estimate self-
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other correlations in the meta-analytic intercorrelation matrix.  The results from these 

multiple regression analyses are presented in Table 43. 

The results in Table 43 closely mirror those found for predicting grade point 

average.  Specifically, the incremental validity from adding other-ratings to self-ratings 

was typically substantial.  The converse, however, did not hold:  self-ratings added 

relatively little prediction beyond other-ratings alone.  This pattern of findings was 

particularly true for Conscientiousness and Agreeableness, where other ratings were 

substantially related to job performance.  The beta weights from these multiple 

regressions show that other-reports clearly dominated in relative predictive power over 

self-reports.  Thus, these data lend further support to the accuracy of other-ratings and 

suggest they may be even more powerful in predicting job performance. 

Incremental Validity from Combining Multiple Other-Ratings for Predicting Each 

Criterion 

 Whereas self-ratings can come from only one source (i.e., oneself), other-ratings 

can potentially be solicited from multiple other-raters.  Finding that (a) single-other raters 

can produce considerable operational validities (Tables 38, 40 and 42) for predicting 

behaviors and (b) the correlations of one other’s trait rating with a second other’s trait 

rating are typically only modest (Study 2), combining multiple other-raters’ ratings are 

likely to produce considerable gains in operational validities.  When multiple others’ 

ratings of a trait are combined, the composite across raters covers a larger portion of the 

trait construct than a single other-rater.  Using the same operational validities for 

predicting behaviors and observed single-rater interrater reliability coefficients as 
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described in the incremental validity sections above, I estimated the operational validity 

for each trait predicting each criterion if two through ten other-raters were combined.  

The results of these analyses are displayed graphically in Figure 12. 

 When the criterion is academic achievement, combining multiple other-raters can 

potentially produce noteworthy gains in predictive validity, depending on the trait being 

rated.  For example, a single other-rating of Conscientiousness has an operational validity 

of ρov = .46.  However, adding a second other-rater would be expected to increase the 

operational validity to ρov = .56, a third other-rater to ρov = .60, and a fourth other-rater to 

ρov = .63.  If ten others ratings of targets’ Conscientiousness were combined, operational 

validities would increase to ρov = .70.  Similar gains in operational validities from 

combining other-raters can be noted for Emotional Stability and Extraversion (though 

recall that the above discussion about Extraversion’s large SDρ values and potential 

second-order sampling error).  Note that there is diminishing marginal return as 

additional raters are combined:  the incremental validity of adding a second other-rater to 

only one rater (Δρov = .10 for Conscientiousness) is considerably more than that of adding 

a fourth other-rater to three others (Δρov = .03 for Conscientiousness).  This diminishing 

marginal return is observed because as others are added, the cross-rater composite has 

fewer and fewer deficiencies in assessing the construct.  Eventually, these gains in 

validity asymptote; that asymptote is given by the true score validity values (ρ) presented 

in Table 38.  In addition, these gains in validity from adding multiple other-raters do not 

apply across all traits.  For example, the operational validity for a single other-rating of 
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Openness in predicting academic achievement is ρov = .06, and if ten others were used to 

rate Openness, the operational validity would increase to only ρov = .09.  Thus, for traits 

unrelated to the criterion, combining multiple other-raters produces minimal gains in 

validity.  When the trait is strongly related to the criterion (in this case, academic 

performance), combining other raters offers considerable gains in predictive power. 

 Similar gains in validity from combining multiple other-raters were observed 

when the criterion was strangers’ perceptions of target’s traits.  Because the criteria were 

closely aligned with each trait (strangers’ perceptions of the same trait being rated by the 

other), combining multiple other-raters produced gains in operational validities for all 

traits.  Openness and Extraversion, whose operational validities for a single other-rater 

were the strongest of all traits, showed the largest increases from combining ratings from 

multiple others.  Compared to the operational validity of a single other-rater (ρov = .37 for 

Openness and ρov = .31 for Extraversion), five other-raters would be expected to produce 

operational validities of ρov = .53 for Openness and ρov = .43 for Extraversion.  Thus, 

studies examining how well other’s descriptions of targets predict how they will be 

perceived by strangers may likely underestimated other-rating validity if they have used a 

single other-rater. 

 Finally, combining multiple other-raters also produced marked gains in 

operational validities for predicting job performance.  Whereas a single other-rater’s 

description of Conscientiousness has an operational validity of ρov = .33, combining four 

other-raters would increase operational validity to ρov = .53 and seven other-raters to ρov 

= .60.  Similar gains would also be predicted for Agreeableness, whereas gains for other 
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traits would likely be more modest.  Operational validities of this magnitude for ratings 

of a single trait are unheard of in the studying personality’s predictive power at work.  

These promising results clearly point to the need for further replication of other-ratings’ 

validity. 
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Study 4:  Discussion 

 Study 4 summarized research examining the accuracy of other-ratings of 

personality traits through their ability to predict three behaviorally based criteria:  

academic achievement, stranger perceptions of targets’ personality traits, and job 

performance.  Although the number of independent samples contributing data to these 

analyses was typically small, the findings from these studies are encouraging indicators 

of the accuracy of other-reports of personality.  Fairly consistently across traits and 

criteria, other-ratings predicted at least as well as self-ratings.  In addition, other-ratings’ 

correlations with criteria followed the same basic pattern across traits as did self-ratings 

(though two exceptions are noted in the results section).  These results suggest that other-

ratings have discriminant validity in predicting criteria:  that is, other-ratings tend not to 

predict theoretically unrelated criteria as well as those that are theoretically related. 

 Most interestingly, criterion-related traits predicted academic achievement and 

job performance considerably better when ratings came from others than when from 

oneself.  Correlations of this degree are beyond what has ever been observed for single 

factors of the Big Five.  Since Mount et al. (1994) published their study of other-ratings’ 

validity for predicting job performance, researchers have frequently cited this research as 

presenting fascinating possibilities for applied measures of personality.  But for a few 

exceptions, however, replication and expansion of these findings has been relatively 

overlooked, especially by recent challenges to the validity of personality variables in 

organizational settings (Morgeson et al., 2007; Murphy & Dzieweczynski, 2005). 
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 Several explanations may drive these advantages for other-raters’ predictive 

power.  First, it may indeed be that other-ratings are not contaminated with the response 

biases commonly claimed to plague personality self-reports and, resultantly, realize 

higher validities for predicting academic achievement and job performance.  The absence 

of a parallel effect for predicting strangers’ ratings, however, casts some degree of doubt 

on this interpretation as the sole explanation. 

 Alternatively, these effects may be explained by the specific context in which 

other-raters typically knew the target.  When predicting academic achievement, other 

raters were individuals who knew the target primarily in an academic context 

(classmates, principals, etc.); when predicting job performance, other raters knew the 

target primarily in a work context (work colleagues).  Thus, it may be that this 

contextualized knowledge basis for these others enhanced validity beyond self-reports, 

which are likely based on impressions across a variety of contexts.  This logic is 

paralleled in frame of reference approaches to measuring personality, where personality 

items are contextualized by adding “at work” suffixes (Schmit, Ryan, Stierwalt, & 

Powell, 1995).  However, support for such measurement approaches has been mixed (c.f., 

Lievens, De Corte, & Schollaert, 2008; Small & Diefendorff, 2006). 

 Finally, Hogan’s (1996; R. Hogan & Shelton, 1998) socioanalytic theory of 

personality measurement serves as another lens through which to view the relative 

advantage of other-ratings for predicting behaviors.  This theory has distinguished 

between personality as inner motives and identity and personality as outer reputation.  

Other-ratings conceptually align closely with a target’s reputation, but Hogan and 
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colleagues have traditionally argued that self-report measures represent a form of self-

presentation that actually also assesses a person’s reputation.  From a socio-analytic 

perspective, these differences may indicate that others’ trait ratings more purely assess 

the reputation component of personality that is argued to strongly guide behaviors.  On 

the other hand, these differences in validity may indicate that self-ratings do to some 

extent assess inner-personality rather than reputation only, but measuring inner-

personality actually introduces “contamination” when it comes to predicting behavior.  

The limited nature of the data meta-analyzed in Study 4 gives little ground for making 

firm conclusions here; however, further research is clearly warranted and is likely to 

enhance understanding of the meaning of not only other-ratings but also self-ratings. 

 The precise cause for the relative strength of other-ratings for predicting 

behaviors demands further exploration across observer types and criteria.  For example, a 

central research question is how strongly ratings from others removed from the criterion 

context (e.g., work or school) can predict behavior.  Additionally, though these studies 

may point to relative advantages for other-ratings in predicting criteria related to 

behavior, this may not be the case for other criteria.  For example, two studies (Abe, 

2004; Jana S. Spain et al., 2000) have shown self-ratings to be more predictive of daily 

logs of emotional experiences.  Thus, the predictive validity of other-ratings looks to be a 

promising field to yield insight into self- and other-ratings that yet needs to be plowed.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 Studies 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent a wide span of analyses across many criteria.  

Indeed, the results of over 900 reliability generalization and meta-analytic analyses are 

presented.  Whereas more specific results are discussed within the discussion section of 

each specific study, I return here to focus on the four overarching research questions 

guiding this research:  (1) how accurate are others’ ratings of personality, (2) what are 

“good traits” for rating accuracy, (3) what is “good information” for rating accuracy, and 

(4) how accurate are other-ratings compared to self-ratings? 

Accuracy of Other-Ratings 

 The accuracy of personality ratings from both self-raters and other-raters has long 

been a topic of intrigue and feud.  The results from Studies 1, 2, 3, and 4 provide general 

support for the accuracy of other-ratings.  Other-ratings of traits are internally consistent 

and temporally stable, and other-ratings from an individual at least somewhat acquainted 

with the target clearly surpass Mischel’s (1968) .30 validity barrier in their 

correspondence with another other-rater and with self-ratings.  Moreover, other-ratings 

predict targets’ behaviors—behaviors observed by strangers, behaviors determining 

academic achievement, and behaviors related to job performance.  McCrae (1982) was 

right:  there is little reason to fret the trait-psychology-undermining “psychological 

discovery of the first magnitude” that our impressions of others might have no 

fundamental basis in reality.  Rather, these studies show that other ratings are clearly 

linked to targets’ personality traits, and that targets behave consistently enough for other-

raters to accurately rate their personality. 
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 At the same time, these results do not indicate a complete redundancy of 

information across raters.  Just as personality measures assess responses to multiple items 

to enhance reliability and construct coverage, researchers need to assess personality 

ratings from multiple raters.  Figure 10 shows that at least three or four (and maybe even 

nine or ten) raters are needed to reach what has been considered a bottom threshold of 

even acceptable reliability.  So, although what observer-ratings measure is clearly part of 

the target’s personality, one observer’s rating is only one piece or one angle from which 

to assess that target’s personality.  Personality traits are hard to measure, and fully 

measuring personality traits requires assembling multiple ratings.  To the extent that 

researchers realize the psychometric payback and even necessity of using multiple others, 

multiple scales, and/or multiple administrations to measure these personality traits, the 

stronger the field’s predictions, explanatory power, and usefulness will be.  Thus, these 

results afford researchers confidence, but not relaxation, in their measures of personality 

traits from other-raters. 

What Makes for “Good Traits” 

 The idea that some traits are easier than others for other-ratings to describe 

accurately has been a central tenant of person perception.  Specifically, highly visible 

traits and non-evaluative traits should be rated more accurately by others.  Indeed, past 

research has generally suggested that Extraversion and Conscientiousness—two 

behaviorally centered traits—typically produce greater values across accuracy criteria (J. 

J. Connolly et al., 2007; Kenny et al., 1994).  In addition, traits that have an evaluative 

component have been argued to show lower accuracy (D. C. Funder, 1995).  However, 
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past research has examined traits typically only at the five factor level.  In contrast, these 

meta-analyses have compared traits’ accuracy at both the broad factor and narrower facet 

levels.  The results from Studies 1-3 are compared across traits in Figure 11 for test-retest 

reliabilities, single-rater interrater reliabilities (test-retest unreliability corrected), and 

self-other correlations (test-retest unreliability corrected). 

 Several patterns emerge from these graphs and the results described.  The results 

for the test-retest accuracy criterion generally produced few differences across traits.  

However, as previously found, Extraversion traits and Conscientiousness traits had 

typically had the greatest interrater reliabilities and self-other correlations, whereas the 

results for Emotional Stability and Agreeableness were somewhat weaker.  These 

differences across traits were typically somewhat more pronounced when other-raters 

were less well acquainted.  This is not surprising:  as acquaintance and intimacy increase, 

individuals gain greater access to internal thoughts and emotions of targets, and the 

moderating effects of trait visibility decrease. 

 Study 4 provided additional support for accuracy by showing that other-ratings of 

some traits could predict behaviors and behavioral outcomes.  Other-ratings of all traits 

generally predicted strangers’ trait perceptions, but especially other-ratings of 

Extraversion.  Other-ratings of Conscientiousness showed strong validity for predicting 

both academic achievement and job performance, with Emotional Stability also 

predicting academic achievement and Agreeableness also predicting job performance.  

The ability of these traits to predict such behaviors and behavioral outcomes provides 

strong support for the accuracy of other-ratings.  However, the lower predictive validities 
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for other traits should not be interpreted as a challenge to their accuracy; it may simply be 

that those traits are not relevant for predicting behavior in those domains. 

There were generally few differences among facets within the broader factors, and 

these differences do not consistently align closely with the differences hypothesized in 

Table 2 based on predictions of overall accuracy, visibility, or non-evaluativeness.  This 

was the case even when focusing on other-ratings from less well-acquainted observers.  

Thus, if it is the case that observers use implicit personality theories to fill in the gaps for 

traits unobserved because of low visibility or high evaluativeness, observers seem to use 

these implicit theories with due diligence.  Future research using latent models in 

confirmatory factor analysis/structural equations modeling should consider examining 

facets’ specific accuracy (interrater reliability and self-other correlations).  In creating 

such models, researchers might specify latent factor models with a Big Five factor’s 

facets loaded on a common global Big Five factor for both self- and other-ratings.  

Researchers could then specify latent construct correlations across rating source within 

trait.  For example, Aggression, Cooperation, and Modesty would be mapped onto a 

common, latent Agreeableness factor within both self- and other-ratings.  Researchers 

could then allow the latent, self-rated Agreeableness factor correlate with the latent, 

other-rated Agreeableness factor, with similar within-trait across-rater paths specified for 

facets.  These self-other facet paths represent the specific accuracy of the facet trait, 

controlling for accuracy of the global factor trait. 

Although the generally lower accuracy for Agreeableness partially suggests an 

effect of trait non-evaluativeness, the general absence of these hypothesized effects 
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elsewhere suggests otherwise.  There are several possible reasons for the relative absence 

of trait evaluativeness effects.  First, distinguishing non-evaluative traits within the five 

factor framework presents several challenges.  High scores on Emotional Stability, 

Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness generally indicate more 

desirable traits.  Indeed, when individuals are asked to present themselves in a 

particularly desirable manner, respondents score higher on all of these traits (Hooper, 

2007; Viswesvaran & Ones, 1999).  In addition, item-level research suggests that the 

most desirable standing on some traits may be mid-range scores rather than scores at the 

high or low extremes (Kuncel & Borneman, 2007).  Thus, relatively few traits are likely 

to be truly free of some range of highly desirable or highly undesirable standing on the 

traits, and making distinctions between the evaluativeness of traits somewhat difficult.  

Second, observers may be particularly more attuned to observing and ruminating on traits 

with an especially evaluative component.  Certainly, undesirable traits like Aggression 

and a lack of Dependability or Modesty make for far more juicy gossip than does 

Sociability, and others’ interest in evaluative traits may compensate for whatever efforts 

targets take to hide their expression. 

Overall, the results indicate a few basic principles about what traits may be 

“good.”  Highly visible Big Five factors are more accurately rated, particularly when 

ratings come from well acquainted others.  Ratings of non-evaluative traits appear to be 

about as accurate as those of highly evaluative traits, though the lower accuracy for 

Agreeableness measures merits further scrutiny.  Finally, little evidence was found that 
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accuracy varies across facets within a broad factor in meaningful and predictable ways 

through greater visibility or lower evaluativeness. 

What Makes for “Good Information” 

 This dissertation has focused on the effects that having “good information” to rate 

other’s personality has on accurate ratings through having a “good” source of information 

and through observing a “good” type of information.  Results across Studies 1, 2, and 3 

are summarized in Figure 14 for good information sources.  First, these results show clear 

advantages for having additional opportunities to observe the target.  Although interrater 

reliability may be enhanced by having observers watch targets in only limited but 

common situations, having broader, cross-situational opportunities to observe the target 

produced considerable gains in self-other accuracy for rating all traits.  Thus, ratings of 

strangers with this limited observation period were clearly less accurate than those of 

more closely acquainted other-raters.   

In addition, interpersonal intimacy with the target produced further gains in 

interrater and self-other accuracy.  Accuracy was greatest when other-raters were spouses 

or dating partners, with other family members and friends having slightly lower accuracy, 

and followed by work colleagues and incidental acquaintances.  These findings for work 

colleagues are quite telling:  given the typical work-week, these individuals likely have 

the greatest opportunity to observe targets.  The results suggest that, after a certain point 

of observing the target, the self-disclosure associated with interpersonally intimate 

relationships is necessary for improving other-rater accuracy.  Thus, among acquainted 

individuals, quality of observation appears to count more than does quantity.   
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The effects of observing the target in the targets’ “private sphere” where 

somewhat unclear.  Self-other accuracy for roommates’ ratings was as strong as for 

friends’ ratings.  It is unclear, however, if this is because roommates are like incidental 

acquaintances with added opportunity of observing the target regularly at home (private 

sphere effect) or simply that roommates tend to be friends anyway (no private sphere 

effect).  Similarly, the higher accuracy of family members than friends may results from 

greater intimacy or from private sphere observation.  Additional primary research 

comparing self-other accuracy for friend and non-friend roommates may elucidate these 

potential explanations. 

Quite interestingly, the mean inter-item correlations shown in Figure 14 show 

somewhat different patterns across information sources.  These mean inter-item 

correlations tend to increase as acquaintance with the target decreases.  In light of 

findings from Studies 2 and 3, it is most likely that these increases in inter-item 

correlations result from increases in trait-halo.  Individuals less well acquainted with a 

target likely have less information about specific item content on a measure.  When asked 

to rate the target’s personality traits, strangers and lesser-known others likely fill in these 

gaps in specific item content using implicit personality theories.  Although these 

strategies may increase the mean inter-item correlations, they likely reduce the overall 

accuracy of these others’ trait ratings. 

Finally, these studies also examined what stimuli may represent “good types of 

information” in studies strangers rated targets’ personality based on particular instances 

of targets’ behavior (or particular objects).  Study 2 suggested some distinctions among 
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information type effects on accuracy:  interrater reliability was higher for Emotional 

Stability and Extraversion when stimuli had audio and for Conscientiousness and 

Openness when observing personal objects.  In addition, raters agreed more when 

behaviors were generally naturally occurring than when constrained.  However, these 

differences in interrater reliability did not translate to differences in self-other accuracy.  

Across traits, little variability remained in self-stranger correlations to allow for 

differences in information type.  These findings held even for stranger ratings of 

Extraversion, where self-other accuracy was more notable.  These results suggest that 

though differences in information type may make it more difficult or easy for ratings to 

correspond across raters, the information available in these settings is likely already so 

limited that these differences do not translate into sizable differences in self-other 

correlations. 

On the whole, this research suggests that good information for other-raters, first 

and foremost, necessitates adequate opportunity to observe the target in multiple settings.  

Even altering the type of information presented in limited situations cannot improve 

strangers’ ratings to the basic point that observation across multiple settings allows.  

Beyond this, having interpersonal intimacy with the target enhances accuracy, 

particularly for traits low in visibility.  Finally, additional observation of targets in a 

private sphere may also improve other-rating accuracy. 

Are Other-Ratings as Accurate as Self-Ratings…or Even More Accurate? 

 This basic question, posed by Shen (1925b) over 80 years ago, has today lost 

neither its charm nor its difficulty to answer.  Study 1 and Study 4 examined this question 
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through comparing self- and other-reports’ internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and 

validity for predicting behavior.  Study 1 showed that measures of an other’s perception 

of targets’ personality have internal consistency and stability comparable to (and 

potentially greater than) self-ratings.    

 Study 4 found considerably stronger validities for other-ratings’ in predicting 

academic achievement and job performance, but not strangers’ perceptions of traits.  

Thus, these results are encouraging that at least some other-ratings may be more accurate 

than are self-ratings.  If these results hold across additional types of others and additional 

criteria, these results have major implications for personality theory and applications.  

Such findings would point to a clear need to understand differences in self-perception 

processes of rating personality and other-perception processes in rating personality.    

Applications of personality measurement could potentially benefit from use of 

other-ratings of personality, too.  Selection systems might begin implementing other-

ratings of personality traits, and psychotherapists may benefit from giving greater weight 

to informant reports of personality.  Individuals could potentially benefit from receiving 

feedback from others on their personality.  Possibilities such as these related to this 

understudied question point to a clear need for further research in this promising and 

exciting domain. 

If such applications are possible, Studies 1-4 suggest several guiding principles 

for how ratings of targets’ personality traits from other-raters should be used.  First and 

foremost, ratings from multiple (even as many as seven) other-raters should be used 

whenever possible.  These ratings should be provided by people with adequate 
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opportunity to observe the target on a regular basis (i.e., not strangers), and these other-

raters should likely be individuals who are interpersonally intimate with the target.  In 

addition, it may be that other-ratings from individuals who have previously observed the 

target in contexts related to the particular applied purpose may be particularly desirable 

as other-raters.  If strangers must be used as other-raters, longer exposure to cues in 

multiple media soliciting expression of the particular traits of interest are the safest path 

toward accuracy. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

Though these four studies make a major contribution in broadly summarizing 

research on the accuracy of other-ratings, several limitations of these studies and future 

directions should be borne in mind.  First, although accuracy was posited to be dependent 

on underlying dimensions organized within “good information sources” (opportunity to 

observe, access to private spheres, and interpersonal intimacy), these dimensions were 

not coded for directly in these meta-analyses.  Instead, particular relationship categories 

(e.g., family member, friend, etc.) were used to characterize these dimensions in coding 

for the type of other-rater.  As a result, it may be somewhat unclear which dimensions 

may drive relative advantages in accuracy for particular types of other-raters.  The 

decision to code information source moderators based on relationship types rather than 

underlying accuracy-related dimensions was based on the other-rater descriptions 

typically provided in studies.  Generally, authors only provide a short description of the 

sample of other-raters’ relationship with the target and rarely any additional information 

that would allow for coding of these dimensions.  Thus, future research should closely 
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attend to describing samples of other-raters based along these dimensions and consider 

particular dimensions directly as moderators of other-rater accuracy. 

These meta-analyses indicate several major directions for future research.  First, 

examining the number of independent samples contributing data across studies indicates 

a clear need for additional research on the stability of other-ratings across time and on the 

validity of other ratings for predicting behaviors and behavioral outcomes.  The number 

of articles actually studying the test-retest reliability of other ratings was exceptionally 

small, and these studies used a limited range of other-raters (primarily spouses and 

friends).  No studies have examined the test-retest reliability of a stranger viewing the 

same behaviors, and these test-retest reliabilities might be expected to be lower as a result 

of greater susceptibility to transient error.  This is one potential limitation of these meta-

analyses, as Studies 2 and 3 corrected stranger ratings for unreliability based on test-retest 

reliabilities taken across multiple information sources.  Thus, to the extent that stranger 

ratings’ have less stability, the corrected values in Studies 2 and 3 may be somewhat 

conservative. 

The somewhat surprisingly low accuracy for work colleagues suggests an 

important area for further review.  This lower accuracy was attributed to a relative lack of 

interpersonal intimacy with the target.  Nonetheless, Study 4 showed that these work 

colleagues’ personality ratings do predict job performance quite well.  On one hand, it 

may be that individuals with greater intimacy might produce even stronger predictions of 

behaviors like job performance than do work colleagues.  On the other hand, it is possible 

that this interpersonal intimacy could be a contaminating factor that falsely aligns other-
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ratings toward self-misperceptions.  These findings merit considerably close scrutiny, 

particularly in studying observers’ ratings predicting cross-context behaviors.  For 

example, spouse or friend ratings of personality might be used to predict job 

performance, or work colleagues’ ratings might be used to predict behaviors outside of 

the work context.  Indeed amidst such general need for studies using other-ratings to 

predict performance, these cross-context predictions may be particularly informative. 

In addition, these meta-analyses focused exclusively on personality measures that 

assessed either global five factor traits or narrower facet traits; compound traits that map 

onto multiple Big Five factors were excluded from these analyses.  Future research 

should comprehensively evaluate the accuracy of other-ratings of these compound 

personality traits as well.  For many trait compounds, accuracy of other-ratings may 

simply be approximated by an average of the accuracy of its constituent Big Five factors.  

However, some compound traits have been argued to reflect higher-order factors of the 

Big Five (e.g., Digman, 1997; Ones, 1993).  For example, the compound trait 

Socialization describes an individual’s general ability and willingness to function within 

the norms of relatively civil society and reflects the common variance amongst Emotional 

Stability, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness.  Given the construct breadth of such 

compound traits, accuracy might be expected to be higher for these higher-order 

compound traits.  For Socialization in particular, this might be especially true when 

ratings come from work colleague information sources, given considerable research 

showing Socialization to be an especially relevant trait for predicting behavior in the 

workplace (J. Hogan & Ones, 1997; Ones et al., 1993). 
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Future research will likely merit from further qualitative studies on the sources of 

discrepancies between self- and other-ratings.  McCrae et al. (1998) conducted one such 

study examining self-spouse disagreements, but more disagreements might be expected 

when less intimate other-raters are used.  Indeed, capturing the reasons for these 

disagreements affords a basis for building theory about the relative accuracy of self- and 

other-ratings. 

Finally, if other-ratings of personality traits are to be used in organizational 

settings, research should examine several basic issues related to their application.  First, 

research should examine potential target-individual subgroup differences with other-

ratings.  Traditionally, using personality measures in personnel selection has typically 

had the advantage of a relative absence of adverse impact against protected classes, such 

as women and ethnic minorities.  However, if personality is rated by a non-self source, 

these other-ratings are potentially susceptible to prejudices and stereotypes based on 

subgroup status that may introduce subgroup differences.  In addition, researchers should 

also examine the extent to which other-ratings may be susceptible to intentional response 

distortion.  Arguably, a friend providing personality ratings for a target who is applying 

for a job may have more incentive to positively distort his or her description than in the 

target’s own self-description.  Specifically, the friend would presumably not want to be 

held responsible for the target failing to receive a job offer because he or she did not 

present the target in a favorable light.  Thus, in addition to the need for additional 

performance-validation studies, research needs also to address these fundamental applied 

issues. 
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Conclusion  

 Research on individuals’ perceptions of another’s personality has spanned 

decades, agendas, other-target relationships, and, at times, a veritable circus of behaviors 

targets perform for complete strangers.  Nonetheless, this broad set of research finds a 

common framework in studying the accuracy of personality ratings ascribed to targets 

from others.  The purpose of these four studies was to provide meta-analytic evaluation 

of the typical accuracy of other ratings and of necessary and enhancing conditions for 

accuracy predicted from Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model.  In doing so, these 

meta-analyses provide an integrated view of other-rating accuracy research and a starting 

ground for its future.  This research is sure to continue, as sure as “it is always an 

interesting question as to whether an individual can know himself better than he knows 

his associates” (Shen, 1925b, p. 104). 
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APPENDIX A: 

Full Listing of Descriptions within Each Information Source Category 

Family     
Spouse Botwin, Buss, & Shackelford 

(1997b) 
spouse 

 Buss & Shackelford (1997) spouse 
 Condon (1988) spouse 
 Cone (1968) spouse 
 Conley (1985) spouse 
 Costa & McCrae (1988) spouse 
 Donnellan, Conger & Burzette 

(2005) 
romantic partner 

 Edwards & Klockars (1981) spouse 
 Foltz, Morse, Calvo, & Barber 

(1997) 
spouse 

 Goma-i-Friexanet (1997) spouse 
 Goma-i-Friexanet, Wismeijer, & 

Valero (2005) 
spouse 

 Komarniski (1983) spouse 
 Kosek (1996) spouse 
 Kosek (1998) spouse 
 Lonnqvist, Paunonen, Tuulio-

Henriksson, Lonnqvist, & 
Verkasalo (2007) 

spouse 

 Martin, Costa, Oryol, 
Rukavishnikov, & Senin (2002) 

spouse 

 McCrae (1982) spouse 
 McCrae & Costa (1983a; 1985; 

1989) 
spouse 

 McCrae, Costa, Martin, Oryol, 
Rukavishnikov, Senin, 
Hrbeickova & Urbanek (2004) 

spouse 

 Muten (1991) spouse 
 Spirrison & Choi (1998) spouse 
 Watson & Humrichouse (2006) spouse 
 Watson, Hubbard, & Wiese 

(2000) 
spouse 
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 Xiu, Wu, Wu, & Shiu  spouse 
 Yang, McCrae, Costa, Dai, Yao, 

Cai, & Gao (1999) 
spouse 

   
Parents Biesanz & West (2004) parent 
 Donnellan, Conger & Burzette 

(2005) 
parent 

 Funder, Kolar, & Blackman 
(1995) 

parent 

 Furr, Dougherty, Marsh, & 
Mathias (2006) 

parent 

 Harkness, Tellegen, & Waller 
(1995) 

parent 

 Kenrick & Stringfield (1980) parent 
 Malloy, Albright, Diaz-Loving, 

Dong, & Lee (2004) 
family (typically, parents and 
grandparents) 

 Martin (1996) parent (78%), close friend 
(11%), and sibling (10%), who 
knew target from 5 to 32 years) 

 Saroglou & Fiasse (2003) mother 
 Spain (1994) parent 
 Windle (1992) parent 
   
   
Sibling Heath, Neale, Kessler, Eaves, & 

Kendler (1992) 
sibling (same sex twin) 

 Lanthier (2000) sibling 
 McCrae, Costa, Martin, Oryol, 

Rukavishnikov, Senin, 
Hrbeickova & Urbanek (2004) 

sibling 

   
Undistinguished 
Family 

Hoffman, Buteau, & Fruzzetti 
(2007) 

children (64%) or significant 
others (34%) 

 parent (64%) or significant other 
(34%) 

 Malloy, Albright, Kenny, 
Agastein, & Winquist (1997) 

family member 

 McCrae, Costa, Martin, Oryol, non-sibling relative 
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 Rukavishnikov, Senin, 
Hrbeickova & Urbanek (2004) 

spouse 
 spouse (26%)/sibling(74%) 
 spouse/sibling 
 Piedmont (1994) close acquaintance--mostly 

relatives 
 Rovner & Casten (2001) family member 
 White & Nias (1994) closest relative:  usually spouse 

if they had known one another 
for at least 10 years or opposite 
sex parent 

   
Friend     
Dating Partner Botwin, Buss, & Shackelford 

(1997) 
dating partner 

 O'Connor, Archer, & Wu (2001) significant other 
 Rammstedt & John (2007) significant other 
 Watson, Hubbard, & Wiese 

(2000) 
dating partner 

   
Best/close 
friend 

Barrick, Patton, & Haugland 
(2000) 

close friend 

 Besser (2004) best-friend (same sex) 
 Biesanz, West, & Millevoi 

(2007) 
long-term acquaintance 

 Burisch (1984) close peer 
 Davidson (1993) friend (closest, same-sex, 

nonromantic friend) 
 Furnham & Dissou (2007) friend/acquaintance in the study 

who felt the target was the 
person they knew best in the 
study 

 Furnham & Funder (1996) close friend 
 Ino-Oko & Matsui (1977) peer (felt to be most familiar to 

target) 
 Koestner, Bernieri, & 

Zuckerman (1994) 
close friend 

 Ullagaddi (1978) best friend 
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Friend/close 
acquaintance 

Bentler & Lee (1980) friend 

 Biesanz, West, & Millevoi 
(2007) 

short-term acquaintance 

 Borkenau, Mauer, Riemann, 
Spinath, & Angleitner (2004) 

close acquaintance 

 Borkenau, Riemann, Angleitner 
& Spinath (2001) 

close acquaintance 

 Burisch (1997) friend 
 Campbell (1987) friend 
 Cheek (1982) fraternity brother randomly 

selected agreeing that they knew 
the target fairly well 

 Conley (1985) peer 
 Costa & McCrae (1992) close peers:  friends (75%), 

family friends (29%), neighbors 
(28%), or coworkers (34%); not 
relatives 

 Dielman & Wilson (1970) friend 
 DiPilato, West, & Chartier 

(1988) 
co-member of a student 
organization 

 Dyce (1997) friend 
 Edwards & Woehr (2007) friend 
 Fekken, Holden, & Jackson 

(1987) 
close classmate 

 Frese, Stewart, & Hannover 
(1987) 

friend 

 Funder, Kolar, & Blackman 
(1995) 

acquaintance (from college) 
 acquaintance (from hometown) 

 Gosling, Kwan, & John (2003) peer 
 Hedlund & Lindquist (1984) close acquaintance, not a parent, 

spouse, or someone with whom 
they were romantically involved 

 Herzberger, Chan, & Katz 
(1984) 

classmates (who knew the target 
well) 

 Johnson (2000) close acquaintance 
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 Klesges & McGinley (1983) friend 
 Lee, Gizzarone, & Ashton 

(2003) 
acquaintance 

 Lischetzke & Eid (2006) friend (69%), acquaintance 
(20%), significant other (9%), 
and relative (2%) 

 Lukens (2002) peer who had known the target 
for at least 6 months in a variety 
of settings 

 Malloy, Albright, Diaz-Loving, 
Dong, & Lee (2004) 

friend (typically peers at the 
university) whom they had 
known for at least 3 months 

 Malloy, Albright, Kenny, 
Agastein, & Winquist (1997) 

friend 

 McCrae & Costa (1987) close peers:  friends (75%), 
family friends (29%), neighbors 
(28%), or coworkers (34%); not 
relatives 

 McCrae & Costa (1989) acquaintance 
 McCrae, Costa, Martin, Oryol, 

Rukavishnikov, Senin, 
Hrbeickova & Urbanek (2004) 

friend 

 McCrae, Yik, Trapnell, Bond, & 
Paulhus (1998) 

friend 

 O'Connor & Day (1989) friend 
 Perugini & Ercolani (1998) close acquaintance 
 Piedmont, McCrae, Riemann, & 

Angleitner (2000) 
close acquaintance who had 
known them at least 6 months 

 Rammstedt & John (2007) friend 
 Ray (1974) close acquaintance 
 Ray (1981) peer 
 Robinson & Meier (2005) close acquaintance 
 Rushton, Chrisjohn, & Fekken 

(1981) 
close acquaintance 

 Saucier, Ostendorf, & Peabody 
(2001) 

close acquaintance 
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 Scherer (1972) acquaintance 
 Smid (1988) close acquaintance 
 Spain (1994) acquaintance (college vs. 

hometown) 
 acquaintance (from college) 
 acquaintance (from hometown) 

 Szarota, Zawadzki, & Strelau 
(2002) 

close acquaintance 

 Van Ornum (1980) officers in student group 
 Vazire & Gosling (2004) close acquaintance 
 Vingoe (1968) friend 
 Wagerman & Funder (2007) close acquaintance 
 Watson & Clark (1991) close acquaintance 
 Watson, Hubbard, & Wiese 

(2000) 
friend 

 Wilson, Doolabh, Cooney, 
Khalpey, & Siddiqui (1990) 

close classmate 

 Wymer & Penner (1985) friend 
 Zarevski, Bratko, Butkovic, & 

Lazic (2002) 
friend 

   
Peer Biesanz & West (2004) peer 
 Borkenau & Amelang (1985) peer 
 Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & 

Morris (2002) 
peer 

 Hanson (1992) peer 
 Harkness, Tellegen, & Waller 

(1995) 
peer 

 Kenrick & Stringfield (1980) peer 
 Tripathi & Sengupta (1986) peer 
 Vingoe (1968) peer 
   
Undistinguished 
Friends 

Colvin & Funder (1991) friend (56%), roommate (33%), 
boyfriend/girlfriend (8%) 

 McEwan & Devins (1983) peer whom they had known for 
at least a year 

 Olweus (1980) classmate 
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 Ostendorf & Angleitner (2004) peer 
 Paunonen & Jackson (1985) peers 
 Rezmovic & Rezmovic (1981) peer 
 Sargovi, Koestner, Di Dio, & 

Aube (1997) 
friend (42%), best friend (23%), 
17% romantic partner, and 18% 
family member 

   
Cohabitator     
   
Roommates Borkenau & Liebler (1993) cohabitor (couples or roomates) 

 Cutler & Wolfe (1985) roommate 
 Gordon & Holden (1998) roommate 
 Hayes (1996) roommate 
 Hayes & Dunning (1997) roommate 
 Herzberger, Chan, & Katz 

(1984) 
roommate 

 Holden & Fekken (1993) roommate 
 Holden, Wasylkiw, Starzyk, 

Book & Edwards (2006) 
roommate 

 Jackson (1975) roommate 
 Jackson (1989) roommates 
 Jackson & Carlson (1973) roommate 
 Jackson, Paunonen, Fraboni, & 

Goffin (1996) 
roommate 

 Kurtz & Sherker (2003) roommate 
 Levesque (1997) roommate 
 Malloy & Albright (1990) roommate 
 Zuckerman, Bernieri, Koestner, 

& Rosenthal (1989) 
roommate 

 Zuckerman, Koestner, DeBoy, 
Garcia, Maresca, Sartoris (1988) 

roommate 

   
Dorm/ 
housemates 

Ashton & Goldberg (1973) dorm neighbors 

 Broughton (1984) fraternity brother randomly 
selected 
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 Burisch (1997) friend living in the same 
dormitory 

 friends/close acquaintances who 
lived in the same dormitory 

 Cleeton & Knight (1924) fraternity brother 
 sorority member 
 Gormly & Gormly (1986) fraternity brother 
 Hamilton (1971) fraternity brother 
 Jackson, Neill, & Bevan (1973) peer living in the same dorm 

wing 
 Kenny & Albright (1987) fraternity and sorority members 

 Norman & Goldberg (1966) fraternity brothers who had lived 
together 

 Tupes (1957) other Officer Candidate School 
students who are in the same 
flight 

 Webster, Iannucci, & Romney 
(2002) 

first year year sorority member 

 fourth-year sorority member 

 second year sorority member 

 sorority member 
 targeted 3rd and 4th year 

sorority member 
 third year sorority member 
   
Undistinguished 
Cohabitator 

Hase & Goldberg (1967) roommate/acquaintance living 
on the same floor of their 
dormitory wing 

 Park, Kraus, & Ryan (1997) roommate/hallmate 
   
Work 
Colleagues 

    

   
Supervisors Mount, Barrick, & Strauss supervisor 
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(1994) 
 Nilsen (1995) work supervisors 
 Small & Diefendorf (2006) supervisor 
   
Coworkers Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & 

Morris (2002) 
peer 

 Malloy, Albright, Kenny, 
Agastein, & Winquist (1997) 

coworker 

 Mellor (1986) coworker (police officer 
partners) 

 Mount, Barrick, & Strauss 
(1994) 

coworker 

 Nilsen (1995) work peers 
 Small & Diefendorf (2006) coworker 
   
References Baker, Victor, Chambers, & 

Halverson (2004) 
classmate (high school) 

 teacher (high school) 
 Bradley (1997) reference 
   
Subordinates Nilsen (1995) work subordinates 
   
Customers Mount, Barrick, & Strauss 

(1994) 
customer 

   
Undistinguished 
Coworkers 

Campbell (1990) work supervisors, peers, and 
subordinates 

 Cooke, Rouseau, Lafferty (1987) coworker:  peers (40%), 
subordinates (27%), superiors 
(18%), other (5%), unspecified 
(11%) 

 Nilsen (1995) work supervisors, peers, and 
subordinates 

   
Incidental Acquaintances   
   
Assigned 
Classmates 

Bratko, Chamorro-Premuzic, & 
Saks (2006) 

classmate 

 peer 
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 Kenny, Horner, Kashy, & Chu 
(1992) 

classmate 

 Montgomery (1984) classmates 
 Norman & Goldberg (1966) ROTC students whose prior 

acquaintance was limited largely 
to classroom and drill periods 
shared over a 1-2.5 year period 

 Paulhus & Bruce (1992) classmate 
 Paulhus & Morgan (1997) classmates 
 Paulhus & Reynolds (1995) classmate 
 Purvanova (2008) classmate 
   
Group Co-
members 

Norman & Goldberg (1966) Peace Corps co-trainees having 
had 3 months of intensive 
interpersonal contact 

 Soldz, Budman, Demby, & 
Merry (1995) 

peer in group psychotherapy 

 therapist in group psychotherapy 

 Watts, Cohen, & Toplis (1994) expedition leader  
   
Undistinguished 
Incidental 
Acquaintances 

Hollandsworth, Galassi, & Gay 
(1977) 

nursing staff 

 Kamphuis, Emmelkamp, & de 
Vries (2004) 

stalkers 

   
Strangers     
 Albright, Kenny, & Malloy 

(1988) 
stranger 

 Albright, Malloy, Dong, Kenny, 
& Fang (1997) 

stranger 
 stranger (American) 
 stranger (Chinese) 
 Ambady, Hallahan, & Rosenthal 

(1995) 
stranger 

 Barrick, Patton, & Haugland stranger 
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 (2000) stranger (interviewer 
practitioners with an average of 
12 years of experience) 

 Berry (1991) stranger 
 Borgatta (1960) stranger 
 Borkenau & Liebler (1992) stranger 
 stranger 
 Borkenau, Mauer, Riemann, 

Spinath, & Angleitner (2004) 
confederates who interacted with 
targets in 6 video tasks 

 experimenter who ran targets 
through the study 

 experimenter/confederates who 
ran targets through the study 

 stranger 
 Borkenau, Riemann, Angleitner 

& Spinath (2001) 
experimenter/confederates who 
ran targets through the study 

 stranger 
 Bosson, Swann, & Pennebaker 

(2000) 
stranger 

 Botwin, Buss, & Shackelford 
(1997) 

stranger 

 Bradley (1997) stranger 
  Interviewer 
 Buss & Shackelford (1997) stranger 
 Chambers (1999) stranger 
 Cleeton & Knight (1924) strangers who were business 

men, school superintendents, and 
students of personnel 
management who were 
accustomed to judging men and 
women 

 Colvin & Funder (1991) stranger 
 DiPilato (1989) stranger 
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 Friedman (2005) stranger 
 Gangestad, Simpson, 

DiGeronimo, & Biek (1992) 
stranger 

 Gill, Oberlander, & Austin 
(2006) 

stranger 

 Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & 
Morris (2002) 

stranger 

 Gosling, Kwan, & John (2003) stranger 
 Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann 

(2003) 
stranger 

 Hedlund & Lindquist (1984) strangers, trained graduate 
students 

 Kenny, Horner, Kashy, & Chu 
(1992) 

stranger 

 Kolar, Funder & Colvin (1996) stranger 
 Levesque & Kenny (1993) stranger 
 Lippa (1998) stranger 
 Marcus & Leatherwood (1998) stranger 
 Marcus & Wilson (1996) stranger 
 Marcus, Machilek, & Schuetz 

(2006) 
stranger 

 Markey & Wells (2002) stranger 
 Moskowitz (1990) stranger 
 Oltmanns, Friedman, Fiedler, & 

Turkheimer (2004) 
stranger 

 Park & Judd (1989) stranger 
 Passini & Norman (1966) classmates tested on the first day 

of class 
 Paulhus & Bruce (1992) stranger 
 Paulhus & Reynolds (1995) stranger 
 Purvanova (2008) stranger 
 Rentfrow & Gosling (2006) stranger 
 Rind & Gaudet (1993) stranger 
 Rouse & Haas (2003) stranger 
 Scherer (1972) stranger 
 stranger (American) 
 stranger (German) 
 Scherer (1979) stranger 
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 Shevlin, Walker, Davies, 
Banyard, & Lewis (2003) 

stranger 

 South, Oltmanns, & Turkheimer 
(2005) 

stranger 

 Vazire & Gosling (2004) stranger 
 Watson (1989) stranger 
 Yeagley, Morling, & Nelson 

(2007) 
stranger 
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APPENDIX B:  

Full Listing of Stimulus Descriptions within Each Information Type Category 

Visual   
   
Still Visual Albright, Malloy, Dong, 

Kenny, & Fang (1997) 
viewed photographs of Chinese 
participants 

 Berry (1991) viewed photographs of targets with a 
neutral facial expression, wearing no 
jewelry or glasses, and draped with a 
dark cloth covering clothing 

 Borkenau & Liebler 
(1992) 

still video of target sitting still 

 Rind & Gaudet (1993) viewed photographs of targets 
 Shevlin, Walker, Davies, 

Banyard, & Lewis (2003) 
photograph (color) of target 

 photograph (color) of target's head 
and shoulders  

 photograph (color, condition 1) of 
target's full head and shoulders plus 
left/right profile 

 photograph (color, condition 2) of 
target's full head and shoulders 

 photograph (color, condition 3) 
close-up of target's face 

   
Nonverbal 
Behavior 

Ambady, Hallahan, & 
Rosenthal (1995) 

no communication; only completed 
paper & pencil measures & implicit 
personality test in the same room 

 Borkenau, Mauer, 
Riemann, Spinath, & 
Angleitner (2004) 

Describing multiple uses of a brick, 
using pantomime only 

 Friedman (2005) silent film of targets telling 
experimenter about themselves 
("mention anything you think is 
important") 

 Albright, Kenny, & 
Malloy (1988) 

rate targets on the first day of class 

 Albright, Malloy, Dong, 
Kenny, & Fang (1997) 

viewed targets sitting in a chair prior 
to completing ratings 
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 Cleeton & Knight (1924) viewed targets sitting on a stage 
 DiPilato (1989) initial rating 
 Gangestad, Simpson, 

DiGeronimo, & Biek 
(1992) 

viewed muted videotapes of targets 
being interviewed by an attractive 
opposite-sex interviewer for a 
potential lunch date 

 Kenny, Horner, Kashy, & 
Chu (1992) 

rate targets on the first day of class 
 viewed targets sitting in a chair and 

completing ratings 
 viewed videotapes of targets sitting 

in a chair waiting for the 
experimenter 

 Levesque & Kenny 
(1993) 

viewed targets sitting in a chair and 
completing ratings 

 Marcus & Leatherwood 
(1998) 

first class of the semester--broke into 
same-sex groups of 4-5 

 Passini & Norman (1966) being in the same room for less than 
15 minutes without the opportunity 
for verbal communication 

 Borkenau & Liebler 
(1992) 

silent film of targets entering a room, 
walking around a table, sitting, 
reading a weather report, and leaving 

   
Audio   
 Berry (1991) listened to audiotaped recordings of 

targets reading the alphabet 
 Borkenau & Liebler 

(1992) 
audiotape of targets entering a room, 
walking around a table, sitting, 
reading a weather report, and leaving 

 Friedman (2005) sound only of targets telling 
experimenter about themselves 
("mention anything you think is 
important") 

 Hedlund & Lindquist 
(1984) 

audiotaped recordings of six brief 
interpersonal vignettes in which 
subjects responded to aggression 
prompting situations as if they were 
in the situation 
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 Scherer (1972) 3 20 second audio recordings of 
targets speaking in a mock jury 
discussion 

 Scherer (1979) 3 20 second audio recordings of 
targets speaking in a mock jury 
discussion 

   
Activity   
Prescribed Barrick, Patton, & 

Haugland (2000) 
15 second videotape stating name 
and study design number 

 Borkenau & Liebler 
(1992) 

sound film of targets entering a 
room, walking around a table, sitting, 
reading a weather report, and leaving 

 Borkenau & Liebler 
(1993) 

sound 90 sec. film of targets entering 
room, walking, sitting, reading a 
weather forecast, standing, and 
leaving 

   
Natural Behavior Borgatta (1960) participants interacted in 3 person 

groups discussing 3 topics from the 
General Orientations Profile 

 Borgatta (1960) participants interacted in 5 person 
groups discussing 4 topics from the 
General Orientations Profile 

 Borkenau, Mauer, 
Riemann, Spinath, & 
Angleitner (2004) 

Arranging three photographs in a 
meaningful order and telling an 
interesting story that the three 
pictures might illustrate task 

 behavior in 15 different short 
interactions; 4 raters per task; 60 
ratings total 

 behavior in short interaction 
 interactions in 6 tasks/throughout 

study participation 
 interactions throughout study 

participation 
 Introduce oneself task 
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 Introducing oneself to a stranger (an 
experimental confederate) and telling 
her about one's hobbies (after the 
confederate has introduced herself) 

 Introducing the stranger from Setting 
4 to the experimenter 

 Inventing a "definition" for a 
neologism and providing arguments 
for why that definition would be 
appropriate 

 Persuading an "obstinate neighbor" 
(actually a confederate) on the phone 
to reduce the volume of her stereo 
after 11 p.m. 

 Reading 14 newspaper headlines and 
their subtitles aloud 

 Recalling objects just seen in a 
waiting room 

 Refusing a request for help by "a 
friend" actually a confederate) who 
says that she has just had a minor car 
accident 

 Rigging up a high and stable paper 
tower within 5 min, using only 
scissors, paper, and glue 

 Singing a song of one's choice 
 Solving a complex logical problem 

as fast as possible.  Another 
"participant" (actually a confederate) 
received the same problem and 
ostensibly "solved it at an enormous 
speed. 

 Telling a joke to an experimental 
confederate 

 Telling dramatic stories based on 
three cards from Murray's (1943) 
Thematic Apperception Test 

 Borkenau, Riemann, 
Angleitner & Spinath 
(2001) 

behavior in 15 different short 
interactions; 4 raters per task; 60 
ratings total 
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 behavior in 7 different short 
interactions (odd); 4 raters per task; 
28 ratings total 

 behavior in 8 different short 
interactions (even); 4 raters per task; 
32 ratings total 

 interactions in 6 tasks/throughout 
study participation 

 Botwin, Buss, & 
Shackelford (1997) 

interviewed couple and asked a 
standard set of questions including, 
"How did you meet? What are the 
similarities and differences between 
you?  What are the sources of 
conflict within your marriage? Were 
your parents for or against the 
marriage?” 

 Bradley (1997) semi-structured interview covering 
education, social background (e.g., 
hobbies, sports, achievements), and 
previous employment 

 Buss & Shackelford 
(1997) 

interviewed couple and asked a 
standard set of questions including, 
"How did you meet? What are the 
similarities and differences between 
you?  What are the sources of 
conflict within your marriage? Were 
your parents for or against the 
marriage? 

 Chambers (1999) viewed Expanded Structured 
Interview, an interpersonally 
stressful interview designed to assess 
anger and hostility by asking persons 
about their characteristic responses to 
different situations 

 Colvin & Funder (1991) view videotape of target interacting 
with opposite-sex stranger in a "get-
to-know" one another setting  
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 DiPilato (1989) intellectual tasks:  solving 
brainteasers, a variation of hangman, 
or unscrambling letters to make 
country names 

 social tasks:  talk about how 
newsworthy events affected their 
personal lives, conversation 
prompted by conversation starters, or 
talking about what they wanted to do 
after college 

 Friedman (2005) sound film of targets telling 
experimenter about themselves 
("mention anything you think is 
important") 

 Gosling, Kwan, & John 
(2003) 

viewed target (dog owner) go for a 
walk with dog, run with dog, show 
affection to dog, and walk with 
another dog whom the target did not 
own 

 Gosling, Rentfrow, & 
Swann (2003) 

introduce themselves and get to 
know one another 

 Kenny, Horner, Kashy, & 
Chu (1992) 

interacted one-on-one with targets to 
get acquainted with one another 

 Kolar, Funder & Colvin 
(1996) 

videotapes of targets having two 5 
minute discussions with participant 
of the opposite sex and then a debate 
on capital punishment 

 Lippa (1998) average rating across videotapes of 
targets in debriefing interview and 3 
commercials 

 research assistants ran targets 
through the study and viewed them 
acting out commercials for 3 
different products 

 videotapes of targets acting out a 
commercial selling Acme Glasses 

 videotapes of targets acting out a 
commercial selling Fawn Mist 
cosmetics 
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 videotapes of targets acting out a 
commercial selling Stallion shaving 
products 

 videotapes of targets in debriefing 
interview 

 Marcus & Wilson (1996) observed target giving a short 
impromptu speech on a topic 
(corporal punishment in schools, 
nuclear power, mandatory seat belt 
laws, or animal research); half had 
previously observed target writing an 
argument about topic 

 observed target writing about a topic; 
half had previously observed targets 
giving a short impromptu speech on 
a topic (corporal punishment in 
schools, nuclear power, mandatory 
seat belt laws, or animal research) 

 Moskowitz (1990) viewed tapes of targets in 20 minute 
problem solving tasks 

 Oltmanns, Friedman, 
Fiedler, & Turkheimer 
(2004) 

videotaped clip of target's answer to 
the question, "What do you enjoy 
doing?" while dressed in standard 
military uniform with similar, short 
haircuts and appearance 

 Park & Judd (1989) day 1 group interviews about general 
questions related to getting 
acquainted (e.g., What do you do for 
fun on a Saturday night?") 

 day 2 group interviews about general 
questions related to getting 
acquainted (e.g., What do you do for 
fun on a Saturday night?") 

 day 3 group interviews about general 
questions related to getting 
acquainted (e.g., What do you do for 
fun on a Saturday night?") 
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 day 4 group interviews about general 
questions related to getting 
acquainted (e.g., What do you do for 
fun on a Saturday night?") 

 Paulhus & Bruce (1992) Week 1:  group meeting to discuss 
early memories 

 Paulhus & Reynolds 
(1995) 

Week 1:  group meeting about an 
assigned course topic 

 Purvanova (2008) first phase, interacted and then 
provided ratings 

 South, Oltmanns, & 
Turkheimer (2005) 

4 group meetings to discuss life at 
the university, play Taboo, build a 
structure using blocks, and discuss 
lyrics from Eminem's album 

 group discussion about life at the 
university 

 Watson (1989) listened to basic introduction and 
observed targets sitting and 
completing surveys (minimal social 
interaction) 

 Yeagley, Morling, & 
Nelson (2007) 

videotape of conversation with a 
friend about their day 

   
Personal Object  
 Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, 

& Morris (2002) 
viewed targets' offices 

 viewed targets' personal living spaces 
(private houses, apartments, 
dormitories, co-ops and Greek-
system housing 

 Marcus, Machilek, & 
Schuetz (2006) 

viewed personal web-site of target 

 Rentfrow & Gosling 
(2006) 

listened to targets 10 favorite songs 

 Vazire & Gosling (2004) viewed targets' personal websites 
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Text/Electronic communication  
 Bosson, Swann, & 

Pennebaker (2000) 
text written by targets for 20 minutes 
about their very deepest thoughts and 
feelings about themselves, writing in 
a stream of consciousness format 

 Friedman (2005) written transcriptions of targets 
telling experimenter about 
themselves ("mention anything you 
think is important") 

 Gill, Oberlander, & 
Austin (2006) 

two email texts written as if to a 
good friend describing their previous 
week and plans for next week 

 Markey & Wells (2002) group internet chat discussion with 5 
others 

 one-on-one internet chat discussion 
 Purvanova (2008) first phase, interacted online and then 

provided ratings 
 Rouse & Haas (2003) online chat session with target 

participating in two online activities:  
responding to a set of 
acquaintanceship-building questions, 
and discussing what they thought an 
ideal college community would be 
like 
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APPENDIX C: 

Description of Studies Contributing Test-Retest Correlations 

Source N Interval  %Fem Age Inventory Target description Rater Description 
Hollandsworth 
et al. (1977) 

23 1 week 74% 30 Adjective 
Checklist 

Students in an evening vocational 
interest classes 

Friend (61.5%), 
spouse (13.9%), 
relative (13.1%), 
coworker (12%) 

 35 1 week 69% 30 Adjective 
Checklist 

Students in a large, graduate level 
evening class in counseling 
theories (11.4% full-time 
students) 

Friend (61.5%), 
spouse (13.9%), 
relative (13.1%), 
coworker (12%) 

 12 1 week 54% 31 Adjective 
Checklist 

Psychiatric inpatients not having 
delusional or hallucinatory 
thought processes 

Nursing staff 

Campbell 
(1990) 

26 1 month Campbell 
Leadership 
Index 

Individuals in developmental 
programs at the Center for 
Creative Leadership 

Work supervisors, 
peers, and 
subordinates 

Kurtz et al. 
(1999) 

109 6 months 62% 26 NEO-PI-R Intro psych students Friend (46.8%), 
parent (21.1%), 
sibling or cousin 
(18.4%), or romantic 
partner (13.8%); 
12.9 years 
acquaintance 

Martin et al. 
(2002) 

60 1 year 50% 39 NEO-PI-R Married couples in Yaroslavl, 
Russia 

Spouse 
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Watson & 
Humrichouse 
(2006) 

301 2 years 50% 28 Big Five 
Inventory 

Married couples in the Iowa 
Marital Assessment Project 
(IMAP), married < a year 

Spouse; 4.7 years 
acquaintance 

Costa & 
McCrae 
(1988) 

167 6 years 43% 55 NEO-PI-R Augmented Baltimore 
Longitudinal Study of Aging; 
community-dwelling, healthy 
group of volunteers 

Spouse 
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APPENDIX D: 

u-Ratios for Other-Ratings and Self-Ratings of Personality Traits 

Other Reports    

  k u  SD 

 Emotional Stability 17 1.03 .24

 Extraversion 18 .96 .24

 Openness 14 .89 .15

 Agreeableness 18 .99 .18

 Conscientiousness 14 1.16 .20

     

Self-Reports    

  k u  SD 

 Emotional Stability 16 .95 .16

 Extraversion 18 .95 .16

 Openness 15 .94 .14

 Agreeableness 18 1.14 .24

 Conscientiousness 15 1.08 .12

Note.  u-ratios represent the ratio of observed sample variance to population variance. 
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APPENDIX E: 

Description of Studies Contributing Other-Rating Validities for  

Predicting Academic Achievement 

Source N Inventory Description of Targets Description of Other-Raters Criterion 
Bratko et al. 
(2006) 

255 Five Factor 
Personality 
Inventory 

Croatian school pupils 
(high school students) 

• Classmates sitting next to 
target in class 

• Grades for 15 
courses 

Bradley (1997) 173 
 
 
 
 
 
 

118 

ABLE Applicants to the 
Canadian Recruiting 
Officer Training 
Program (1995-1996) 

• Interviewers giving semi-
structured interview 
covering education, social 
background (e.g., 
hobbies, sports, 
achievements), and 
previous employment 

• References listed by 
applicants 

• Final grade in 
Basic Officer 
Training Corps 
course 

Hase & 
Goldberg 
(1967) 

153 California 
Psychological 
Inventory 

Freshmen women, 
residents of one 
dormitory at the 
University of Oregon 

• Roommate/acquaintance 
living on the same floor 
of their dormitory wing 

• First term grade 
point average 

Wagerman & 
Funder (2007) 

131 Big Five 
Inventory 

Undergraduates at the 
University of 
California-Riverside 

• Close acquaintance • Senior year 
grade point 
average 

Van Ornum 
(1980) 

62 Ratings Students in a volunteer 
or biology group 

• Officers in student group • College grade 
point average 
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Fox (1946) 1560 Ratings Freshmen entering 
Indiana University in 
1942 or 1943 

• High school principal • Freshmen 
grades 

Doglass & 
Friedman 
(1937) 

387 Ratings Students in the class of 
1930 at the University 
of Oregon 

• High school principal • College social 
studies grades 

• College history 
grades 

Rybicki, S.L. 
(1998) 

45 Big Five 
Structured 
Interview 

Applicants to training 
academy 

• Interviewers of applicants • Training 
academy grades 

Note. N = Number of targets. 
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APPENDIX F: 

Description of Studies Contributing Other-Rating Validities for  

Predicting Strangers’ Perceptions of Traits 

Source N Inventory Description of Targets Description 
of Other 

Stranger Rating Criterion 

Barrick et 
al. (2000) 

73 Goldberg's 
(1992) 
adjectives 

Undergraduate business majors 
at U. Iowa 

Close friend Stranger trait ratings from interviewer 
practitioners with an average of 12 
years of experience conducting a mock 
job interview 

Borkenau 
& Liebler 
(1993) 

100 NEO Cohabitating persons (not all 
couples) 

Cohabitator 
(couples or 
roommates) 

Stranger trait ratings based on videotape 
of target walking to sit at a table, 
reading a weather report, and exiting the 
room 

Borkenau 
et al. 
(2004) 

600 NEO German Observational Study of 
Adult Twins (GOSAT) 
monozygotic and dizygotic 
participants 

Close 
acquaintance 

Stranger trait ratings from 
experimenters and confederates who ran 
targets through 15 short behavioral 
interactions 

Scherer 
(1972) 

12 Personality 
Attribute 
Form 

Sample 1 volunteers drawn 
from address files of the adult 
educations center who were 
between the ages of 25 and 50 
who had a white collar job 
selected to be high or low on 
one or more of the traits 

Acquaintance Stranger trait ratings after listening to 3 
20 second audiotape of mock jury 
discussion 
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Scherer 
(1972) 

12 Watt's 5 
Dimensions 

Sample 2 volunteers drawn 
from address files of the adult 
educations center who were 
between the ages of 25 and 50 
who had a white collar job 
selected to be high or low on 
one or more of the traits 

Acquaintance Stranger trait ratings after listening to 3 
20 second audiotape of mock jury 
discussion 

Vazire & 
Gosling 
(2004) 

79 Big Five 
Inventory 

authors of personal websites 
who lived in the United States 

Close 
acquaintance 

Stranger trait ratings after viewing 
targets' personal websites 

Kolar et 
al. (1996) 

137 California 
Adult Q-
sort 

undergraduates at Harvard 
University 

Friends and 
roommates 

Stranger behavioral Q-sort ratings after 
viewing videotapes of targets having 
two 5 minute discussions with 
participant of the opposite sex and then 
a debate on capital punishment 

Note.  N = Number of targets. 
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APPENDIX G: 

Description of Studies Contributing Other-Rating Validities for  

Predicting Job Performance 

Source N Inventory Description of Targets 
Description of 
Other-Raters Criterion 

Murray et 
al. (1990) 

34 Personality 
Research 
Form 

Faculty members in the Department of 
Psychology at the University of 
Western Ontario who had been at the 
department for at least 3 years 

Coworker Student ratings of teaching 
effectiveness 

Orpen 
(1993) 

55 Peer rating 
form 

Workers in an orientation course in 
which individuals are familiarized with 
all aspects of the firm who then worked 
on clerical tasks 

Coworkers in 
orientation 
courses 

Supervisor ratings of overall 
adequacy of on the job 
performance 

Small & 
Diefendorf 
(2006) 

143 Saucier's 
(1994) Big 
Five 
adjectives 

Employees students invited to 
participated who worked in 
sales/service positions (25%), clerical 
jobs (21%), or professional/technical 
fields (14%), or other occupations 

Coworker Supervisor rating 
performance composite:  
organizational citizens 
behavior + in role ratings 

    Supervisor Coworker rating performance 
composite:  organizational 
citizens behavior + in role 
ratings 
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Mount et 
al. (1994) 

105 Goldberg's 
(1992) 
adjectives 

Sales representatives from a large 
appliance manufacturing organization 

Coworker Supervisor ratings of overall 
job performance 

    Supervisor Coworker ratings of overall 
job performance 

 92 Goldberg's 
(1992) 
adjectives 

sales representatives from a large 
appliance manufacturing organization 

Customer Coworker ratings of overall 
job performance 

    Customer Supervisor ratings of overall 
job performance 

Nilsen 
(1995) 

125 Campbell 
Leadership 
Index 

Corporate executives employed by a 
wide range of business, military, and 
non-profit organizations who went 
through developmental programs at the 
Center for Creative Leadership 

Work 
supervisors, 
peers, and 
subordinates 

Overall job performance 
rating composite across 3.2 
(on average) work 
supervisors, peers, and 
subordinates (non-
overlapping with other-
raters) 

Note. N = Number of targets. 
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APPENDIX G: 

Artifact Distributions Used in Studies 1-4 

  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
           

Study 1 
           

Table 10:  Other-Ratings Test-Retest Reliability Meta-Analysis 
All Emotional Stability  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .91 .04 Table 5 
Global ES  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .91 .04 Table 5 
Anxiety  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .88 .05 Table 5 
Depression  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .87 .06 Table 5 
Self-Esteem  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .78 .12 Table 5 
All Extraversion  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .91 .04 Table 5 
Global Ex  IC .92 .04 Table 5  IC .92 .04 Table 5 
Dominance  IC .85 .08 Table 5  IC .85 .08 Table 5 
Energy  IC .83 .10 Table 5  IC .83 .10 Table 5 
Positive Emotions  IC .87 .07 Table 5  IC .87 .07 Table 5 
Sociability  IC .91 .04 Table 5  IC .91 .04 Table 5 
Warmth  IC .86 .07 Table 5  IC .86 .07 Table 5 
All Openness  IC .89 .05 Table 5  IC .89 .05 Table 5 
Global OE  IC .90 .05 Table 5  IC .90 .05 Table 5 
Aesthetics  IC .89 .04 Table 5  IC .89 .04 Table 5 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
Imagination  IC .84 .07 Table 5  IC .84 .07 Table 5 
Nontraditional  IC .72 .09 Table 5  IC .72 .09 Table 5 
Openness to Emotions  IC .79 .09 Table 5  IC .79 .09 Table 5 
All Agreeableness  IC .57 .12 Table 5  IC .57 .12 Table 5 
Global A  IC .57 .14 Table 5  IC .57 .14 Table 5 
Aggression  IC .58 .14 Table 5  IC .58 .14 Table 5 
Cooperation  IC .56 .09 Table 5  IC .56 .09 Table 5 
Modesty  IC .52 .13 Table 5  IC .52 .13 Table 5 
All Conscientiousness  IC .93 .04 Table 5  IC .93 .04 Table 5 
Global C  IC .94 .04 Table 5  IC .94 .04 Table 5 
Achievement  IC .89 .04 Table 5  IC .89 .04 Table 5 
Cautiousness  IC .85 .05 Table 5  IC .85 .05 Table 5 
Dependability  IC .91 .03 Table 5  IC .91 .03 Table 5 
Orderliness  IC .85 .04 Table 5  IC .85 .04 Table 5 
           

Study 2 
           

Tables 14-20:  All Interrater Reliability Meta-Analyses 
All Emotional Stability  Rtt .91 .03 Table 9  Rtt .91 .03 Table 9 
All Extraversion  Rtt .92 .03 Table 9  Rtt .92 .03 Table 9 
All Openness  Rtt .90 .02 Table 9  Rtt .90 .02 Table 9 
All Agreeableness  Rtt .90 .05 Table 9  Rtt .90 .05 Table 9 
All Conscientiousness  Rtt .90 .03 Table 9  Rtt .90 .03 Table 9 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
Study 3 

Tables 27-37:  All Self-Other Correlations, Test-Retest Reliability Corrected 
All Emotional Stability  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  Rtt .91 .03 Table 9 
All Extraversion  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  Rtt .92 .03 Table 9 
All Openness  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  Rtt .90 .02 Table 9 
All Agreeableness  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  Rtt .90 .05 Table 9 
All Conscientiousness  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  Rtt .90 .03 Table 9 
           

Table 27:  Overall Self-Other Correlations, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Emotional Stability  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .75 .19 Table 21 
All Extraversion  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .17 Table 21 
All Openness  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .73 .22 Table 21 
All Agreeableness  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .77 .19 Table 21 
All Conscientiousness  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .79 .14 Table 21 
           

Tables 28; 33-37:  Emotional Stability Self-Other Correlations by Information Source, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Observers  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .75 .19 Table 22 
Family  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .78 .12 Table 22 
Friends  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .76 .07 Table 22 
Cohabitators  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .81 .07 Table 22 
Work Colleagues  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .79 .19 Table 22 
Incidental Acq.  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .69 .16 Table 22 
Strangers  Rtt .87 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .73 .23 Table 22 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
           

Tables 29; 33-37:  Extraversion Self-Other Correlations by Information Source, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Observers  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .17 Table 23 
Family  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .03 Table 23 
Friends  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .78 .21 Table 23 
Cohabitators  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .88 .08 Table 23 
Work Colleagues  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .21 Table 23 
Incidental Acq.  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .12 Table 23 
Strangers  Rtt .87 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .84 .17 Table 23 
           

Tables 30; 33-37:  Openness Self-Other Correlations by Information Source, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Observers  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .73 .22 Table 24 
Family  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .74 .07 Table 24 
Friends  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .69 .26 Table 24 
Cohabitators  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .72 .22 Table 24 
Work Colleagues  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .83 .22 Table 24 
Incidental Acq.  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .71 .16 Table 24 
Strangers  Rtt .84 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .69 .30 Table 24 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
           

Tables 31; 33-37:  Agreeableness Self-Other Correlations by Information Source, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Observers  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .77 .19 Table 25 
Family  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .71 .15 Table 25 
Friends  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .72 .18 Table 25 
Cohabitators  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .84 .11 Table 25 
Work Colleagues  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .84 .15 Table 25 
Incidental Acq.  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .76 .12 Table 25 
Strangers  Rtt .83 .08 V&O, 2000  IR .74 .25 Table 25 
           

Tables 32; 33-37:  Conscientiousness Self-Other Correlations by Information Source, Interrater Reliability Corrected 
All Observers  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .79 .14 Table 26 
Family  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .75 .16 Table 26 
Friends  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .72 .18 Table 26 
Cohabitators  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .86 .12 Table 26 
Work Colleagues  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .86 .13 Table 26 
Incidental Acq.  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .76 .15 Table 26 
Strangers  Rtt .84 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .76 .19 Table 26 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
Study 4 

           
Table 38:  Other-Ratings Predicting Academic Achievement 

Emotional Stability  IR .75 .19 Table 21  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Extraversion  IR .83 .17 Table 21  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Openness  IR .73 .22 Table 21  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Agreeableness  IR .77 .19 Table 21  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Conscientiousness  IR .79 .14 Table 21  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
           

Table 38:  Self-Ratings Predicting Academic Achievement 
Emotional Stability  IC .88 .07 V&O, 2000  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Extraversion  IC .88 .05 V&O, 2000  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Openness  IC .85 .09 V&O, 2000  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Agreeableness  IC .86 .07 V&O, 2000  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
Conscientiousness  IC .88 .06 V&O, 2000  IC .91 .01 KH&O, 2001 
           

Table 40:  Other-Ratings Predicting Strangers' Perceptions of Traits 
Emotional Stability  IR .75 .19 Table 21  IR .73 .23 Table 22 
Extraversion  IR .83 .17 Table 21  IR .84 .17 Table 23 
Openness  IR .73 .22 Table 21  IR .69 .30 Table 24 
Agreeableness  IR .77 .19 Table 21  IR .74 .25 Table 25 
Conscientiousness  IR .79 .14 Table 21  IR .76 .19 Table 26 
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  Predictor  Criterion 

Analysis  
rxx 

Form xxr
xxrSD rxx Source 

rxx 
Form xxr

xxrSD rxx Source 
Table 40:  Self-Ratings Predicting Strangers' Perceptions of Traits 

Emotional Stability  IC .88 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .73 .23 Table 22 
Extraversion  IC .88 .05 V&O, 2000  IR .84 .17 Table 23 
Openness  IC .85 .09 V&O, 2000  IR .69 .30 Table 24 
Agreeableness  IC .86 .07 V&O, 2000  IR .74 .25 Table 25 
Conscientiousness  IC .88 .06 V&O, 2000  IR .76 .19 Table 26 
           

Table 42:  Other-Ratings Predicting Strangers' Perceptions of Traits 
Emotional Stability  IR .75 .19 Table 21  IR .78 .11 VO&S (1996) 
Extraversion  IR .83 .17 Table 21  IR .78 .11 VO&S (1996) 
Openness  IR .73 .22 Table 21  IR .78 .11 VO&S (1996) 
Agreeableness  IR .77 .19 Table 21  IR .78 .11 VO&S (1996) 
Conscientiousness  IR .79 .14 Table 21  IR .78 .11 VO&S (1996) 
       

Table 42:  Self-Ratings Predicting Strangers' Perceptions of Traits 
corrected values drawn from Barrick et al. (2001) 

Note. IC = internal consistency reliability; Rtt = test-retest reliability, IR = interrater reliability; V&O, 2000 = Viswesvaran & Ones 

(2000); KH&O, 2001 = Kuncel et al. (2001); VO&S (1996) = Viswesvaran et al. (1996).
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APPENDIX I: 

Slides for Dissertation Defense 
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APPENDIX J: 
 

Tables 
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Table 1 
 
Empirically-Based Taxonomy of Five Factor Personality Global Factor and Facet Traits 
 

Trait Definitions for Big Five and 
Characteristics of High Scorers 

Example Scales 

   
Global Emotional 
Stability 

Degree of adjustment, 
happiness, well-being, health 
experienced by an individual; 
freedom from erratic emotions 
and from constant negative 
moods 

16PF: Emotional 
Stability 
NEO-PI-R: Neuroticism 
& Vulnerability scales 

Facet: Anxiety Experiences unreasonable and 
chronic worry and tension 

State-Trait Anxiety 
Inventory: Trait Anxiety 

Facet: Depression Feels sadness, personal failure, 
and other negative emotions 
toward him- or her-self 

NEO-PI-R: Depression 

Facet: Even Tempered Calm and relaxed; does not "fly 
off the handle" 

Hogan Personality 
Inventory:  Even-
Tempered 

Facet: Self-Esteem Self-confidence, self-assurance, 
and lack of feelings of 
inferiority evident in a person 

Adjective Checklist: 
Self-Confidence; 
California Psychological 
Inventory: Self-
Acceptance 

   
Global Extraversion Likes and feels comfortable 

amidst larger groups; is 
outgoing, active, and assertive; 
may be cheerful and 
interpersonally warm 

Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator: Extraversion-
Introversion; Eysenck 
Personality 
Questionnaire: 
Extroversion 

Facet: Dominance Assertive and prefers to be in 
the forefront of the group; 
prefers to lead than to follow 

California Psychological 
Inventory: Social 
Presence; Millon Index 
of Personality Styles: 
Asserting 

Facet: Energy Active and fast-paced; prefers to 
stay busy and moves rapidly 

Comrey Personality 
Scales: Activity; Gordon 
Personal Profile: Vigor 
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Facet: Sociability Seeks the company of others; is 
talkative, outgoing, affiliative, 
and gregarious 

Occupational Personality 
Questionnaire: 
Outgoing; Interpersonal 
Style Inventory: 
Sociable 

*Facet: Positive 
Emotions 

Experiences positive emotions 
such as joy, zest, cheerfulness 

Positive and Negative 
Affect Scales: Positive 
Affect; Personality 
Research Form: Play 

*Facet: Warmth Easily relates to others and 
becomes attached to others; is 
affectionate and takes genuine 
interest in others 

Multidimensional 
Personality 
Questionnaire: Social 
Closeness; 16PF: 
Warmth 

   
Global Openness Desire to think/understand 

problems, seek out new 
experiences/being curious 

16PF: Abstractedness; 
Guilford-Zimmerman: 
Thoughtfulness 

Facet: Aesthetics Appreciates and may be 
strongly moved by artwork, 
music, natural beauty 

OMNI: Aestheticism; 
Edwards Personality 
Inventory: Cultural 
Interest 

Facet: Imagination Has an overactive imagination; 
may often day-dream or have an 
active fantasy life 

NEO-PI-R:  Fantasy 

Facet: Intraception Likes to think about and tries to 
understand the reasons for 
others’ or one’s own behavior; 
likes to predict how others will 
act  

Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule: 
Intraception; 
Occupational Personality 
Questionnaire: 
Behavioural 

Facet: Nontraditional Endorses socially and politically 
liberal values rather than 
conservative values; avoids 
dogmaticism 

POI Existentiality; NEO 
Values; Omnibus 
Autonomy 

Facet: Openness to 
Emotions 

Thinks about and interprets 
deeply one’s own emotions; 
greater consciousness about 
own moods and emotions  

Emotional Judgment 
Inventory: Aware of 
Emotions; NEO-PI-R: 
Feelings 

Facet: Openness to 
Sensations 

Savors sensory experiences; 
sensitive and attune to sights, 
sounds, smells, and tactile 
stimuli  

Personality Research 
Form: Sentience; 
Multidimensional 
Personality 
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Questionnaire: 
Absorption 

   
Global Agreeableness Gets along with others and is 

pleasant, cooperative, modest, 
forgiving and tolerant; is likable

Six Factor Personality 
Questionnaire: 
Agreeableness; 
Assessment of 
Background and Life 
Experiences: 
Agreeableness  

Facet: Aggression Expresses anger against others: 
vindictive rather than forgiving; 
desires to get even with others; 
spiteful; mean 

Adjective Checklist: 
Aggression; Positive and 
Negative Affect Scales: 
Hostility 

Facet: Cooperation Prefers cooperation to 
competition, works well with 
others, strives for harmony 

Sales Achievement 
Predictor: 
Cooperativeness; 
Personal Characteristics 
Inventory: Cooperation 

Facet: Modesty Tendency to be humble; e.g., 
does not talk about personal 
successes 

Interpersonal Adjectives 
Scale: Unassuming; 
Personality Research 
Form: Abasement 

   
Global 
Conscientiousness 

Is planful, hard-working, and 
responsible; diligently fulfills 
obligations, even in difficult 
situations 

Multidimensional 
Personality 
Questionnaire: 
Constraint; 16PF: Rule 
Conscious & 
Perfectionism 

Facet: Achievement Works hard and is motivated; 
sets and strives for difficult 
goals and advancement 

Personality Research 
Form: Achievement; 
California Psychological 
Inventory: Achievement 
via Conformance 

Facet: Cautiousness Is careful; makes thoughtful 
decisions; shows restraint and 
controls impulses 

Gordon Personality 
Inventory: Cautiousness; 
Interpersonal Style 
Inventory: Impulse 
Control 
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Facet: Dependability Follows through on 
commitments; persists in 
fulfilling obligations despite 
difficulties 

Adjective Checklist: 
Endurance; NEO-PI-R: 
Dutifulness 

Facet: Orderliness Is neat, tidy, and organized; 
pays close attention to details 
and is punctual 

Jackson Personality 
Inventory: Organization 

Note.  Based on meta-analyses conducted by and definitions provided in Birkland et al. 
(2008) for Emotional Stability, Davies et al. (2008) for Extraversion, Connelly et al. 
(2008b) for Openness, Connelly et al. (2008a) for Agreeableness, and Connelly and Ones 
(2007) for Conscientiousness. 
* Included as potential Extraversion facets, though these traits have also been suggested 
to be trait compounds
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Table 2 
Hypothesized “Good Traits” 
 Accuracy-Related Trait 

Aspects  

Trait Visibility 
Non-

Evaluativeness  

Realistic 
Accuracy 

Model 
Predicted 
Accuracy 

Global Emotional Stability Low Medium  Low 
Facet: Anxiety Low Medium  Low 
Facet: Depression Low Medium  Low 
Facet: Even Tempered High Low  Medium 
Facet: Self-Esteem Low Medium  Low 

     
Global Extraversion High Medium  High 

Facet: Dominance High Medium  High 
Facet: Energy High Medium  High 
Facet: Sociability High High  High 
*Facet: Positive Emotions Medium Medium  Medium 
*Facet: Warmth High Medium  High 

     
Global Openness Low Medium  Low 

Facet: Aesthetics Medium Medium  Medium 
Facet: Imagination Low High  Medium 
Facet: Intraception Low High  Medium 
Facet: Nontraditional Medium Medium  Medium 
Facet: Openness to Emotions Low High  Medium 
Facet: Openness to Sensations Low High  Medium 

     
Global Agreeableness Medium Low  Medium 

Aggression Medium Low  Low 
Cooperation High Low  Medium 
Modesty High Low  Medium 

     
Global Conscientiousness Medium Medium  Medium 

Achievement Medium Medium  Medium 
Cautiousness Medium Low  Medium 
Dependability Medium Medium  Medium 
Orderliness High Medium  High 
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Table 3:   Two-Level Information Source Taxonomy of Other-Raters 

Category Defining Characteristics 
Opportunity 
to Observe 

Intimacy 
w/ Target 

Private 
Sphere Example 

Family Long term, close relationship with 
target; generally linked to target 
genetically or through marriage 

Very High High Yes children (64%) or significant 
others (34%; Hoffman, 
Buteau, & Fruzzetti, 2007) 

Spouse/Life 
Partner 

Is married to target or in a long-term 
committed, cohabitating relationship 
with the target 

Very High Very 
High 

Yes spouse (Watson & 
Humrichouse, 2006) 

Parents/Elder 
Relatives 

Is a parent/older relative who has 
known the target all of his/her life; 
some degree of authority over target 
as a child 

Very High High Yes family (typically, parents and 
grandparents; Malloy, 
Albright, Diaz-Loving, Dong, 
& Lee, 2004) 

Siblings Brother/sister; has known target for 
most of his/her life 

Very High High Yes sibling (same sex twin; Heath, 
Neale, Kessler, Eaves, & 
Kendler, 1992) 

      
Friends Relationship with target based on 

mutual liking 
Medium High No friend (56%), roommate 

(33%), boyfriend/girlfriend 
(8%; Colvin & Funder, 1991) 

Dating Partners Romantic relationship with target, 
though of shorter duration and less 
committed than spouses/life partners 

High Very 
High 

No significant other (O'Connor, 
Archer, & Wu, 2001) 

Best/Close 
Friends 

Friends who are specified as being 
especially close to target 

High High No peer (felt to be most familiar to 
target; Ino-Oko & Matsui, 
1977) 
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Friend/close 
acquaintance 

General friends, no other criteria 
specified 

Medium Medium No close acquaintance who had 
known target at least 6 months 
(Piedmont, McCrae, Riemann, 
& Angleitner, 2000) 

Peers at School Peers of targets who are also students Medium Medium No peer (Kenrick & Stringfield, 
1980) 

      
Cohabitators Live with the target; non-family 

members 
Medium Medium Yes roomate/acquaintance living 

on the same floor of their 
dormitory wing (Hase & 
Goldberg, 1967) 

Roommates Share room/close living quarters with 
the target 

High Medium Yes cohabitor (couples or 
roomates; Borkenau & Liebler, 
1993) 

Dorm/Housemates Live in the same building as targets Medium Low Yes dorm neighbors (Ashton & 
Goldberg, 1973) 

      
Work Colleague Know target based on employment 

context 
High Low No coworker:  peers (40%), 

subordinates (27%), superiors 
(18%), other (5%), unspecified 
(11%; Cooke, Rouseau, 
Lafferty, 1987) 

Supervisor Target reports directly to other High Low No work supervisors (Nilsen, 
1995) 

Coworker Colleague at same level as target High Medium No coworker (police officer 
partners; Mellor, 1986) 
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Subordinate Other reports directly to target High Low No work subordinates (Nilsen, 
1995) 

Customer Individuals soliciting professional 
services from target 

Low Very low No customer (Mount, Barrick, & 
Strauss, 1994) 

Reference Individuals' listed as a reference by 
target 

Low Very low No reference (Bradley, 1997) 

      
Incidental 
Acquaintance 

Short term acquaintance with target, 
based on common interest rather than 
interpersonal liking  

Low Low No  

Assigned 
Classmates 

Knew target only through common 
coursework 

Low Low No classmate (Bratko, Chamorro-
Premuzic, & Saks, 2006) 

Group Co-
members 

Acquainted with target through co-
membership in a particular group 

Low Low No expedition leader (Watts, 
Cohen, & Toplis, 1994) 

      
Strangers Unacquainted with target prior to 

study beginning 
Very low Very low No confederates who who 

interacted with targets in 6 
video tasks (Borkenau, Mauer, 
Riemann, Spinath, & 
Angleitner, 2004) 
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Table 4 
Taxonomy of Types of Information Given to Strangers 

Category Defining Characteristics Examples 
Visual Cues Only   

Still Visual Minimal actions; appearance 
cues only 

• Photograph (color, condition 1) of target's full 
head and shoulders plus left/right profile 
(Shevlin, Walker, Davies, Banyard, & Lewis, 
2003) 

• Video of target sitting still (Borkenau & Liebler, 
1992) 

Silent Nonverbal observe target behavior with no 
oral communication 

• No communication; only completed paper & 
pencil measures & IPT in the same room 
(Ambady, Hallahan, & Rosenthal, 1995) 

• Viewed muted videotapes of targets being 
interviewed by an attractive opposite-sex 
interviewer for a potential lunch date 
(Gangestad, Simpson, DiGeronimo, & Biek, 
1992) 

   
Audio Cues Only No visual information presented; 

hear target's voice 
• listened to audiotaped recordings of targets 

reading the alphabet (Berry, 1991) 
• 3 20 second audio recordings of targets speaking 

in a mock jury discussion (Scherer, 1972) 
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Activity (Audio + Video) Observe both visual and audio 
information 

 

Prescribed Behavior Behavior is completely 
instructed by experimenter 

• 15 second videotape stating name and study 
design number (Barrick, Patton, & Haugland, 
2000) 

• sound 90 sec. film of targets entering room, 
walking, sitting, reading a weather forecast, 
standing, and leaving (Borkenau & Liebler, 
1993) 

Natural Behavior Behavior occurs relatively 
naturally, though experimenters 
may give general instructions 
(e.g., instructions to talk about a 
particular topic) 

• Inventing a "definition" for a neologism and 
providing arguments for why that definition 
would be appropriate (Borkenau, Mauer, 
Riemann, Spinath, & Angleitner, 2004) 

• Videotapes of targets having two 5 minute 
discussions with participant of the opposite sex 
and then a debate on capital punishment (Kolar, 
Funder & Colvin, 1996) 

   
Personal Object Do not actually observe target's 

behavior; observe some 
representative object of the 
target 

• Viewed targets' personal living spaces (private 
houses, apartments, dormitories, co-ops and 
Greek-system housing (Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, 
& Morris, 2002) 

• Listened to targets 10 favorite songs (Rentfrow 
& Gosling, 2006) 
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Text/Electronic 
Communication 

Do not directly observe target; 
read text from or communicate 
with target 

• Text written by targets for 20 minutes about 
their very deepest thoughts and feelings about 
themselves, writing in a stream of consciousness 
format (Bosson, Swann, & Pennebaker, 2000) 

• Online chat session with target participating in 
two online activities:  responding to a set of 
acquaintanceship-building questions, and 
discussing what they thought an ideal college 
community would be like (Rouse & Haas, 2003) 
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Table 5 
Overall Reliability Generalization of Internal Consistency Reliability Estimates for Other-Ratings 
  Frequency Weighted # of Items Sample-Sized Weighted 

 k N xxr
xxrSD xxr

xxrSD Mean SD xxr  
xxrSD 1: xxr 1:

xxrSD

All Emotional Stability 54 20,622  .83 .08 .91 .04  18.29 16.32  .84 .06 .32 .12
Global ES 46 16,558  .84 .07 .91 .04  19.24 17.32  .84 .05 .32 .12
Facet: Anxiety 8 4,272  .78 .08 .88 .05  11.38 7.56  .84 .06 .47 .17
Facet: Depression 7 1,124  .75 .11 .87 .06  10.00 4.47  .78 .07 .29 .08
Facet: Even-Temper 6 3,431  .77 .12 .88 .07  10.67 7.28  .86 .05 .27 .04
Facet: Self-Esteem 10 1,596  .63 .18 .78 .12  7.80 4.71  .64 .14 .26 .09

                
All Extraversion 50 18,574  .84 .07 .91 .04  19.99 16.49  .84 .05 .29 .12
Global Ex 37 13,421  .84 .07 .92 .04  19.50 16.06  .86 .05 .35 .15
Facet: Dominance 14 5,447  .73 .13 .85 .08  8.89 6.13  .77 .09 .36 .14
Facet: Energy 10 7,329  .69 .16 .83 .10  10.60 6.02  .79 .08 .31 .12
Facet: Sociability 14 3,437  .82 .07 .91 .04  13.67 16.23  .82 .05 .32 .08
Facet: Pos. Emotions 15 2,843  .76 .11 .87 .07  9.90 3.61  .81 .07 .30 .09
Facet: Warmth 11 3,484  .75 .10 .86 .07  9.05 3.05  .76 .06 .27 .08

                
All Openness 37 14,131  .80 .09 .89 .05  20.08 16.58  .82 .07 .27 .12
Global OE 35 10,723  .82 .07 .90 .05  21.39 17.40  .83 .05 .30 .13
Facet: Aesthetics 7 948  .79 .07 .89 .04  8.00 0.00  .79 .06 .34 .07
Facet: Imagination 5 736  .70 .11 .84 .07  8.00 0.00  .73 .08 .27 .08
Facet: Nontraditional 8 1,445  .55 .13 .72 .09  8.25 4.19  .59 .09 .17 .08
Facet: O—Emotions 6 790  .63 .13 .79 .09  7.67 0.82  .64 .10 .19 .06
Facet: O—Sensations  3 3,475  .72 .18 .82 .15  19.83 0.29  .80 .10 .19 .06
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  Frequency Weighted # of Items Sample-Sized Weighted 

 k N xxr
xxrSD xxr

xxrSD Mean SD xxr  
xxrSD 1: xxr 1:

xxrSD

All Agreeableness 48 12,931  .85 .08 .57 .12  19.85 16.65  .86 .06 .36 .15
Global A 37 10,707  .85 .08 .57 .14  19.70 16.76  .87 .06 .37 .15
Facet: Aggression 17 3,910  .82 .07 .58 .14  12.75 11.82  .79 .06 .31 .13
Facet: Cooperation 8 5,381  .77 .07 .56 .09  7.63 1.06  .80 .07 .41 .14
Facet: Modesty 7 2,444  .72 .15 .52 .13  8.00 0.00  .76 .08 .30 .08

                
All Conscientiousness 40 15,260  .87 .07 .93 .04  22.38 17.85  .86 .06 .32 .10
Global C 36 11,899  .87 .07 .94 .04  22.86 18.76  .87 .05 .36 .12
Facet: Achievement 10 1,816  .78 .06 .89 .04  9.50 5.58  .77 .06 .30 .08
Facet: Cautiousness 9 4,373  .77 .04 .85 .05  10.89 6.88  .77 .02 .34 .10
Facet: Dependability 11 8,752  .83 .04 .91 .03  9.73 5.18  .83 .04 .36 .09
Facet: Orderliness 7 1,180  .73 .07 .85 .04  8.50 2.33  .70 .06 .24 .04

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = observed 

standard deviation of reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = standard deviation of square 

roots of reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., 
mean across studies of the average inter-item correlation in scales), 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated 
hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., standard deviation across studies of the average inter-item correlation in 
scales). 
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Table 6: Overall Meta-Analyses of Internal Consistency Reliabilities 
   Full Scale  Single Item 

Trait k N xxr  
xxrSD SDresid  xxr  

xxrSD SDresid

All E. Stability 53 20,424 .84 .06 .05  .32 .12 .11
Global E. Stability 45 16,360 .84 .05 .05  .33 .12 .11
Facet: Anxiety 8 4,272 .84 .06 .06  .47 .17 .17
Facet: Depression 7 1,124 .78 .07 .06  .29 .08 .03
Facet: Even-Temper 6 3,431 .86 .05 .05  .27 .04 .00
Facet: Self-Esteem 10 1,596 .64 .14 .13  .26 .09 .05

          
All Extraversion 47 17,962 .84 .05 .05  .30 .13 .12
Global Extraversion 36 13,223 .86 .05 .05  .35 .14 .13
Facet: Dominance 12 5,111 .77 .09 .08  .37 .13 .13
Facet: Energy 10 7,329 .79 .08 .07  .31 .12 .12
Facet: Sociability 12 3,101 .82 .05 .04  .33 .07 .05
Facet: Pos. Emotions 15 2,843 .81 .07 .06  .30 .09 .07
Facet: Warmth 11 3,484 .76 .06 .06  .27 .08 .06

          
All Openness 37 14,131 .82 .07 .07  .27 .12 .12
Global Openness 35 10,723 .83 .05 .05  .30 .13 .12
Facet: Aesthetics 7 948 .79 .06 .05  .34 .07 .00
Facet: Imagination 5 736 .73 .08 .07  .27 .08 .00
Facet: Nontraditional 8 1,445 .59 .09 .07  .17 .08 .03
Facet: O-Emotions 6 790 .64 .10 .09  .19 .06 .00
Facet: O-Sensations 3 3,475 .80 .10 .10  .19 .06 .05

          
All Agreeableness 48 12,931 .86 .06 .06  .36 .15 .14
Global Agreeable. 37 10,707 .87 .06 .05  .37 .15 .14
Facet: Aggression 17 3,910 .79 .06 .05  .31 .13 .11
Facet: Cooperation 8 5,381 .80 .07 .07  .41 .14 .14
Facet: Modesty 7 2,444 .76 .08 .07  .30 .08 .06

          
All Conscientiousness 40 15,260 .86 .06 .06  .32 .10 .09
Global Conscient. 36 11,899 .87 .05 .05  .36 .12 .11
Facet: Achievement 10 1,816 .77 .06 .06  .30 .08 .05
Facet: Cautiousness 9 4,373 .77 .02 .01  .34 .10 .09
Facet: Dependability 11 8,752 .83 .04 .04  .36 .09 .08
Facet: Orderliness 7 1,180 .70 .06 .04  .24 .04 .00
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = 
mean reliability coefficient, 

xxrSD  = observed standard deviation of reliability 
coefficients, SDresid = standard deviation after removing variability expected by sampling 
error.  Discrepancies with Table 5 in k’s and N’s is due to some studies not reporting the 
number of items in their scale.
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Table 7:  Information Source Moderators of Internal Consistency Reliability Estimates for Other-Ratings of Global Five Factor Traits 
   # Items Frequency Weighted  Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD xxr
xxrSD xxr

xxrSD   xxr
xxrSD SDresid 1: xxr 1:

xxrSD

Global Emotional Stability             
Family 12 5,184 29.36 21.52 .86 .05 .93 .03 .84 .05 .05 .27 .12
Friends 17 3,395 18.24 14.39 .83 .08 .91 .05 .85 .08 .08 .31 .10
Cohabitators 1 100 8.00 -- .77 -- .87 -- .77 -- -- .34 --
Work Colleagues 6 3,745 7.67 2.75 .81 .11 .90 .06 .81 .06 .06 .47 .10
Incidental Acq. 1 680 20.00 -- .84 -- .92 -- .84 -- -- .21 --
Strangers 4 598 7.25 2.59 .77 .04 .88 .02 .77 .04 .04 .41 .11

     
Global Extraversion                 

Family 10 4,573 28.00 18.18 .83 .07 .91 .10 .84 .05 .05 .26 .10
Friends 16 3,185 18.69 14.73 .85 .07 .92 .11 .87 .05 .05 .33 .12
Cohabitators 1 100 8.00 -- .70 -- .83 -- .70 -- -- .26 --
Work Colleagues 6 3,683 9.83 4.91 .82 .14 .90 .21 .85 .08 .08 .53 .12
Incidental Acq. 1 680 20.00 -- .91 -- .95 -- .91 -- -- .34 --
Strangers 4 598 8.00 1.41 .88 .03 .94 .06 .86 .04 .04 .48 .06

                
Global Openness               

Family 8 2,277 30.25 18.04 .82 .07 .91 .10 .84 .05 .05 .21 .11
Friends 15 3,048 19.13 15.01 .81 .08 .90 .12 .83 .06 .06 .27 .13
Cohabitators 2 520 9.00 1.00 .69 .05 .83 .00 .72 .04 .04 .22 .00
Work Colleagues 5 3,480 8.60 1.96 .83 .10 .91 .22 .81 .05 .05 .45 .10
Incidental Acq. - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 280 9.33 0.94 .85 .06 .92 .14 .86 .06 .06 .43 .14
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   # Items Frequency Weighted  Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD xxr
xxrSD xxr

xxrSD   xxr
xxrSD SDresid 1: xxr 1:

xxrSD

Global Agreeableness              
Family 9 2,451 23.33 17.86 .87 .06 .93 .09 .87 .05 .05 .29 .11
Friends 16 3,194 18.84 14.63 .85 .11 .92 .10 .86 .08 .08 .32 .10
Cohabitators 1 100 8.00 -- .77 -- .87 -- .77 -- -- .33 --
Work Colleagues 7 3,851 9.00 3.21 .83 .07 .91 .22 .85 .04 .04 .53 .13
Incidental Acq. 1 680 20.00 -- .89 -- .94 -- .89 -- -- .29 --
Strangers 4 598 8.00 1.87 .86 .01 .93 .05 .86 .01 .01 .48 .05

                
Global Conscientiousness              

Family 9 2,706 31.33 23.46 .89 .06 .94 .11 .88 .06 .06 .27 .11
Friends 14 3,024 20.43 15.01 .84 .08 .92 .10 .87 .07 .07 .32 .10
Cohabitators 3 620 8.67 4.11 .84 .04 .92 .05 .87 .04 .04 .40 .05
Work Colleagues 6 3,683 10.33 3.40 .87 .07 .93 .22 .85 .04 .04 .50 .11
Incidental Acq. 1 680 20.00 -- .89 -- .94 -- .89 -- -- .29 --
Strangers 4 767 10.25 2.28 .88 .02 .94 .01 .90 .02 .02 .43 .01

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = observed 

standard deviation of reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = standard deviation of square 

roots of reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., 
mean across studies of the average inter-item correlation in scales), 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated 
hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., standard deviation across studies of the average inter-item correlation in 
scales). 
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Table 8. Internal Consistency Comparison for Other-Ratings versus Self-Ratings  
    Frequency Weighted   # of Items   Sample-Size Weighted 

  k N xxr  
xxrSD xxr

xxrSD   M SD   xxr
xxrSD 1: xxr  1:

xxrSD

All Emotional Stability               
Other-ratings (this study) 54 20,622 .83 .08 .91 .04  18.29 16.32 .84 .06 .32 .12
Self-ratings (this study) 66 22,056 .82 .09 .95 .05  17.97 16.05 .85 .08 .28 .10
Self-ratings (V&O, 2000) 268 563,202 .78 .11 .88 .07  31.71 16.24 .82 .12 .15 .09

All Extraversion               
Other-ratings (this study) 50 18,574 .84 .07 .91 .04  19.99 16.32 .84 .05 .29 .12
Self-ratings (this study) 71 22,196 .81 .10 .95 .06  18.50 17.40 .83 .07 .26 .14
Self-ratings (V&O, 2000) 273 563,947 .78 .09 .88 .05  29.43 15.77 .81 .09 .16 .10

All Openness               
Other-ratings (this study) 37 14,131 .80 .09 .89 .05  20.08 16.58 .82 .07 .27 .12
Self-ratings (this study) 51 17,432 .75 .13 .94 .08  17.85 14.48 .78 .11 .21 .11
Self-ratings (V&O, 2000) 247 560,248 .73 .12 .85 .09  30.76 13.09 .80 .14 .12 .09

All Agreeableness               
Other-ratings (this study) 48 12,931 .85 .08 .57 .12  19.85 16.65 .86 .06 .36 .15
Self-ratings (this study) 57 12,941 .75 .12 .94 .07  16.12 12.93 .78 .11 .23 .11
Self-ratings (V&O, 2000) 97 95,194 .75 .11 .86 .07  20.34 14.32 .74 .11 .18 .10

All Conscientiousness               
Other-ratings (this study) 40 15,260 .87 .07 .93 .04  22.38 17.85 .86 .06 .32 .10
Self-ratings (this study) 56 17,914 .78 .12 .95 .07  18.96 15.97 .82 .09 .24 .10
Self-ratings (V&O, 2000) 260 539,656 .78 .10 .88 .06  31.08 13.67 .83 .12 .14 .08
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Note. V&O, 2000 indicates data drawn from Viswesvaran and Ones (2000).  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N 
= total sample size, xxr = mean reliability coefficient, 

xxrSD = observed standard deviation of reliability coefficients, xxr = mean 
square roots of reliability coefficients, 

xxrSD = standard deviation of square roots of reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-

Brown estimated hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., mean across studies of the average inter-item correlation in 
scales), 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated hypothetical reliability coefficient for a single item (i.e., standard 
deviation across studies of the average inter-item correlation in scales). 
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Table 9: Stability (Test-Retest) Reliability Generalization Results for Other Ratings of Personality 
   Time Interval Frequency-Weighted N-Weighted 

 k N 
Mean 

(Months)
SD 

(Months) ttr  
ttxrSD  ttr  

ttrSD  
ttr  

ttxrSD  

All Emotional Stability 8 733 14.47 24.69 .84 .06 .91 .03 .79 .05
Global Emotional Stability 5 663 23.00 28.71 .79 .03 .89 .02 .78 .04
Facet: Anxiety 4 362 22.75 33.14 .78 .08 .88 .05 .76 .05
Facet: Depression 3 336 3.00 36.50 .75 .04 .87 .02 .74 .03
Facet: Even-Tempered -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Facet: Self-Esteem 6 406 15.13 28.25 .81 .11 .90 .06 .76 .07

             
All Extraversion 8 733 14.47 24.69 .85 .05 .92 .03 .82 .04
Global Extraversion 5 663 23.00 28.71 .82 .06 .91 .04 .81 .04
Facet: Dominance 6 406 15.13 28.25 .79 .09 .89 .05 .74 .06
Facet: Energy 4 362 22.75 33.14 .76 .12 .87 .07 .71 .08
Facet: Sociability 3 336 3.00 36.50 .77 .08 .88 .04 .75 .05
Facet: Positive Emotions 4 637 28.50 29.95 .74 .05 .86 .03 .72 .05
Facet: Warmth 3 336 3.00 36.50 .75 .05 .86 .03 .74 .03

             
All Openness 5 663 23.00 28.71 .80 .04 .90 .02 .79 .02
Global Openness 5 663 23.00 28.71 .80 .04 .90 .02 .79 .02
Facet: Aesthetics 3 336 3.00 36.50 .77 .02 .88 .01 .78 .01
Facet: Imagination 3 336 3.00 36.50 .73 .09 .85 .05 .72 .06
Facet: Nontraditional 3 336 3.00 36.50 .70 .05 .84 .03 .72 .04
Facet: O-Emotions 3 336 3.00 36.50 .68 .03 .82 .02 .68 .02
Facet: O-Sensations -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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   Time Interval Frequency-Weighted N-Weighted 

 k N 
Mean 

(Months)
SD 

(Months) ttr  
ttxrSD  ttr  

ttrSD  
ttr  

ttxrSD  

             
All Agreeableness 8 733 14.47 24.69 .81 .09 .90 .05 .76 .07
Global Agreeableness 4 496 1.75 9.91 .77 .11 .88 .06 .74 .07
Facet: Aggression 6 406 15.13 28.25 .82 .07 .90 .04 .78 .04
Facet: Cooperation 2 169 9.00 4.24 .70 .18 .83 .11 .73 .12
Facet: Modesty 5 239 3.75 5.24 .80 .13 .89 .07 .74 .10

             
All Conscientiousness 5 663 23.00 28.71 .81 .06 .90 .03 .78 .04
Global Conscientiousness 4 496 1.75 9.91 .82 .06 .91 .03 .79 .05
Facet: Achievement 2 169 9.00 4.24 .76 .07 .87 .04 .77 .05
Facet: Cautiousness 4 362 22.75 33.14 .77 .05 .88 .03 .75 .03
Facet: Dependability 3 195 6.33 5.51 .79 .12 .89 .06 .76 .07
Facet: Orderliness 2 169 9.00 4.24 .79 .01 .89 .00 .79 .00

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, Time Interval = months between Time 1 and Time 
2 administrations, ttr = mean reliability coefficient, 

xxrSD = observed standard deviation of reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square 
roots of reliability coefficients, 

xxrSD = standard deviation of square roots of reliability coefficients
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Table 10 
Stability (Test-Retest) Meta-Analysis Results for Other Ratings 
 k N ttr  SDobs SDresid ρtt SDρ 
All Emotional Stability 8 733 .79 .05 .00 .96 .00

Global Emotional Stability 5 663 .78 .04 .00 .93 .00
Facet: Anxiety 4 362 .76 .05 .00 .97 .00
Facet: Depression 3 336 .74 .03 .00 .99 .00
Facet: Self-Esteem 6 406 .76 .07 .00 1.00 .00

        
All Extraversion 8 733 .82 .04 .00 .97 .00

Global Extraversion 5 663 .81 .04 .00 .96 .00
Facet: Dominance 6 406 .74 .06 .00 1.00 .00
Facet: Energy 4 362 .71 .08 .00 1.00 .00
Facet: Sociability 3 336 .75 .05 .00 .92 .00
Facet: Positive Emotions 4 637 .72 .05 .00 .94 .00
Facet: Warmth 3 336 .74 .03 .00 .99 .00

        
All Openness 5 663 .79 .02 .00 .99 .00

Global Openness 5 663 .79 .02 .00 .97 .00
Facet: Aesthetics 3 336 .78 .01 .00 .98 .00
Facet: Imagination 3 336 .72 .06 .00 1.00 .00
Facet: Nontraditional 3 336 .72 .04 .00 1.00 .00
Facet: O-Emotions 3 336 .68 .02 .00 1.00 .00

        
All Agreeableness 8 733 .76 .07 .03 .89 .03

Global Agreeableness 4 496 .74 .07 .03 .87 .03
Facet: Aggression 6 406 .78 .04 .00 .95 .00
Facet: Cooperation 2 169 .73 .12 .10 .95 .13
Facet: Modesty 5 239 .74 .10 .00 1.00 .00

        
All Conscientiousness 5 663 .78 .04 .00 .90 .00

Global Conscientiousness 4 496 .79 .05 .00 .91 .00
Facet: Achievement 2 169 .77 .05 .00 .99 .00
Facet: Cautiousness 4 362 .75 .03 .00 .98 .00
Facet: Dependability 3 195 .76 .07 .04 .92 .04
Facet: Orderliness 2 169 .79 .00 .00 1.00 .00

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, ttr = 
mean observed reliability coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of reliability 
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coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of reliability coefficients after accounting for 
variability due to sampling error and internal consistency unreliability; ρtt = mean test-
retest reliability coefficient corrected for internal consistency unreliability in both 
measures, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected test-retest reliability coefficients after 
accounting for variability due to sampling error and internal consistency unreliability. 
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Table 11: Test-Retest (Stability) Comparison for Other-Ratings versus Self-Ratings 
    Time Interval (Months)  Frequency-Weighted  N-Weighted 

  k N Mean  SD  ttr  
ttrSD  ttr  

ttrSD   ttr  
ttrSD  

All Emotional Stability             
Other-ratings (this study) 8 733 14.47 24.69 .84 .06 .91 .03 .79 .05
Self-ratings (this study) 14 1,722 5.79 9.60  .74 .11 .86 .07  .71 .07
Self-ratings (V & O, 2000) 158 41,074 14.69 54.11  .75 .10 .87 .06  .73 .10

All Extraversion             
Other-ratings (this study) 8 733 14.47 24.69 .85 .05 .92 .03 .82 .04
Self-ratings (this study) 15 2,030 5.44 9.35  .80 .10 .89 .06  .77 .08
Self-ratings (V & O, 2000) 153 33,570 20.50 66.58  .76 .12 .87 .07  .78 .11

All Openness             
Other-ratings (this study) 5 663 23.00 28.71 .80 .04 .90 .02 .79 .02
Self-ratings (this study) 9 1,448 5.36 7.95  .76 .09 .87 .05  .75 .07
Self-ratings (V & O, 2000) 119 21,165 21.93 65.65  .71 .13 .84 .08  .73 .13

All Agreeableness             
Other-ratings (this study) 8 733 14.47 24.69 .81 .09 .90 .05 .76 .07
Self-ratings (this study) 11 1,351 4.37 7.44  .77 .08 .88 .05  .73 .05
Self-ratings (V & O, 2000) 77 18,617 11.06 36.51  .69 .14 .83 .08  .75 .11

All Conscientiousness             
Other-ratings (this study) 5 663 23.00 28.71 .81 .06 .90 .03 .78 .04
Self-ratings (this study) 11 1,652 5.26 7.26  .77 .08 .87 .05  .74 .07
Self-ratings (V & O, 2000) 133 39,876 26.18 74.42  .72 .13 .84 .07  .76 .13
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Note. V & O (2000) indicates reliability generalization estimates drawn from Viswesvaran and Ones (2000).  k = number of 
independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, Time Interval = months between Time 1 and Time 2 administrations, 

ttr = mean reliability coefficient, 
ttrSD = observed standard deviation of reliability coefficients, ttr = mean square roots of reliability 

coefficients, 
ttrSD = standard deviation of square roots of reliability coefficients.
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Table 12: Estimated Proportion of Variance due to Trait and Error Components 

 
Trait 

Variance 
Transient 

Error 
Random Error + 

Domain Sampling 
All Emotional Stability 80% 4% 16% 

Global Emotional Stability 77% 7% 16% 
Facet: Anxiety 81% 3% 16% 
Facet: Depression 77% 1% 22% 
Facet: Even-Tempered -- -- -- 
Facet: Self-Esteem 64% 0% 36% 

    

All Extraversion 81% 3% 16% 
Global Extraversion 82% 4% 14% 
Facet: Dominance 77% 0% 23% 
Facet: Energy 79% 0% 21% 
Facet: Sociability 73% 8% 18% 
Facet: Positive Emotions 75% 6% 19% 
Facet: Warmth 76% 1% 24% 

    

All Openness 80% 1% 18% 
Global Openness 79% 3% 17% 
Facet: Aesthetics 78% 2% 21% 
Facet: Imagination 73% 0% 27% 
Facet: Intraception -- -- -- 
Facet: Nontraditional 59% 0% 41% 
Facet: O-Emotions 64% 0% 36% 
Facet: O-Sensations -- -- -- 

    

All Agreeableness 75% 11% 14% 
Global Agreeableness 74% 13% 13% 
Facet: Aggression 74% 5% 21% 
Facet: Cooperation 74% 5% 20% 
Facet: Modesty 76% 0% 24% 

    

All Conscientiousness 77% 10% 14% 
Global Conscientiousness 78% 9% 13% 
Facet: Achievement 76% 1% 23% 
Facet: Cautiousness 75% 2% 23% 
Facet: Dependability 75% 8% 17% 
Facet: Orderliness 70% 0% 30% 
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Note.  % Variance in measures are approximate because item-specific errors are 
correlated across testing administrations and transient errors are correlated across items.  
Transient error = % variance accounted for by transient error, estimated by the difference 
between 1 and the corrected (ρtt) test-retest correlation.  Random Error + Domain 
Sampling = % variance accounted for domain sampling error and random error, estimated 
as 1 – sample-size weighted mean alpha.  Trait variance = % variance accounted for by 
the universe trait score, estimated by 1 – transient error – [random error + domain 
sampling error].   
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Table 13: Statistical Indices of Interrater Reliability 
Reliability 
Statistic Basis for estimation Reliability Statistic Formula Sampling Error 
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Round-robin 
design 

   

SRM % variance in scores 
due to targets (vs. 
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Nested design    
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Note.  k = number of raters, n = sample size, iir = mean correlation between raters, MSBTW = mean sum of squares between targets, 
MSRater = mean sum of squares across raters, MSError = error mean sum of squares, MSW/IN = mean sum of squares within targets, σβ

2 = 
variance due to targets in SRM models, σγ

2 = variance due to error + relationships in SRM models, σγγ‘= reciprocity correlation in 
SRM models 
* From Duhachek, Coughlan and Iacobucci (2005), equations 5 and 6 
† From Bond and Lashley (1996) formula for 1 group, Table 1 
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۞ From Lashley and Bond (1997) formula for g groups in appendix, where h1 = 2(g2n6 – 7g2n5 +18g2n4 +10gn4 – 20g2n3 – 46gn3 + 
8g2n2 + 70gn2 + 24n2 – 36gn – 48n + 32), h2 = 2(g2n5 – 5g2n4 + 2gn4 + 8g2n3 – 6gn3 – 4g2n2 +14 gn2 + 8n2 – 20gn -16n + 32), h3 = 
4(g2n5 – 5g2n4 + 8g2n3 + 12gn3 – 4g2n2 – 38gn2 + 28gn + 32n -32), and h4 = n2(n – 2)2(gn – g + 2)(gn2 – 3gn + 4)(gn2 – 3gn + 2g + 4). 
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Table 14 
 
Overall Meta-Analysis of Interrater Reliabilities for Others’ Ratings of Personality 
 
        80% Cred. Int 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper
All Emotional Stability 72 13458 .33 .14 .13 .40 .15 .21 .59

Global Emotional Stability 59 5,510 .23 .16 .13 .27 .15 .07 .47
Facet: Anxiety 20 3,457 .25 .11 .09 .30 .10 .17 .43
Facet: Depression 6 755 .30 .12 .08 .36 .10 .23 .49
Facet: Even-Tempered 9 4,964 .29 .10 .09 .34 .11 .21 .48
Facet: Self-Esteem 15 2,422 .29 .12 .09 .35 .11 .21 .49

          
All Extraversion 82 12,438 .43 .13 .11 .51 .13 .35 .68

Global Extraversion 60 8,180 .42 .14 .12 .50 .14 .32 .68
Facet: Dominance 24 2,882 .32 .12 .08 .38 .09 .26 .50
Facet: Energy 11 5,379 .42 .12 .12 .50 .13 .32 .67
Facet: Positive Emotions 7 753 .33 .11 .07 .39 .08 .28 .49
Facet: Sociability 28 4,121 .36 .09 .06 .42 .07 .34 .50
Facet: Warmth 12 1,586 .29 .12 .09 .34 .10 .20 .47
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        80% Cred. Int 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper
All Openness 53 7,990 .32 .13 .11 .39 .14 .22 .57

Global Openness 51 7,834 .34 .16 .15 .42 .18 .19 .65
Facet: Aesthetics 5 1,267 .22 .15 .13 .27 .16 .06 .48
Facet: Imagination 8 1,453 .26 .11 .08 .33 .10 .20 .45
Facet: Intraception 3 317 .20 .08 .00 .24 .00 .24 .24
Facet: Nontraditional 8 1,277 .34 .09 .05 .42 .07 .33 .50
Facet: O. to Emotions 3 377 .21 .06 .00 .26 .00 .26 .26
Facet: O. to Sensations 3 3,146 .26 .02 .00 .32 .00 .32 .32
          

All Agreeableness 83 10,689 .32 .14 .12 .40 .15 .22 .59
Global Agreeableness 71 9,712 .31 .13 .10 .38 .12 .23 .54
Facet: Aggression 17 2,073 .27 .19 .16 .33 .20 .08 .59
Facet: Cooperation 12 2,970 .23 .13 .12 .28 .14 .10 .47
Facet: Modesty 6 532 .29 .07 .00 .37 .00 .37 .37

          
All Conscientiousness 64 11,523 .36 .13 .11 .44 .14 .26 .62

Global Conscientiousness 61 8,940 .34 .14 .12 .42 .15 .23 .61
Facet: Achievement 8 1,279 .34 .09 .06 .42 .07 .33 .51
Facet: Cautiousness 12 927 .27 .08 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34
Facet: Dependability 18 6,077 .35 .11 .10 .44 .12 .28 .59
Facet: Orderliness 10 2,228 .23 .08 .05 .28 .07 .20 .36

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
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reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 15: Information Source Moderators Meta-Analysis of Emotional Stability Interrater Reliabilities 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Emotional Stability 72 13,458 .33 .14 .13 .40 .15 .21 .59

Family 5 774 .37 .16 .14 .44 .17 .23 .65
Friends 16 3,102 .38 .11 .08 .45 .10 .33 .58
Cohabitators 4 1,021 .20 .07 .04 .24 .04 .18 .29
Work Colleagues 5 682 .28 .12 .08 .34 .10 .21 .47
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .18 .07 .00 .22 .00 .22 .22
Strangers 41 3,723 .23 .15 .12 .27 .14 .10 .45
          

Global Emotional Stability 59 5,510 .23 .16 .13 .27 .15 .07 .47
Family 2 185 .60 .08 .04 .72 .05 .65 .79
Friends 11 2,282 .41 .05 .00 .49 .00 .49 .49
Cohabitators 2 872 .17 .02 .00 .20 .00 .20 .20
Work Colleagues 4 372 .21 .11 .04 .25 .04 .19 .30
Incidental Acquaintances 4 255 .22 .01 .00 .27 .00 .27 .27
Strangers 35 3,338 .25 .17 .14 .30 .17 .09 .52
          

Anxiety Facet 20 3,457 .25 .11 .09 .30 .10 .17 .43
Family 5 774 .35 .13 .11 .42 .13 .25 .59
Friends 6 1,019 .27 .06 .00 .33 .00 .33 .33
Cohabitators 3 939 .17 .08 .06 .21 .07 .12 .30
Work Colleagues 4 523 .35 .08 .02 .42 .03 .38 .46
Incidental Acquaintances 1 83 .06 -- -- .07 -- -- --
Strangers 5 962 .21 .09 .06 .25 .07 .16 .35
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Depression Facet 6 755 .30 .12 .08 .36 .10 .23 .49

Family 2 185 .46 .18 .16 .55 .19 .31 .79
Friends 3 430 .32 .10 .06 .39 .08 .29 .49
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
          

Even-Tempered Facet 9 4,964 .29 .10 .09 .34 .11 .21 .48
Family -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends 1 89 .39 -- -- .46 -- -- --
Cohabitators 1 790 .14 -- -- .17 -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 857 .18 .06 .00 .22 .00 .22 .22
          

Self-Esteem Facet 15 2,422 .29 .12 .09 .35 .11 .21 .49
Family 2 185 .50 .04 .00 .60 .00 .60 .60
Friends 5 600 .29 .19 .17 .35 .20 .09 .61
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 159 .10 -- -- .12 -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 6 914 .33 .14 .12 .40 .14 .21 .58
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 16: Information Source Moderators Meta-Analysis of Extraversion Interrater Reliabilities 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Extraversion 82 12,438 .43 .13 .11 .51 .13 .35 .68

Family 5 774 .45 .08 .04 .53 .05 .46 .59
Friends 16 3,111 .46 .08 .05 .55 .06 .47 .62
Cohabitators 7 1,101 .28 .08 .03 .34 .03 .29 .38
Work Colleagues 6 1,238 .37 .12 .10 .44 .12 .29 .59
Incidental Acquaintances 7 466 .40 .13 .07 .48 .08 .37 .58
Strangers 49 4,238 .40 .17 .14 .48 .16 .27 .68
          

Global Extraversion 60 8,180 .42 .14 .12 .50 .14 .32 .68
Family 2 185 .56 .05 .00 .67 .00 .67 .67
Friends 11 2,282 .47 .08 .06 .56 .06 .47 .64
Cohabitators 2 872 .26 .03 .00 .31 .00 .31 .31
Work Colleagues 4 372 .29 .18 .16 .34 .18 .11 .57
Incidental Acquaintances 13 900 .36 .15 .11 .42 .13 .26 .59
Strangers 32 3,237 .42 .15 .12 .50 .14 .32 .68
          

Dominance Facet 24 2,882 .32 .12 .08 .38 .09 .26 .50
Family 2 185 .62 .03 .00 .74 .00 .74 .74
Friends 6 631 .39 .04 .00 .46 .00 .46 .46
Cohabitators 1 790 .21 -- -- .25 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 5 928 .34 .13 .11 .40 .13 .23 .56
Incidental Acquaintances 2 128 .26 .05 .00 .31 .00 .31 .31
Strangers 11 500 .46 .24 .21 .54 .25 .22 .86
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Energy Facet 11 5,379 .42 .12 .12 .50 .13 .32 .67

Family 2 185 .45 .06 .00 .53 .00 .53 .53
Friends 3 369 .34 .09 .03 .40 .03 .36 .44
Cohabitators 1 790 .19 -- -- .22 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 300 .20 .16 .14 .24 .16 .03 .44
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 749 .38 .13 .12 .45 .14 .28 .63
          

Sociability Facet 28 4,121 .36 .09 .06 .42 .07 .34 .50
Family 5 774 .44 .07 .01 .52 .02 .50 .54
Friends 11 1,457 .43 .09 .06 .51 .06 .43 .59
Cohabitators 6 1,022 .26 .08 .04 .31 .04 .25 .36
Work Colleagues 3 902 .41 .04 .00 .49 .00 .49 .49
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 8 1,056 .34 .08 .03 .41 .03 .37 .45
          

Positive Emotions Facet 7 753 .33 .11 .07 .39 .08 .28 .49
Family 2 185 .40 .11 .07 .47 .08 .36 .58
Friends 3 430 .39 .02 .00 .46 .00 .46 .46
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 36 .40 -- -- .47 -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 72 .05 -- -- .06 -- -- --
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Warmth Facet 12 1,586 .29 .12 .09 .34 .10 .20 .47

Family 2 185 .43 .13 .10 .51 .11 .37 .66
Friends 3 369 .42 .06 .00 .49 .00 .49 .49
Cohabitators 1 790 .18 -- -- .22 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 36 .37 -- -- .44 -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 176 .41 .14 .00 .49 .00 .49 .49

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 17: Information Source Moderators Meta-Analysis of Openness to Experience Interrater Reliabilities 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Openness 53 7,990 .32 .13 .11 .39 .14 .22 .57

Family 2 185 .38 .07 .00 .47 .00 .47 .47
Friends 9 2,077 .43 .05 .00 .53 .00 .53 .53
Cohabitators 3 939 .21 .03 .00 .26 .00 .26 .26
Work Colleagues 5 928 .29 .11 .08 .36 .10 .23 .48
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .20 .09 .00 .25 .00 .25 .25
Strangers 31 3,601 .30 .17 .15 .37 .18 .14 .60
          

Global Openness 51 7,834 .34 .16 .15 .42 .18 .19 .65
Family 2 185 .38 .07 .00 .47 .00 .47 .47
Friends 9 2,077 .43 .06 .02 .53 .03 .50 .56
Cohabitators 3 939 .21 .03 .00 .26 .00 .26 .26
Work Colleagues 2 177 .27 .02 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .20 .09 .00 .25 .00 .25 .25
Strangers 28 3,262 .29 .17 .15 .36 .19 .12 .59
          

Aesthetics Facet 5 1,267 .22 .15 .13 .27 .16 .06 .48
Family 2 185 .48 .07 .00 .59 .00 .59 .59
Friends 2 280 .43 .03 .00 .54 .00 .54 .54
Cohabitators 1 790 .12 -- -- .14 -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 100 .16 -- -- .20 -- -- --
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Imagination Facet 8 1,453 .26 .11 .08 .33 .10 .20 .45

Family 2 185 .30 .05 .00 .38 .00 .38 .38
Friends 4 457 .34 .07 .00 .43 .00 .43 .43
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 .25 .10 .08 .31 .10 .18 .43
          

Intraception Facet 3 317 .20 .08 .00 .24 .00 .24 .24
Family -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends 1 89 .21 -- -- .26 -- -- --
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
          

Nontraditional Facet 8 1,277 .34 .09 .05 .42 .07 .33 .50
Family 2 185 .44 .07 .00 .55 .00 .55 .55
Friends 2 280 .42 .09 .06 .52 .07 .43 .61
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 4 787 .29 .11 .09 .36 .11 .21 .50
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 149 .37 -- -- .46 -- -- --
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Openness to Emotions 
Facet 3 377 .21 .06 .00 .26 .00 .26 .26

Family 2 185 .30 .03 .00 .37 .00 .37 .37
Friends 2 280 .18 .04 .00 .22 .00 .22 .22
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
          

Openness to Sensations 
Facet 3 3,146 .26 .02 .00 .32  .32 .32

Family -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 36 .40 -- -- .50 -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 18: Information Source Moderators Meta-Analysis of Agreeableness Interrater Reliabilities 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Agreeableness 83 10,689 .32 .14 .12 .40 .15 .22 .59

Family 5 774 .25 .18 .16 .31 .20 .06 .56
Friends 20 3,263 .34 .11 .08 .43 .09 .31 .55
Cohabitators 8 1,172 .33 .06 .00 .41 .00 .41 .41
Work Colleagues 6 1,238 .29 .07 .02 .37 .03 .33 .40
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .24 .07 .00 .30 .00 .30 .30
Strangers 48 4,094 .27 .16 .13 .33 .15 .14 .53
          

Global Agreeableness 71 9,712 .31 .13 .10 .38 .12 .23 .54
Family 5 774 .25 .18 .16 .31 .20 .06 .56
Friends 19 3,150 .34 .10 .07 .43 .08 .33 .53
Cohabitators 8 1,172 .33 .06 .00 .41 .00 .41 .41
Work Colleagues 5 1,307 .31 .08 .05 .39 .07 .30 .47
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .24 .07 .00 .30 .00 .30 .30
Strangers 46 3,994 .25 .14 .09 .31 .12 .16 .46
          

Aggression Facet 17 2,073 .27 .19 .16 .33 .20 .08 .59
Family 2 185 .51 .05 .00 .63 .00 .63 .63
Friends 4 481 .40 .12 .09 .50 .11 .36 .64
Cohabitators 2 911 .14 .03 .00 .18 .00 .18 .18
Work Colleagues 2 72 .32 .08 .00 .39 .00 .39 .39
Incidental Acquaintances          
Strangers 7 394 .35 .28 .25 .44 .31 .05 .84
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
Cooperation Facet 12 2,970 .23 .13 .12 .28 .14 .10 .47

Family 1 97 .48 -- -- .60 -- -- --
Friends 1 193 .54 -- -- .67 -- -- --
Cohabitators 1 790 .21 -- -- .27 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 697 .33 .01 .00 .41 .00 .41 .41
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 .10 .04 .00 .13 .00 .13 .13
          

Modesty Facet 6 532 .29 .07 .00 .37 .00 .37 .37
Family 1 97 .39 -- -- .49 -- -- --
Friends 2 282 .26 .07 .00 .32 .00 .32 .32
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 72 .31 .02 .00 .39 .00 .39 .39
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 81 .28 -- -- .35 -- -- --

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 19: Information Source Moderators Meta-Analysis of Conscientiousness Interrater Reliabilities 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper
All Conscientiousness 64 11,523 .36 .13 .11 .44 .14 .26 .62

Family 5 774 .35 .17 .15 .43 .19 .19 .67
Friends 20 3,394 .37 .08 .04 .46 .04 .40 .51
Cohabitators 8 1,071 .26 .06 .00 .32 .00 .32 .32
Work Colleagues 18 2,400 .32 .09 .04 .40 .05 .34 .47
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .26 .17 .13 .32 .16 .12 .52
Strangers 35 3,466 .28 .15 .11 .34 .14 .17 .52
          

Global Conscientiousness 61 8,940 .34 .14 .12 .42 .15 .23 .61
Family 1 97 .54 -- -- .67 -- -- --
Friends 11 2,322 .37 .06 .02 .46 .02 .43 .48
Cohabitators 8 1,071 .26 .07 .00 .32 .00 .32 .32
Work Colleagues 3 856 .31 .11 .10 .39 .12 .23 .54
Incidental Acquaintances 5 338 .26 .17 .13 .32 .16 .12 .52
Strangers 35 3,466 .28 .15 .11 .35 .14 .17 .53
          

Achievement Facet 8 1,279 .34 .09 .06 .42 .07 .33 .51
Family 1 97 .51 -- -- .63 -- -- --
Friends 2 282 .28 .01 .00 .35 .00 .35 .35
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 4 787 .32 .12 .10 .39 .12 .24 .55
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 149 .67 -- -- .83 -- -- --
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper
Cautiousness Facet 12 927 .27 .08 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34

Family 2 185 .42 .01 .00 .52 .00 .52 .52
Friends 3 369 .27 .01 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34
Cohabitators 3 30 .32 .18 .00 .40 .00 .40 .40
Work Colleagues 3 213 .23 .03 .00 .28 .00 .28 .28
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 130 .31 .14 .00 .39 .00 .39 .39
          

Dependability Facet 18 6,077 .35 .11 .10 .44 .12 .28 .59
Family 4 686 .30 .12 .10 .37 .12 .21 .52
Friends 5 871 .29 .13 .11 .36 .14 .18 .54
Cohabitators 1 790 .22 -- -- .28 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 5 682 .32 .12 .09 .40 .11 .25 .54
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 873 .27 .11 .08 .33 .10 .21 .46
          

Orderliness Facet 10 2,228 .23 .08 .05 .28 .07 .20 .36
Family 1 97 .51 -- -- .63 -- -- --
Friends 3 370 .31 .12 .09 .38 .11 .24 .52
Cohabitators 1 790 .20 -- -- .25 -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 72 .30 .01 .00 .37 .00 .37 .37
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 .20 .05 .00 .25 .00 .25 .25
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 20 
 
Stranger Information Type Moderators Meta-Analysis of Interrater Reliabilities 
 
        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Emotional Stability 41 3,723 .23 .15 .12 .27 .14 .10 .45

Visual Cues Only 18 1,202 .15 .11 .00 .18 .00 .18 .18
Still Visual 8 371 .25 .28 .24 .29 .29 -.07 .66
Silent Nonverbal 11 926 .13 .09 .00 .16 .00 .16 .16

Audio Cues Only 9 315 .32 .14 .00 .38 .00 .38 .38

Activity (Audio + Video) 17 2,336 .30 .15 .13 .36 .15 .16 .55
Prescribed Behavior 3 267 .22 .06 .00 .26 .00 .26 .26
Natural Behavior 15 2,136 .32 .16 .14 .38 .16 .17 .59

Personal Object 5 411 .15 .05 .00 .18 .00 .18 .18

Text/Electronic Communication 4 243 .09 .09 .00 .11 .00 .11 .11
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Extraversion 49 4,238 .40 .17 .14 .48 .16 .27 .68

Visual Cues Only 20 1,331 .30 .12 .03 .35 .04 .30 .40
Still Visual 9 393 .30 .11 .00 .35 .00 .35 .35
Silent Nonverbal 14 1,187 .30 .12 .07 .36 .08 .25 .46

Audio Cues Only 10 393 .45 .25 .21 .53 .24 .22 .85

Activity (Audio + Video) 19 2,388 .48 .11 .09 .57 .10 .44 .71
Prescribed Behavior 3 267 .45 .06 .00 .53 .00 .53 .53
Natural Behavior 16 2,124 .50 .10 .07 .59 .09 .48 .70

Personal Object 5 411 .30 .07 .00 .35 .00 .35 .35

Text/Electronic Communication 4 243 .23 .10 .00 .28 .00 .28 .28
          
All Openness 31 3,601 .30 .17 .15 .37 .18 .14 .60

Visual Cues Only 15 1,270 .19 .16 .13 .23 .16 .03 .43
Still Visual 3 249 .23 .03 .00 .29 .00 .29 .29
Silent Nonverbal 12 999 .14 .15 .11 .18 .13 .00 .35

Audio Cues Only 3 245 .19 .12 .06 .24 .08 .14 .34

Activity (Audio + Video) 13 2,129 .28 .13 .11 .35 .14 .18 .53
Prescribed Behavior 2 200 .27 .07 .00 .33 .00 .33 .33
Natural Behavior 11 1,929 .29 .14 .12 .36 .14 .17 .54

Personal Object 5 412 .42 .12 .07 .52 .09 .40 .63

Text/Electronic Communication 3 237 .11 .08 .00 .14 .00 .14 .14
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        80% Cred. Int. 
 k N rrr  SDobs SDresid ρrr SDρ Lower Upper 
All Agreeableness 48 4,094 .27 .16 .13 .33 .15 .14 .53

Visual Cues Only 24 1,373 .17 .14 .04 .22 .05 .15 .28
Still Visual 8 357 .23 .04 .00 .29 .00 .29 .29
Silent Nonverbal 19 1,265 .15 .15 .08 .19 .10 .06 .32

Audio Cues Only 10 393 .35 .28 .24 .43 .29 .06 .80

Activity (Audio + Video) 19 2,424 .31 .12 .09 .39 .11 .25 .52
Prescribed Behavior 3 267 .24 .03 .00 .30 .00 .30 .30
Natural Behavior 16 2,160 .31 .12 .09 .39 .10 .25 .52

Personal Object 5 412 .27 .06 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34

Text/Electronic Communication 3 237 .18 .14 .09 .23 .11 .09 .36
          
All Conscientiousness 35 3,466 .28 .15 .11 .34 .14 .17 .52

Visual Cues Only 14 939 .19 .13 .06 .24 .07 .15 .33
Still Visual 3 249 .20 .14 .09 .25 .11 .11 .38
Silent Nonverbal 14 939 .19 .13 .05 .24 .06 .16 .32

Audio Cues Only 5 229 .25 .08 .00 .30 .00 .30 .30

Activity (Audio + Video) 15 2,260 .35 .13 .11 .43 .13 .26 .60
Prescribed Behavior 3 267 .27 .10 .00 .34 .00 .34 .34
Natural Behavior 12 1,996 .35 .13 .11 .43 .14 .25 .61

Personal Object 5 412 .33 .11 .05 .41 .06 .33 .49

Text/Electronic Communication 3 237 .13 .10 .00 .16 .00 .16 .16
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean observed interrater reliability 
coefficient, SDobs = observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, SDresid  = standard deviation of interrater 
reliability coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρxx = mean interrater 
reliability coefficient corrected for test-retest unreliability in both raters, SDρ = standard deviation of corrected interrater reliability 
coefficients after accounting for variability due to sampling error and test-retest unreliability; 80% Cred. Int. = lower and upper 
bounds of the 80% credibility interval. 
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Table 21: Overall Reliability Generalization of Interrater Reliabilities 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr  rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:

rrrSD  

All Emotional Stability 71 13,458 8.71 10.40 .61 .20 .75 .19 .59 .20 .20 .33 .14
Global E. Stability 58 10,143 7.70 7.12 .61 .19 .75 .19 .61 .22 .21 .34 .15
Facet: Anxiety 20 3,457 8.24 12.38 .60 .18 .76 .15 .63 .16 .16 .25 .11
Facet: Depression 6 755 3.43 1.30 .56 .13 .74 .08 .56 .11 .10 .30 .12
Facet: Even-Tempered 9 4,964 6.22 7.45 .46 .22 .64 .26 .56 .13 .10 .29 .10
Facet: Self-Esteem 15 2,422 9.04 12.91 .58 .22 .75 .15 .56 .14 .12 .29 .12

All Extraversion 81 12,438 9.43 10.99 .73 .18 .83 .17 .72 .22 .22 .43 .13
Global Extraversion 59 8,180 8.74 10.15 .72 .19 .82 .18 .73 .27 .27 .42 .14
Facet: Dominance 24 2,882 9.64 8.10 .69 .18 .82 .12 .73 .17 .16 .32 .12
Facet: Energy 11 5,379 5.05 7.04 .63 .14 .79 .09 .69 .09 .08 .42 .12
Facet: Sociability 28 4,121 11.81 12.33 .72 .18 .86 .07 .74 .11 .10 .36 .09
Facet: Pos. Emotions 7 753 5.11 3.50 .60 .19 .77 .13 .60 .13 .13 .33 .11
Facet: Warmth 12 1,586 10.76 8.58 .75 .14 .86 .08 .76 .13 .12 .29 .12

All Openness 52 10,541 6.37 8.31 .58 .25 .73 .22 .57 .26 .26 .31 .14
Global Openness 50 7,834 6.31 8.45 .58 .25 .73 .23 .62 .29 .29 .34 .16
Facet: Aesthetics 5 1,267 7.92 9.66 .64 .09 .80 .06 .72 .09 .08 .22 .15
Facet: Imagination 8 1,453 3.57 1.52 .46 .13 .67 .10 .52 .14 .13 .26 .11
Facet: Intraception 3 317 4.00 1.41 .45 .18 .66 .13 .46 .15 .14 .20 .08
Facet: Nontraditional 8 1,277 5.19 3.79 .62 .18 .78 .12 .64 .15 .14 .34 .09
Facet: O. to Emotions 3 377 2.19 .27 .39 .06 .62 .05 .37 .05 .00 .21 .06
Facet: O. to Sensations 3 3,146 5.40 4.81 .57 .28 .74 .18 .41 .05 .05 .26 .02
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr  
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:
rrrSD  

                
All Agreeableness 82 10,689 9.21 11.70 .63 .22 .77 .19 .63 .26 .26 .32 .14

Global Agreeableness 70 9,712 7.49 7.98 .59 .22 .73 .22 .60 .26 .26 .31 .13
Facet: Aggression 17 2,073 11.72 11.09 .72 .18 .84 .11 .72 .15 .15 .27 .19
Facet: Cooperation 12 2,970 10.69 10.89 .61 .22 .76 .17 .72 .19 .19 .23 .13
Facet: Modesty 6 532 7.21 5.12 .67 .19 .81 .12 .58 .17 .17 .29 .07

                
All Conscientiousness 63 11,523 8.76 11.63 .64 .20 .79 .14 .64 .23 .23 .36 .13

Global 
Conscientiousness 60 8,940 8.84 11.86 .63 .22 .78 .16 .65 .27 .27 .34 .14
Facet: Achievement 8 1,279 5.19 3.79 .62 .19 .78 .12 .63 .15 .13 .34 .09
Facet: Cautiousness 12 927 15.19 17.49 .66 .19 .81 .11 .56 .12 .11 .27 .08
Facet: Dependability 18 6,077 7.74 8.23 .58 .18 .76 .12 .62 .14 .13 .35 .11
Facet: Orderliness 10 2,228 7.63 7.23 .64 .17 .79 .11 .65 .19 .19 .23 .08

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 22: Reliability Generalization of Emotional Stability Interrater Reliabilities:  Information Source Moderators 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr  rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:

rrrSD  

All Emotional Stability 71 13,458 8.71 10.40 .61 .20 .75 .19 .59 .20 .20 .33 .14
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .61 .17 .78 .12 .59 .14 .14 .37 .16
Friends 15 3,102 2.67 .70 .58 .10 .76 .07 .57 .33 .33 .38 .11
Cohabitators 4 1,021 9.46 10.16 .67 .12 .81 .07 .79 .10 .10 .20 .07
Work Colleagues 6 764 5.78 4.08 .65 .25 .79 .19 .60 .23 .23 .35 .22
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .87 .50 .19 .69 .16 .48 .18 .18 .18 .07
Strangers 41 3,723 12.06 11.97 .59 .25 .73 .23 .56 .20 .19 .23 .15
    

Global E. Stability 58 10,143 7.70 7.12 .61 .19 .75 .19 .61 .22 .21 .34 .15
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .75 .09 .87 .05 .75 .07 .06 .60 .08
Friends 10 2,282 2.50 .67 .60 .06 .70 .24 .59 .42 .42 .41 .05
Cohabitators 2 872 15.91 11.09 .71 .19 .84 .11 .82 .08 .08 .17 .02
Work Colleagues 6 535 5.62 4.11 .70 .28 .82 .20 .63 .30 .29 .42 .33
Incidental Acq. 4 255 5.06 .32 .58 .02 .76 .01 .58 .02 .01 .22 .01
Strangers 35 3,338 9.72 7.36 .59 .23 .74 .21 .58 .19 .19 .25 .17
    

Anxiety Facet 20 3,457 8.24 12.38 .60 .18 .76 .15 .63 .16 .16 .25 .11
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .59 .15 .76 .10 .58 .13 .12 .35 .13
Friends 6 1,019 2.93 .60 .53 .07 .73 .05 .52 .06 .06 .27 .06
Cohabitators 3 939 11.00 11.31 .69 .11 .83 .06 .78 .07 .07 .17 .08
Work Colleagues 4 523 7.68 3.79 .70 .10 .84 .06 .68 .08 .08 .35 .08
Incidental Acq. 1 83 3.00 .00 .16 -- .40 -- .16 -- -- .06 .00
Strangers 5 962 15.30 20.65 .53 .33 .65 .37 .54 .19 .19 .21 .09
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr  
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:
rrrSD  

Depression Facet 6 755 3.43 1.30 .56 .13 .74 .08 .56 .11 .10 .30 .12
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .62 .24 .78 .15 .61 .17 .16 .46 .18
Friends 3 430 2.86 .84 .57 .07 .75 .05 .57 .06 .05 .32 .10
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
    

Even-Tempered Facet 9 4,964 6.22 7.45 .46 .22 .64 .26 .56 .13 .10 .29 .10
Family -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends 1 89 2.00 .00 .55 -- .74 -- .55 -- -- .39 .00
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 .00 .82 -- .91 -- .82 -- -- .14 .00
Work Colleagues -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 857 4.50 .35 .31 .22 .48 .33 .46 .12 .00 .18 .06
    

Self-Esteem Facet 15 2,422 9.04 12.91 .58 .22 .75 .15 .56 .14 .12 .29 .12
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .67 .06 .82 .03 .67 .04 .00 .50 .04
Friends 5 600 2.52 .78 .50 .21 .69 .15 .47 .17 .16 .29 .19
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 159 2.00 .00 .18 -- .42 -- .18 -- -- .10 .00
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 6 914 18.33 16.46 .73 .22 .84 .14 .65 .12 .09 .33 .14
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Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 23: Reliability Generalization of Extraversion Interrater Reliabilities:  Information Source Moderators 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:

rrrSD  

All Extraversion 81 12,438 9.43 10.99 .73 .18 .83 .17 .72 .22 .22 .43 .13
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .69 .06 .83 .03 .69 .05 .04 .45 .08
Friends 15 3,111 3.00 1.26 .69 .09 .78 .21 .67 .39 .39 .46 .08
Cohabitators 7 1,101 16.89 12.37 .78 .13 .88 .08 .86 .09 .09 .28 .08
Work Colleagues 7 1,320 5.71 3.75 .72 .27 .83 .21 .70 .21 .21 .40 .17
Incidental Acq. 7 466 4.29 .92 .70 .18 .83 .12 .70 .17 .17 .40 .13
Strangers 49 4,238 11.31 12.08 .73 .20 .84 .17 .74 .17 .16 .40 .17
    

Global Extraversion 59 8,180 8.74 10.15 .72 .19 .82 .18 .73 .27 .27 .42 .14
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .72 .06 .85 .04 .72 .04 .03 .56 .05
Friends 10 2,282 2.50 .67 .66 .10 .74 .25 .64 .45 .45 .47 .08
Cohabitators 2 872 15.91 11.09 .82 .12 .90 .06 .88 .05 .05 .26 .03
Work Colleagues 5 454 6.34 4.11 .73 .34 .83 .25 .61 .35 .34 .40 .29
Incidental Acq. 13 900 4.22 .97 .64 .22 .79 .15 .65 .21 .20 .36 .15
Strangers 32 3,237 11.05 11.97 .73 .21 .83 .18 .77 .14 .14 .42 .15
    

Dominance Facet 24 2,882 9.64 8.10 .69 .18 .82 .12 .73 .17 .16 .32 .12
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .77 .04 .88 .02 .77 .03 -- .62 .03
Friends 6 631 2.93 1.83 .61 .11 .78 .07 .61 .09 .08 .39 .04
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 -- .88 -- .94 -- .88 -- -- .21 .00
Work Colleagues 5 928 6.99 3.78 .66 .31 .78 .24 .66 .25 .24 .34 .13
Incidental Acq. 2 128 3.41 .01 .53 .09 .73 .06 .53 .06 .06 .26 .05
Strangers 11 500 12.95 8.51 .75 .19 .86 .12 .72 .19 .19 .46 .24
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:
rrrSD  

Energy Facet 11 5,379 5.05 7.04 .63 .14 .79 .09 .69 .09 .08 .42 .12
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .62 .09 .79 .06 .62 .06 .04 .45 .06
Friends 3 369 2.19 .27 .47 .18 .68 .13 .52 .15 .14 .34 .09
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 -- .86 -- .93 -- .86 -- -- .19 .00
Work Colleagues 2 300 3.50 1.50 .42 .46 .59 .39 .40 .32 .29 .20 .16
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 749 3.00 1.00 .72 .09 .84 .05 .68 .05 .05 .38 .13
    

Sociability Facet 28 4,121 11.81 12.33 .72 .18 .86 .07 .74 .11 .10 .36 .09
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .67 .05 .82 .03 .68 .04 .04 .44 .07
Friends 11 1,457 2.51 .64 .65 .10 .80 .07 .66 .09 .09 .43 .09
Cohabitators 6 1,022 18.96 12.18 .79 .14 .88 .08 .86 .08 .08 .26 .08
Work Colleagues 3 902 6.82 3.91 .79 .07 .89 .04 .75 .03 .03 .41 .04
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 8 1,056 12.88 12.47 .67 .27 .79 .22 .70 .10 .09 .34 .08
    

Positive Emotions 
Facet 7 753 5.11 3.50 .60 .19 .77 .13 .60 .13 .13 .33 .11

Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .57 .17 .75 .11 .56 .12 .10 .40 .11
Friends 3 430 2.86 .84 .64 .06 .80 .03 .64 .04 .04 .39 .02
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 36 12.20 -- .89 -- .94 -- .89 -- -- .40 .00
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 72 8.00 -- .30 -- .54 -- .30 -- -- .05 .00
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:
rrrSD  

    
Warmth Facet 12 1,586 10.76 8.58 .75 .14 .86 .08 .76 .13 .12 .29 .12

Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .60 .18 .77 .12 .59 .13 .11 .43 .13
Friends 3 369 2.19 .27 .62 .05 .79 .03 .62 .03 -- .42 .06
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 -- .86 -- .92 -- .86 -- -- .18 .00
Work Colleagues 1 36 10.50 -- .86 -- .93 -- .86 -- -- .37 .00
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 176 15.60 5.86 .86 .03 .93 .01 .84 .03 .02 .41 .14

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 24: Reliability Generalization of Openness to Experience Interrater Reliabilities:  Information Source Moderators 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:

rrrSD  

All Openness 52 10,541 6.37 8.31  .58 .25 .73 .22 .57 .26 .26 .31 .14
Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .55 .10 .74 .07 .54 .07 .04 .38 .07
Friends 8 2,077 2.38 .70  .60 .10 .69 .26 .59 .45 .44 .43 .05
Cohabitators 3 939 11.00 11.31  .54 .32 .72 .22 .80 .19 .19 .21 .03
Work Colleagues 7 1,091 5.57 3.78  .73 .29 .83 .22 .67 .25 .23 .38 .24
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .87  .53 .21 .71 .16 .50 .19 .19 .20 .09
Strangers 31 3,601 7.50 9.54  .56 .29 .69 .30 .60 .26 .26 .30 .17

Global Openness 50 7,834 6.31 8.45  .58 .25 .73 .23 .62 .29 .29 .34 .16
Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .55 .10 .74 .07 .54 .07 .04 .38 .07
Friends 8 2,077 2.38 .70  .59 .11 .68 .27 .58 .45 .44 .43 .06
Cohabitators 3 939 11.00 11.31  .54 .32 .72 .22 .80 .19 .19 .21 .03
Work Colleagues 3 259 6.40 3.60  .81 .16 .90 .09 .77 .14 .14 .47 .30
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .87  .53 .21 .71 .16 .50 .19 .19 .20 .09
Strangers 28 3,262 7.87 9.95  .54 .30 .67 .31 .60 .27 .27 .29 .17

Aesthetics Facet 5 1,267 7.92 9.66  .64 .09 .80 .06 .72 .09 .08 .22 .15
Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .65 .09 .80 .06 .64 .06 .04 .48 .07
Friends 2 280 2.29 .29  .62 .08 .79 .05 .64 .06 .06 .43 .03
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 --  .78 -- .88 -- .78 -- -- .12 .00
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 100 6.00 --  .54 -- .73 -- .54 -- -- .16 .00
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:
rrrSD  

Imagination Facet 8 1,453 3.57 1.52  .46 .13 .67 .10 .52 .14 .13 .26 .11
Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .46 .08 .68 .06 .46 .06 -- .30 .05
Friends 4 457 2.15 .25  .52 .10 .72 .08 .53 .08 .01 .34 .07
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 5.00 .82  .45 .17 .66 .13 .55 .14 .13 .25 .10
     

Intraception Facet 3 317 4.00 1.41  .45 .18 .66 .13 .46 .15 .14 .20 .08
Family -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends 1 89 2.00 --  .35 -- .59 -- .35 -- -- .21 .00
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
     

Nontraditional Facet 8 1,277 5.19 3.79  .62 .18 .78 .12 .64 .15 .14 .34 .09
Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .61 .10 .78 .07 .61 .07 .05 .44 .07
Friends 2 280 2.29 .29  .57 .19 .75 .13 .62 .12 -- .42 .09
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 4 787 7.49 4.07  .63 .34 .76 .27 .62 .25 .23 .29 .11
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 149 2.00 --  .54 -- .73 -- .54 -- -- .37 .00
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr
rrrSD  

rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:
rrrSD  

Openness to Emotions 
Facet 3 377 2.19 .27  .39 .06 .62 .05 .37 .05 .00 .21 .06

Family 2 185 2.00 .00  .46 .05 .68 .04 .46 .04 -- .30 .03
Friends 2 280 2.29 .29  .35 .05 .59 .04 .33 .03 -- .18 .04
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
     

Openness to 
Sensations Facet 3 3,146 5.40 4.81  .57 .28 .74 .18 .41 .05 .05 .26 .02

Family -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Friends -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 1 36 12.20 --  .89 -- .94 -- .89 -- -- .40 .00
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 25: Reliability Generalization of Agreeableness Interrater Reliabilities:  Information Source Moderators 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:

rrrSD  

All Agreeableness 82 10,689 9.21 11.70 .63 .22 .77 .19 .63 .26 .26 .32 .14
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .52 .20 .71 .15 .44 .19 .18 .25 .18
Friends 19 3,263 3.12 1.35 .58 .11 .72 .18 .53 .31 .30 .34 .11
Cohabitators 8 1,172 15.23 9.30 .71 .18 .84 .11 .85 .16 .16 .33 .06
Work Colleagues 8 1,401 5.25 3.75 .72 .23 .84 .15 .65 .19 .19 .36 .21
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .87 .59 .16 .76 .12 .57 .15 .15 .24 .07
Strangers 48 4,094 13.12 17.78 .60 .28 .74 .25 .59 .24 .24 .27 .16

Global Agreeableness 70 9,712 7.49 7.98 .59 .22 .73 .22 .60 .26 .26 .31 .13
Family 5 774 2.60 .49 .52 .20 .71 .15 .44 .19 .18 .25 .18
Friends 18 3,150 2.90 1.31 .56 .08 .71 .18 .52 .30 .30 .34 .10
Cohabitators 8 1,172 15.23 9.30 .72 .19 .84 .11 .85 .16 .16 .33 .06
Work Colleagues 6 1,389 3.71 1.31 .66 .24 .80 .16 .65 .18 .18 .35 .16
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .87 .59 .16 .76 .12 .57 .15 .15 .24 .07
Strangers 46 3,994 12.80 17.68 .58 .29 .71 .27 .58 .24 .24 .25 .14

Aggression Facet 17 2,073 11.72 11.09 .72 .18 .84 .11 .72 .15 .15 .27 .19
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .67 .06 .82 .04 .67 .04 .02 .51 .05
Friends 4 481 3.40 1.18 .69 .16 .82 .09 .65 .10 .10 .40 .12
Cohabitators 2 911 25.50 1.50 .84 .05 .91 .03 .81 .02 .02 .14 .03
Work Colleagues 2 72 11.35 .85 .83 .09 .91 .05 .83 .07 .06 .32 .08
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 7 394 15.00 13.13 .71 .24 .83 .15 .65 .25 .25 .35 .28
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr  1:

rrrSD  

Cooperation Facet 12 2,970 10.69 10.89 .61 .22 .76 .17 .72 .19 .19 .23 .13
Family 1 97 2.00 .65 -- .81 -- .65 -- -- .48 .00
Friends 1 193 2.58 .75 -- .87 -- .75 -- -- .54 .00
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 .88 -- .94 -- .88 -- -- .21 .00
Work Colleagues 2 697 5.13 .13 .71 .02 .84 .01 .72 .01 .01 .33 .01
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 17.00 16.27 .49 .35 .66 .27 .65 .27 .27 .10 .04
  

Modesty Facet 6 532 7.21 5.12 .67 .19 .81 .12 .58 .17 .17 .29 .07
Family 1 97 2.00 -- .56 -- .75 -- .56 .00 -- .39 .00
Friends 2 282 2.29 .29 .47 .09 .68 .07 .45 .06 -- .26 .07
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 72 11.35 .85 .84 .04 .91 .02 .84 .03 .02 .31 .02
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 81 14.00 -- .84 -- .92 -- .84 -- -- .28 .00

Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 26: Reliability Generalization of Conscientiousness Interrater Reliabilities:  Information Source Moderators 
  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:

rrrSD  

All Conscientiousness 63 11,523 8.76 11.63 .64 .20 .79 .14 .64 .23 .23 .36 .13
Family 5 774 2.60 .55 .59 .21 .75 .16 .56 .18 .18 .35 .17
Friends 19 3,394 2.58 .69 .58 .11 .72 .18 .56 .32 .32 .37 .08
Cohabitators 8 1,071 14.45 9.38 .75 .19 .86 .12 .82 .15 .15 .26 .06
Work Colleagues 20 2,563 8.01 3.69 .75 .17 .86 .13 .71 .17 .16 .36 .17
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .97 .59 .22 .76 .15 .56 .20 .20 .26 .17
Strangers 35 3,466 14.02 6.49 .62 .25 .76 .19 .62 .21 .21 .28 .15

Global Conscientious 60 8,940 8.84 11.86 .63 .22 .78 .16 .65 .27 .27 .34 .14
Family 1 97 2.00 -- .70 -- .84 -- .70 -- -- .54 .00
Friends 10 2,322 2.50 .71 .57 .10 .68 .24 .54 .39 .38 .37 .06
Cohabitators 8 1,071 14.45 9.38 .76 .20 .87 .12 .82 .15 .15 .26 .07
Work Colleagues 4 938 3.57 1.81 .64 .35 .77 .27 .66 .24 .22 .36 .20
Incidental Acq. 5 338 4.65 .97 .59 .22 .76 .15 .56 .20 .20 .26 .17
Strangers 35 3,466 14.02 19.98 .62 .25 .77 .19 .62 .21 .21 .28 .15

Achievement Facet 8 1,279 5.19 3.79 .62 .19 .78 .12 .63 .15 .13 .34 .09
Family 1 97 2.00 -- .68 -- .82 -- .68 -- -- .51 .00
Friends 2 282 2.29 .41 .46 .07 .68 .05 .48 .05 -- .28 .01
Cohabitators -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 4 787 7.49 4.70 .66 .33 .78 .24 .65 .24 .22 .32 .12
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 1 149 2.00 -- .80 -- .89 -- .80 -- -- .67 .00
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  # Raters Frequency Weighted Sample-Size Weighted 

 k N M SD rrr rrrSD  rrr rrrSD  
rrr rrrSD  SDres 1: rrr 1:

rrrSD  

Cautiousness Facet 12 927 15.19 17.49 .66 .19 .81 .11 .56 .12 .11 .27 .08
Family 2 185 2.00 .00 .59 .01 .77 .01 .59 .01 -- .42 .01
Friends 3 369 2.19 .34 .45 .03 .67 .02 .46 .02 -- .27 .01
Cohabitators 3 30 20.00 .00 .87 .10 .93 .06 .87 .08 .08 .32 .18
Work Colleagues 3 213 9.23 3.76 .70 .11 .84 .07 .65 .09 .09 .23 .03
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 130 54.00 32.00 .88 .11 .94 .06 .78 .09 .09 .31 .14
   

Dependability Facet 18 6,077 7.74 8.23 .58 .18 .76 .12 .62 .14 .13 .35 .11
Family 4 686 2.75 .50 .52 .20 .71 .15 .52 .16 .16 .30 .12
Friends 5 871 2.72 .44 .47 .19 .67 .13 .51 .18 .17 .29 .13
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 -- .89 -- .94 -- .89 .00 -- .22 .00
Work Colleagues 5 682 6.54 4.56 .65 .26 .79 .19 .59 .22 .21 .32 .12
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 873 12.00 11.05 .57 .11 .75 .08 .58 .05 .04 .27 .11
   

Orderliness Facet 10 2,228 7.63 7.23 .64 .17 .79 .11 .65 .19 .19 .23 .08
Family 1 97 2.00 -- .68 -- .82 -- .68 -- -- .51 --
Friends 3 370 2.19 .34 .53 .13 .72 .10 .48 .12 .10 .31 .12
Cohabitators 1 790 27.00 -- .87 -- .93 -- .87 .00 -- .20 .00
Work Colleagues 2 72 11.35 1.20 .82 .00 .91 .00 .82 .00 -- .30 .01
Incidental Acq. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Strangers 3 869 5.00 1.00 .55 .17 .74 .11 .52 .09 .09 .20 .05
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Note. k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, xxr = mean interrater reliability coefficient, 
xxrSD = 

observed standard deviation of interrater reliability coefficients, xxr = mean square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 
xxrSD = 

standard deviation of square roots of interrater reliability coefficients, 1: xxr = mean Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability 
coefficient for a single other-rater, 1:

xxrSD = standard deviation of Spearman-Brown estimated interrater reliability coefficient for a 
single other-rater. 
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Table 27: Overall Meta-Analysis of Self-Other Correlations in Rating Personality 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ  ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 
All Emotional Stability 148 27,341 .34 .15 .43 .16  .72 .19 .47 .96

Global Emotional Stability 118 21,901 .35 .15 .44 .17  .73 .21 .47 1.00
Facet: Anxiety 36 5,602 .28 .14 .35 .15  .58 .20 .33 .84
Facet: Depression 19 3,376 .34 .08 .43 .04  .72 .00 .72 .72
Facet: Even-Tempered 22 5,347 .34 .13 .43 .14  .71 .13 .54 .88
Facet: Self-Esteem 29 4,087 .29 .13 .36 .14  .60 .16 .40 .81

             
All Extraversion 186 28,957 .41 .15 .51 .16  .77 .17 .56 .99

Global Extraversion 121 20,318 .44 .15 .56 .16  .84 .16 .64 1.00
Facet: Dominance 61 8,032 .33 .14 .42 .14  .62 .17 .41 .84
Facet: Energy 22 6,592 .39 .16 .50 .19  .75 .23 .45 1.00
Facet: Positive Emotions 28 5,128 .34 .10 .42 .09  .64 .00 .64 .64
Facet: Sociability 68 9,887 .37 .14 .47 .15  .70 .16 .50 .90
Facet: Warmth 37 6,439 .38 .14 .48 .15  .73 .16 .52 .94

             
All Openness 105 20,036 .34 .17 .45 .21  .79 .20 .54 1.00

Global Openness 95 15,678 .37 .18 .49 .22  .86 .19 .62 1.00
Facet: Aesthetics -- -- -- -- -- --  -- -- -- --
Facet: Imagination 12 1,881 .23 .15 .31 .18  .54 .23 .25 .83
Facet: Introspection 6 850 .27 .24 .36 .30  .62 .47 .02 1.00
Facet: Nontraditional 15 2,821 .29 .15 .39 .18  .68 .18 .46 .91
Facet: O. to Emotions 8 906 .23 .12 .31 .10  .55 .00 .55 .55
Facet: O. to Sensations 11 4,622 .27 .08 .36 .08  .63 .00 .63 .63
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ  ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 
All Agreeableness 151 22,389 .29 .14 .39 .16  .71 .12 .56 .86

Global Agreeableness 123 18,110 .30 .15 .40 .17  .73 .15 .54 .92
Facet: Aggression 60 9,170 .32 .14 .42 .16  .77 .03 .74 .81
Facet: Cooperation 15 4,141 .31 .13 .42 .15  .76 .00 .76 .76
Facet: Modesty 21 4,358 .33 .14 .44 .16  .81 .00 .81 .81

             
All Conscientiousness 145 23,907 .37 .15 .50 .17  .82 .19 .58 1.00

Global Conscientiousness 110 18,281 .37 .15 .50 .17  .82 .19 .57 1.00
Facet: Achievement 31 5,407 .28 .15 .38 .18  .63 .25 .32 .95
Facet: Cautiousness 37 4,668 .30 .14 .40 .15  .66 .19 .42 .90
Facet: Dependability 35 8,587 .35 .15 .46 .17  .77 .21 .50 1.00
Facet: Orderliness 29 4,078 .41 .19 .56 .23  .92 .31 .53 1.00

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 28: Meta-Analyses of Emotional Stability Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Information Source Moderators 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Emotional Stability 148 27,341 .34 .15  .43 .16  .72 .19 .47 .96
Family 37 6,501 .43 .11  .54 .10  .80 .00 .80 .80
Friends 54 7,358 .33 .12  .42 .11  .63 .13 .46 .80
Cohabitators 16 2,777 .32 .08  .40 .05  .70 .00 .70 .70
Work Colleagues 8 981 .14 .10  .18 .05  .35 .06 .27 .43
Incidental Acquaintances 8 1,054 .17 .17  .21 .18  .45 .37 -.02 .92
Strangers 33 3,835 .08 .09  .10 .00  .22 .00 .22 .22
             

Global Emotional Stability 118 21,901 .35 .15  .44 .17  .73 .21 .47 1.00
Family 33 6,432 .42 .12  .54 .13  .79 .05 .72 .85
Friends 50 7,067 .34 .12  .43 .12  .66 .14 .48 .84
Cohabitators 8 1,527 .36 .11  .45 .12  .80 .16 .59 1.00
Work Colleagues 8 1,060 .12 .10  .16 .06  .30 .09 .18 .42
Incidental Acquaintances 8 970 .18 .17  .23 .17  .49 .36 .03 .95
Strangers 26 3,195 .06 .08  .08 .00  .17 .00 .17 .17
             

Anxiety Facet 36 5,602 .28 .14  .35 .15  .58 .20 .33 .84
Family 17 2,215 .40 .14  .51 .14  .75 .10 .62 .88
Friends 12 2,164 .21 .05  .27 .00  .41 .00 .41 .41
Cohabitators 7 1,139 .32 .09  .41 .07  .72 .05 .66 .79
Work Colleagues 2 162 .25 .02  .32 .00  .61 .00 .61 .61
Incidental Acquaintances 1 84 -.01 --  -.01 --  -.02 -- -- --
Strangers 4 617 .09 .08  .11 .02  .24 .00 .24 .24
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

Depression Facet 19 3,376 .34 .08  .43 .04  .72 .00 .72 .72
Family 7 914 .46 .06  .58 .00  .85 .00 .85 .85
Friends 10 2,144 .31 .05  .39 .00  .60 .00 .60 .60
Cohabitators 3 609 .30 .04  .38 .00  .66 .00 .66 .66
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
             

Even-Tempered Facet 22 5,347 .34 .13  .43 .14  .71 .13 .54 .88
Family 3 352 .42 .11  .54 .10  .79 .00 .79 .79
Friends 3 374 .33 .16  .41 .17  .63 .24 .32 .93
Cohabitators 5 855 .29 .06  .37 .00  .65 .00 .65 .65
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 396 .00 .07  .01 .00  .01 .00 .01 .01
             

Self-Esteem Facet 29 4,087 .29 .13  .36 .14  .60 .16 .40 .81
Family 11 1,324 .39 .11  .50 .08  .73 .00 .73 .73
Friends 11 1,949 .28 .09  .35 .06  .54 .04 .49 .59
Cohabitators 2 280 .24 .00  .30 .00  .53 .00 .53 .53
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 562 .06 .07  .08 .00  .17 .00 .17 .17
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 29: Meta-Analyses of Extraversion Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Information Source Moderators 

 k N r  SDobs
 ρ1k k

SD
1ρ  ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 

All Extraversion 186 28,957 .41 .15  .51 .16  .77 .17 .56 .99
Family 38 6,834 .48 .10  .61 .10  .83 .10 .69 .96
Friends 69 9,091 .40 .12  .51 .11  .70 .13 .54 .86
Cohabitators 27 3,144 .38 .13  .48 .12  .81 .07 .72 .90
Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .24 .17  .30 .18  .49 .27 .14 .84
Incidental Acquaintances 11 1,270 .34 .15  .43 .15  .63 .20 .38 .88
Strangers 40 4,328 .22 .10  .27 .04  .43 .00 .43 .43
             

Global Extraversion 121 20,318 .44 .15  .56 .16  .84 .16 .64 1.00
Family 33 6,198 .53 .09  .67 .07  .90 .04 .85 .95
Friends 50 7,283 .45 .11  .57 .10  .78 .12 .63 .93
Cohabitators 12 1,786 .34 .16  .43 .17  .73 .23 .43 1.00
Work Colleagues 5 840 .32 .19  .40 .22  .64 .32 .24 1.00
Incidental Acquaintances 8 970 .36 .16  .46 .17  .67 .22 .39 .95
Strangers 29 3,399 .23 .10  .29 .05  .46 .00 .46 .46
             

Dominance Facet 61 8,032 .33 .14  .42 .14  .62 .17 .41 .84
Family 13 1,846 .45 .09  .57 .05  .77 .00 .77 .77
Friends 31 3,879 .36 .14  .45 .14  .62 .18 .38 .85
Cohabitators 10 1,265 .32 .11  .41 .10  .70 .00 .70 .70
Work Colleagues 3 984 .18 .03  .23 .00  .36 .00 .36 .36
Incidental Acquaintances 2 110 .24 .08  .31 .00  .45 .00 .45 .45
Strangers 7 777 .17 .09  .21 .00  .33 .00 .33 .33
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 k N r  SDobs
 ρ1k k

SD
1ρ  ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 

Energy Facet 22 6,592 .39 .16  .50 .19  .75 .23 .45 1.00
Family 11 1,537 .44 .11  .56 .10  .76 .11 .62 .89
Friends 6 1,473 .20 .10  .26 .09  .35 .12 .20 .51
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues 2 533 .06 .07  .07 .04  .35 .23 .06 .65
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 428 .17 .14  .22 .15  .12 .05 .06 .18
             

Sociability Facet 68 9,887 .37 .14  .47 .15  .70 .16 .50 .90
Family 17 2,693 .43 .12  .55 .11  .74 .13 .58 .91
Friends 25 3,276 .36 .09  .46 .04  .63 .00 .63 .63
Cohabitators 16 1,634 .34 .14  .43 .13  .74 .13 .57 .91
Work Colleagues 2 587 .17 .05  .22 .00  .35 .00 .35 .35
Incidental Acquaintances 3 274 .24 .10  .30 .02  .44 .00 .44 .44
Strangers 10 782 .18 .08  .23 .00  .36 .00 .36 .36
             

Positive Emotions Facet 28 5,128 .34 .10  .42 .09  .64 .00 .64 .64
Family 12 2,400 .33 .07  .42 .00  .57 .00 .57 .57
Friends 9 1,940 .33 .09  .42 .08  .58 .08 .47 .68
Cohabitators 4 711 .41 .15  .51 .16  .87 .19 .63 1.00
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 211 .15 .05  .19 .00  .29 .00 .29 .29
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 k N r  SDobs
 ρ1k k

SD
1ρ  ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 

Warmth Facet 37 6,439 .38 .14  .48 .15  .73 .16 .52 .94
Family 12 2,417 .46 .06  .57 .00  .78 .00 .78 .78
Friends 14 1,745 .32 .12  .40 .10  .55 .12 .39 .71
Cohabitators 7 1,250 .44 .16  .55 .17  .94 .20 .69 1.00
Work Colleagues 4 220 .09 .13  .12 .00  .19 .00 .19 .19
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 299 .14 .00  .18 .00  .29 .00 .29 .29

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 30: Meta-Analyses of Openness Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Information Source Moderators 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ  ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 
All Openness 105 20,036 .34 .17  .45 .21  .79 .20 .54 1.00

Family 25 3,924 .43 .12  .57 .12  .84 .15 .64 1.00
Friends 35 5,542 .37 .14  .50 .16  .70 .21 .43 .97
Cohabitators 13 2,144 .35 .19  .47 .23  .99 .45 .40 1.00
Work Colleagues 6 1,396 .20 .17  .27 .21  .48 .35 .03 .93
Incidental Acquaintances 8 799 .11 .10  .15 .04  .30 .02 .27 .32
Strangers 23 3,266 .12 .10  .16 .07  .31 .00 .31 .31
             

Global Openness 95 15,678 .37 .18  .49 .22  .86 .19 .62 1.00
Family 25 3,726 .46 .10  .61 .08  .89 .08 .79 .99
Friends 39 6,041 .38 .14  .51 .15  .72 .20 .46 .97
Cohabitators 11 1,568 .38 .19  .51 .23  1.00 .45 .43 1.00
Work Colleagues 4 509 .26 .27  .35 .33  .63 .57 -.10 1.00
Incidental Acquaintances 9 1,213 .10 .09  .13 .02  .26 .00 .26 .26
Strangers 25 3,505 .12 .10  .16 .06  .30 .00 .30 .30
             

Aesthetics Facet -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Family -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Friends -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ  ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 
Imagination Facet 12 1,881 .23 .15  .31 .18  .54 .23 .25 .83

Family 6 766 .34 .08  .46 .01  .67 .00 .67 .67
Friends 4 552 .20 .10  .27 .08  .38 .11 .24 .52
Cohabitators 1 375 .37 --  .49 --  .51 -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 689 .03 .02  .04 .00  .08 .00 .08 .08
             

Intraception Facet 6 850 .27 .24  .36 .30  .62 .47 .02 1.00
Family 2 178 .53 .00  .71 .00  1.00 .00 1.00 1.00
Friends 3 471 .27 .24  .36 .29  .51 .41 -.02 1.00
Cohabitators 1 201 .03 -- .04 -- .04 -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
             

Nontraditional Facet 15 2,821 .29 .15  .39 .18  .68 .18 .46 .91
Family 9 1,500 .35 .10  .47 .08  .69 .10 .57 .81
Friends 6 787 .43 .12  .57 .12  .80 .14 .61 .98
Cohabitators 2 246 .63 .00  .84 .00  1.00 .00 1.00 1.00
Work Colleagues 2 853 .16 .04  .21 .00  .38 .00 .38 .38
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 533 .07 .01  .09 .00  .17 .00 .17 .17
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ  ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 
Openness to Emotions 
Facet 8 906 .23 .12  .31 .10  .55 .00 .55 .55

Family 6 766 .26 .10  .35 .08  .51 .10 .38 .64
Friends 3 397 .25 .15  .33 .16  .46 .22 .18 .75
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
             

Openness to Sensations 
Facet 11 4,622 .27 .08  .36 .08  .63 .00 .63 .63

Family 2 661 .19 .04  .25 .00  .37 .00 .37 .37
Friends 4 656 .14 .06  .18 .00  .26 .00 .26 .26
Cohabitators -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 31: Meta-Analyses of Agreeableness Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Information Source Moderators 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Agreeableness 151 22,389 .29 .14  .39 .16  .71 .12 .56 .86
Family 32 5,113 .37 .13  .50 .14  .91 .00 .91 .91
Friends 63 8,224 .29 .11  .39 .09  .60 .10 .47 .73
Cohabitators 18 2,634 .26 .10  .34 .08  .65 .10 .53 .77
Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .23 .11  .31 .11  .53 .17 .31 .74
Incidental Acquaintances 10 1,080 .17 .13  .23 .12  .41 .21 .14 .68
Strangers 32 3,852 .09 .09  .12 .03  .23 .00 .23 .23
             

Global Agreeableness 123 18,110 .30 .15  .40 .17  .73 .15 .54 .92
Family 31 4,381 .40 .14  .53 .14  .97 .00 .97 .97
Friends 50 6,442 .32 .11  .42 .10  .65 .11 .52 .79
Cohabitators 11 1,485 .27 .09  .36 .02  .68 .00 .68 .68
Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .23 .12  .31 .11  .51 .18 .28 .75
Incidental Acquaintances 9 1,054 .17 .13  .23 .13  .41 .22 .13 .70
Strangers 31 4,099 .07 .08  .10 .00  .19 .00 .19 .19
             

Aggression Facet 60 9,170 .32 .14  .42 .16  .77 .03 .74 .81
Family 12 2,719 .40 .12  .54 .13  .99 .00 .99 .99
Friends 24 3,494 .25 .14  .34 .14  .52 .20 .26 .78
Cohabitators 10 1,516 .24 .10  .32 .08  .61 .11 .48 .75
Work Colleagues 4 220 .21 .10  .28 .00  .47 .00 .47 .47
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 307 .25 .13  .33 .05  .66 .00 .66 .66
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

Cooperation Facet 15 4,141 .31 .13  .42 .15  .76 .00 .76 .76
Family 6 1,306 .36 .06  .49 .00  .89 .00 .89 .89
Friends 2 351 .33 .11  .44 .10  .68 .12 .53 .83
Cohabitators 2 539 .29 .04  .39 .00  .74 .00 .74 .74
Work Colleagues 2 687 .16 .04  .21 .00  .36 .00 .36 .36
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
             

Modesty Facet 21 4,358 .33 .14  .44 .16  .81 .00 .81 .81
Family 6 1,306 .37 .10  .49 .09  .90 .00 .90 .90
Friends 10 1,653 .27 .11  .36 .10  .56 .13 .40 .72
Cohabitators 4 470 .23 .20  .30 .23  .57 .43 .03 1.00
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 32: Meta-Analyses of Conscientiousness Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Information Source Moderators 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Conscientiousness 145 23,907 .37 .15  .50 .17  .82 .19 .58 1.00
Family 33 5,154 .42 .10  .57 .09  .85 .00 .85 .85
Friends 56 7,102 .38 .12  .51 .10  .76 .13 .60 .93
Cohabitators 25 3,333 .38 .15  .51 .16  .84 .22 .57 1.00
Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .18 .10  .24 .08  .42 .12 .27 .58
Incidental Acquaintances 9 1,054 .24 .17  .32 .20  .57 .30 .18 .95
Strangers 25 3,264 .13 .07  .18 .00  .34 .00 .34 .34
             

Global Conscientiousness 110 18,281 .37 .15  .50 .17  .82 .19 .57 1.00
Family 26 4,119 .43 .09  .57 .05  .85 .00 .85 .85
Friends 43 5,967 .40 .11  .54 .10  .81 .12 .65 .96
Cohabitators 14 2,355 .40 .14  .54 .16  .90 .20 .65 1.00
Work Colleagues 6 1,396 .21 .09  .28 .09  .48 .13 .32 .64
Incidental Acquaintances 8 970 .25 .18  .34 .21  .59 .31 .19 .99
Strangers 24 3,125 .13 .07  .17 .00  .33 .00 .33 .33
             

Achievement Facet 31 5,407 .28 .15  .38 .18  .63 .25 .32 .95
Family 7 1,103 .39 .05  .52 .00  .78 .00 .78 .78
Friends 12 1,804 .29 .15  .39 .16  .59 .23 .29 .89
Cohabitators 10 1,697 .34 .17  .45 .20  .76 .30 .38 1.00
Work Colleagues 2 853 .10 .06  .14 .05  .24 .08 .14 .33
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 533 .12 .01  .15 .00  .30 .00 .30 .30
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

Cautiousness Facet 37 4,668 .30 .14  .40 .15  .66 .19 .42 .90
Family 9 1,533 .42 .10  .56 .09  .84 .00 .84 .84
Friends 9 1,338 .27 .11  .37 .09  .55 .12 .41 .70
Cohabitators 14 1,556 .32 .13  .43 .12  .71 .14 .53 .89
Work Colleagues 5 351 .09 .15  .12 .12  .21 .20 -.05 .47
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 2 350 .13 .03  .18 .00  .34 .00 .34 .34
             

Dependability Facet 35 8,587 .35 .15  .46 .17  .77 .21 .50 1.00
Family 10 1,705 .34 .08  .46 .03  .68 .00 .68 .68
Friends 15 1,640 .29 .17  .40 .18  .59 .27 .25 .94
Cohabitators 3 306 .23 .18  .31 .20  .52 .32 .11 .93
Work Colleagues 7 679 .14 .15  .19 .14  .32 .24 .01 .63
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 5 768 .05 .06  .07 .00  .13 .00 .13 .13
             

Orderliness Facet 29 4,078 .41 .19  .56 .23  .92 .31 .53 1.00
Family 7 738 .49 .13  .66 .12  .99 .00 .99 .99
Friends 13 1,975 .44 .16  .59 .19  .89 .27 .55 1.00
Cohabitators 7 994 .49 .15  .66 .17  1.00 .20 .83 1.00
Work Colleagues -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Incidental Acquaintances -- -- -- --  -- --  -- -- -- --
Strangers 4 550 .07 .07  .09 .00  .18 .00 .18 .18
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 33: Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Types of Family Members 

 k N r  SDobs

 
ρ1k k

SD
1ρ ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred

High 
Cred 

All Emotional Stability Traits           
All Family 37 6,501 .43 .11  .54 .10  .80 .00 .80 .80
Spouses 22 2,970 .43 .10  .54 .08  .80 .00 .80 .80
Parents 11 1,458 .34 .13  .43 .13  .62 .12 .46 .78
Siblings 3 1,607 .45 .05  .57 .03  .83 .00 .83 .83
             

All Extraversion Traits            
All Family 38 6,834 .48 .10  .61 .10  .83 .10 .69 .96
Spouses 22 2,901 .50 .07  .63 .00  .86 .00 .86 .86
Parents 12 1,730 .36 .09  .45 .07  .61 .07 .52 .70
Siblings 2 1,372 .56 .01  .70 .00  .95 .00 .95 .95

             
All Openness Traits            

All Family 25 3,924 .43 .12  .57 .12  .84 .15 .64 1.00
Spouses 16 1,999 .44 .10  .58 .08  .85 .09 .74 .96
Parents 8 1,186 .36 .15  .48 .17  .70 .24 .40 1.00
Siblings -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

             
All Agreeableness Traits            

All Family 32 5,113 .37 .13  .50 .14  .91 .00 .91 .91
Spouses 19 2,527 .40 .11  .53 .09  .98 .00 .98 .98
Parents 10 1,515 .28 .14  .37 .15  .69 .00 .69 .69
Siblings -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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 k N r  SDobs

 
ρ1k k

SD
1ρ ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred

High 
Cred 

All Conscientiousness            
All Family 33 5,154 .42 .10  .57 .09  .85 .00 .85 .85
Spouses 19 2,527 .46 .10  .62 .08  .93 .00 .93 .93
Parents 11 1,556 .36 .11  .49 .10  .73 .00 .73 .73
Siblings 1 240 .42 --  .56 --  .84 -- --  

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 34 
 
Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Types of Friends 
 

 k N r  SDobs

 
ρ1k k

SD
1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Emotional Stability Traits           
All Friends 54 7,358 .33 .12  .42 .11  .63 .13 .46 .80
Dating Partner 3 496 .38 .13  .48 .13  .74 .16 .54 .94
Best/close Friends 11 987 .29 .12  .37 .08  .57 .07 .48 .65
Friend/close acquaintance 36 5,092 .32 .13  .41 .12  .62 .16 .42 .82
Peers at school 5 803 .33 .07  .41 .00  .63 .00 .63 .63

             
All Extraversion Traits             

All Friends 69 9,091 .40 .12  .51 .11  .70 .13 .54 .86
Dating Partner 2 430 .42 .13  .53 .14  .73 .17 .51 .95
Best/close Friends 10 743 .37 .19  .47 .19  .65 .25 .32 .97
Friend/close acquaintance 49 6,482 .40 .11  .51 .10  .70 .12 .54 .85
Peers at school 6 1,049 .39 .06  .49 .00  .68 .00 .68 .68

             
All Openness Traits             

All Friends 35 5,542 .37 .14  .50 .16  .70 .21 .43 .97
Dating Partner 2 430 .51 .05  .69 .00  .96 .00 .96 .96
Best/close Friends 3 327 .21 .14  .28 .14  .39 .19 .14 .63
Friend/close acquaintance 27 4,269 .37 .14  .49 .16  .69 .21 .42 .96
Peers at school 4 648 .31 .16  .42 .19  .59 .26 .25 .93
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 k N r  SDobs

 
ρ1k k

SD
1ρ

 
ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Agreeableness Traits             
All Friends 63 8,224 .29 .11  .39 .09  .60 .10 .47 .73
Dating Partner 3 496 .42 .08  .56 .03  .86 .00 .86 .86
Best/close Friends 10 725 .25 .14  .33 .10  .51 .13 .35 .67
Friend/close acquaintance 46 6,128 .28 .11  .38 .08  .58 .09 .47 .69
Peers at school 3 738 .29 .09  .39 .07  .61 .06 .53 .68

             
All Conscientiousness Traits            

All Friends 56 7,102 .38 .12  .51 .10  .76 .13 .60 .93
Dating Partner 2 430 .50 .04  .67 .00  1.00 .00 1.00 1.00
Best/close Friends 9 632 .38 .14  .51 .12  .76 .16 .55 .97
Friend/close acquaintance 41 5,327 .36 .12  .48 .10  .72 .13 .56 .89
Peers at school 4 643 .38 .10  .51 .07  .77 .07 .68 .85

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 35: Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Types of Cohabitators 

 k N r  SDobs
 ρ1k k

SD
1ρ  ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 

All Emotional Stability Traits           
All Cohabitators 16 2,777 .32 .08  .40 .05  .70 .00 .70 .70
Roommate 12 2,288 .32 .09  .41 .07  .72 .05 .65 .78
Dorm/housemate 3 407 .29 .04  .37 .00  .65 .00 .65 .65

             
All Extraversion Traits            

All Cohabitators 27 3,144 .38 .13  .48 .12  .81 .07 .72 .90
Roommate 18 1,984 .43 .12  .55 .11  .93 .00 .93 .93
Dorm/housemate 7 877 .27 .07  .34 .00  .58 .00 .58 .58

             
All Openness Traits             

All Cohabitators 13 2,144 .35 .19  .47 .23  .99 .45 .40 1.00
Roommate 9 1,559 .45 .11  .60 .12  1.00 .07 .91 1.00
Dorm/housemate 3 384 .12 .05  .15 .00  .32 .00 .32 .32

             
All Agreeableness Traits            

All Cohabitators 18 2,634 .26 .10  .34 .08  .65 .10 .53 .77
Roommate 10 1,574 .33 .06  .43 .00  .82 .00 .82 .82
Dorm/housemate 7 978 .16 .06  .21 .00  .39 .00 .39 .39

             
All Conscientiousness Traits            

All Cohabitators 25 3,333 .38 .15  .51 .16  .84 .22 .57 1.00
Roommate 18 2,412 .44 .13  .59 .13  .98 .12 .82 1.00
Dorm/housemate 5 638 .24 .06  .32 .00  .53 .00 .53 .53
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 36: Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations:  Types of Work Colleagues 

 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Emotional Stability Traits           
All Work Colleagues 8 981 .14 .10  .18 .05  .35 .06 .27 .43

Coworkers 6 453 .22 .10  .28 .00  .54 .00 .54 .54
Supervisors 3 298 .12 .17  .15 .17  .29 .33 -.13 .71
References 2 465 .07 .06  .09 .00  .17 .00 .17 .17

             
All Extraversion Traits            

All Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .24 .17  .30 .18  .49 .27 .14 .84
Coworkers 7 499 .26 .18  .33 .17  .53 .24 .22 .84
Supervisors 2 248 .63 .12  .79 .12  1.00 .00 1.00 1.00
References 2 465 .21 .17  .27 .20  .43 .30 .05 .81

             
All Openness Traits            

All Work Colleagues 6 1,396 .20 .17  .27 .21  .48 .35 .03 .93
Coworkers 3 312 .13 .26  .17 .32  .30 .57 -.43 1.00
Supervisors 3 298 .03 .22  .04 .26  .07 .47 -.54 .67
References 2 465 .27 .22  .36 .27  .64 .46 .06 1.00

             
All Agreeableness Traits            

All Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .23 .11  .31 .11  .53 .17 .31 .74
Coworkers 7 499 .31 .16  .41 .14  .69 .23 .40 .97
Supervisors 2 248 .44 .03  .58 .00  .98 .00 .98 .98
References 2 465 .23 .10  .30 .10  .51 .15 .32 .71
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 k N r  SDobs ρ1k k
SD

1ρ ρ∞k k
SD

∞ρ

Low 
Cred 

High 
Cred 

All Conscientiousness Traits           
All Work Colleagues 11 1,647 .18 .10  .24 .08  .42 .12 .27 .58

Coworkers 7 499 .19 .10  .25 .00  .43 .00 .43 .43
Supervisors 2 248 .28 .00  .38 .00  .66 .00 .66 .66
References 2 465 .17 .15  .22 .19  .38 .31 -.01 .78

Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 37: Moderators of Self-Other Consensus Correlations: Types of Incidental Acquaintances 

 k N r  SDobs
 ρ1k k

SD
1ρ ρ∞k k

SD
∞ρ Low Cred High Cred 

All Emotional Stability Traits             
All Cohabitators 8 1,054 .17 .17  .21 .18  .45 .37 -.02 .92

Assigned Classmates 5 875 .18 .17  .23 .19  .49 .40 -.02 1.00
Group Co-Members 3 179 .10 .11  .13 .00  .27 .00 .27 .27

             
All Extraversion Traits             

All Cohabitators 11 1,270 .34 .15  .43 .15  .63 .20 .38 .88
Assigned Classmates 7 1,065 .36 .15  .45 .17  .66 .21 .38 .93
Group Co-Members 3 179 .25 .12  .32 .00  .47 .00 .47 .47

             
All Openness Traits             

All Cohabitators 8 799 .11 .10  .15 .04  .30 .02 .27 .32
Assigned Classmates 5 620 .12 .08  .16 .00  .33 .00 .33 .33
Group Co-Members 3 179 .07 .15  .10 .09  .19 .18 -.04 .42

             
All Agreeableness Traits             

All Cohabitators 10 1,080 .17 .13  .23 .12  .41 .21 .14 .68
Assigned Classmates 6 875 .18 .15  .24 .16  .42 .28 .07 .78
Group Co-Members 3 179 .15 .04  .20 .00  .35 .00 .35 .35

             
All Conscientiousness Traits            

All Cohabitators 9 1,054 .24 .17  .32 .20  .57 .30 .18 .95
Assigned Classmates 6 875 .25 .19  .34 .23  .59 .35 .14 1.00
Group Co-Members 3 179 .19 .05  .26 .00  .45 .00 .45 .45
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Note.  k = number of independent samples contributing data, N = total sample size, r = mean observed self-other correlation, SDobs = 
observed standard deviation of self-other correlations, ρ1k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and other 
personality rating (i.e., corrected self-single other correlation); 

k
SD

1ρ = standard deviation of ρ1k, correcting for variance due to 
sampling error and test-retest unreliability; ρ∞k = self-other correlation corrected for test-retest reliability in self and interrater 
reliability in other personality rating (i.e., corrected self-all other correlation); 

k
SD

∞ρ = standard deviation of ρ∞k, correcting for 
variance due to sampling error, self test-retest unreliability, and other interrater reliability; Low Cred and High Cred = upper and lower 
80% credibility interval, respectively.
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Table 38: Meta-Analysis of Other-Ratings and Self-Ratings Validities for Predicting Academic Achievement 

 k N r  SDobs SDresid ρov ov
SDρ ρ SDρ 

Emotional Stability          
Other-ratings 4 1,988 .30 .10 .00 .33 .00 .66 .00
Self-ratings—Hough (1992) 162 70,588 .20 -- -- .22 -- .25 --

          
Extraversion          

Other-ratings 5 2,129 .42 .28 .26 .47 .28 .77 .46
Self-ratings—Hough (1992) 128 63,057 .07 -- -- .08 -- .09 --

          
Openness          

Other-ratings 2 326 .05 .03 .00 .06 .00 .11 .00
Self-ratings—Hough (1992) 8 3,628 .13 -- -- .14 -- .17 --

          
Agreeableness          

Other-ratings 4 508 -.03 .12 .08 -.04 .09 -.07 .18
Self-ratings—Hough (1992) 15 7,330 .01 -- -- .01 -- .01 --

          
Conscientiousness          

Other-ratings 7 2,657 .42 .14 .06 .46 .07 .86 .12
Self-ratings—Hough (1992) 42 18,661 .23 -- -- .25 -- .31 --

Note.  k = number of independent samples, N = total sample size, r = mean observed correlation, SDobs = observed standard deviation; 
SDresid = standard deviation of correlations after accounting variability from sampling error and unreliability; ρov = operational 
validity, corrected for unreliability in the criterion only; 

ov
SDρ = standard deviation of operational validities, corrected for variability 

due to sampling error and criterion unreliability; ρ = true score validity, correcting for unreliability in the predictor and criterion; 
SDρ = standard deviation of true validities, corrected for variability due to sampling error, and predictor and criterion unreliability 
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Table 39: Meta-Analytic Multiple Regression Results Combining Self-Ratings and (One) Other-Rating for Predicting Academic 

Achievement 

 Zero-Order  Multiple Regression  Beta-weights 

 ρother ρself  R ∆Rother ∆Rself  βother βself 

Emotional Stability .33 .22 .35 .13 .02  .29 .12

Extraversion .47 .08 .48 .40 .02  .52 -.13

Openness .06 .14 .14 .00 .08  .01 .14

Agreeableness -.04 .01 .04 .03 .08  -.04 .02

Conscientiousness .46 .25 .47 .22 .01  .43 .09

 
Note.  Analyses based on operational validities for a single rater ( r values from Table 27 and ρov values from Table 38).  Zero-order 

ρother and ρself correlations are operational validities from Table 38; R = multiple correlation from combining self and other ratings; 

∆Rother = change in multiple R from adding other-ratings to self-ratings of a given trait; ∆Rself = change in multiple R from adding self-

ratings to other-ratings of a given trait; βother = standardized beta-weight for other-rating of the trait; βself = standardized beta-weight 

for self-rating of the trait.
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Table 40: Meta-Analysis of Other-Ratings and Self-Ratings Validities for Predicting Strangers’ Trait Perceptions 

 k N r  SDobs SDresid ρov ov
SDρ ρ SDρ 

Emotional Stability          
Other 7 1,013 .18 .07 .00 .24 .00 .41 .00
Self 7 1,013 .13 .06 .00 .18 .00 .20 .00

          
Extraversion          

Other 7 1,013 .26 .04 .00 .31 .00 .46 .00
Self 7 1,013 .28 .07 .00 .33 .00 .37 .00

          
Openness          

Other 5 989 .25 .09 .00 .37 .00 .58 .00
Self 5 989 .25 .09 .00 .36 .00 .42 .00

          
Agreeableness          

Other 7 1,013 .14 .03 .00 .20 .00 .34 .00
Self 7 1,013 .16 .06 .00 .22 .00 .26 .00

          
Conscientiousness          

Other 7 1,013 .19 .08 .00 .25 .00 .42 .00
Self 7 1,013 .18 .09 .00 .24 .00 .27 .00

Note.  Criterion is strangers’ perceptions of the same trait rated by other- and self-raters.  k = number of independent samples, N = 
total sample size, r = mean observed correlation, SDobs = observed standard deviation; SDresid = standard deviation of correlations 
after accounting variability from sampling error and unreliability; ρov = operational validity, corrected for unreliability in the criterion 
only; 

ov
SDρ = standard deviation of operational validities, corrected for variability due to sampling error and criterion unreliability; ρ = 
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true score validity, correcting for unreliability in the predictor and criterion; SDρ = standard deviation of true validities, corrected for 
variability due to sampling error, and predictor and criterion unreliability
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Table 41: Meta-Analytic Multiple Regression Results Combining Self-Ratings and (One) Other-Ratings for Predicting Strangers’ 

Trait Perceptions 

 Zero-order  Multiple Regression  Beta-weights 

 ρother ρself  R ∆Rother ∆Rself  βother βself 

Emotional Stability .24 .18 .26 .08 .02  .20 .11

Extraversion .31 .33 .38 .05 .07  .21 .25

Openness .37 .36 .44 .08 .07  .27 .26

Agreeableness .20 .22 .26 .04 .06  .15 .18

Conscientiousness .25 .24 .30 .06 .05  .19 .17

Note.  Analyses based on operational validities for a single rater ( r values from Table 28-31 for friends and ρov values from Table 40).  

Zero-order ρother and ρself correlations are operational validities from Table 38; R = multiple correlation from combining self and other 

ratings; ∆Rother = change in multiple R from adding other-ratings to self-ratings of a given trait; ∆Rself = change in multiple R from 

adding self-ratings to other-ratings of a given trait; βother = standardized beta-weight for other-rating of the trait; βself = standardized 

beta-weight for self-rating of the trait.
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Table 42: Meta-Analysis for Other-Ratings and Self-Ratings Validities for Predicting Job Performance 

 k N r  SDobs SDresid ρov ov
SDρ ρ SDρ 

Emotional Stability          
Other-ratings 4 343 .06 .07 .00 .07 .00 .15 .00
Self-ratings—Barrick et al. (2001) 224 38817 .06 -- -- .11 -- .12 .08

          
Extraversion          

Other-ratings 3 288 .11 .16 .12 .14 .15 .24 .27
Self-ratings—Barrick et al. (2001) 222 39432 .06 -- -- .11 -- .12 .12

          
Openness          

Other-ratings 3 288 .10 .09 .00 .12 .00 .25 .00
Self-ratings—Barrick et al. (2001) 143 23225 .03 -- -- .04 -- .05 .11

          
Agreeableness          

Other-ratings 4 343 .19 .09 .00 .24 .00 .45 .00
Self-ratings—Barrick et al. (2001) 206 36,210 .06 -- -- .11 -- .13 .09

          
Conscientiousness          

Other-ratings 4 343 .26 .06 .00 .33 .00 .63 .00
Self-ratings—Barrick et al. (2001) 239 48100 .12 -- -- .20 -- .23 .10

Note.  k = number of independent samples, N = total sample size, r = mean observed correlation, SDobs = observed standard deviation; 
SDresid = standard deviation of correlations after accounting for variability from sampling error, unreliability, and range restriction; ρov 
= operational validity, corrected for unreliability in the criterion only; 

ov
SDρ = standard deviation of operational validities, corrected 

for variability due to sampling error and criterion unreliability; ρ = true score validity, correcting for unreliability in the predictor and 
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criterion; SDρ = standard deviation of true validities, corrected for variability due to sampling error, and predictor and criterion 
unreliability.
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Table 43: Meta-Analytic Multiple Regression Results Combining Self- and Other-Ratings for Predicting Job Performance 

 Zero-Order  Multiple Regression  Beta-weights 

 ρother ρself  R ∆Rother ∆Rself  βother βself 

Emotional Stability .07 .11 .12 .01 .05  .06 .10

Extraversion .14 .11 .16 .05 .02  .12 .08

Openness .12 .04 .12 .08 .00  .12 .02

Agreeableness .24 .11 .24 .13 .00  .23 .04

Conscientiousness .33 .20 .34 .14 .01  .30 .09

Note.  Analyses based on operational validities for a single rater ( r values from Table 28-31 for work colleagues and ρov values from 

Table 42).  Zero-order ρother and ρself correlations are operational validities from Table 38; R = multiple correlation from combining 

self and other ratings; ∆Rother = change in multiple R from adding other-ratings to self-ratings of a given trait; ∆Rself = change in 

multiple R from adding self-ratings to other-ratings of a given trait; βother = standardized beta-weight for other-rating of the trait; βself = 

standardized beta-weight for self-rating of the trait.
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APPENDIX K: 
 

Figures 
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Figure 1:  Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model 
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Note.  Adapted from Funder (1995)  
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Figure 2: Coefficients of Stability by Test-Retest Time Interval  

[Error Bars Indicate Standard Errors] 
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(Figure 2 Continued) 
 

Agreeableness (All) Stabilities by Time Interval
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Figure 3 
 
Study Designs Contributing Interrater Reliabilities 
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Figure 4:  Interrater Reliabilities (Corrected for Temporal Instability) by Trait and 
Information Source 
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Figure 5 
 
Emotional Stability Other Interrater Reliabilities Over Time, by Information Type 
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 Figure 6 
 
Extraversion Other Interrater Reliabilities Over Time, by Information Type 
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Figure 7 
 
Openness Other Interrater Reliabilities Over Time, by Information Type  
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Figure 8 
 
Agreeableness Other Interrater Reliabilities Over Time, by Information Type  
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Figure 9 
 
Conscientiousness Other Interrater Reliabilities Over Time, by Information Type  
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Figure 10 
 
Predicted Interrater Reliabilities for a Given Number of Other-Raters, by Information 
Source 
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Openness to Experience
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Figure 11 

Single Other-Rater Self-Other Correlations (ρ1k) for Traits by Information Source 
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Figure 12: Predicted Multiple Correlations from Combining Multiple Others 
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Figure 13:  Good Traits Across Study 1, 2, and 3 Accuracy Criteria 
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Note.  rtt = test-retest reliability, O-O = single-rater interrater reliability (test-retest 

corrected), and S-0 = self-other correlation (test-retest corrected)
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Figure 14: Good Information (Information Sources) Across Accuracy Criteria 
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Note.  Consistency = mean inter-item correlation, interrater = test-retest corrected 

interrater reliability, and self-other = test-retest corrected self-other correlation 
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